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Foreword
Today, there are more people at risk than ever from natural hazards, particularly in
developing countries, and this number will continue to rise over the next 30 years.
Indeed, disasters arising from tsunamis, earthquakes and epidemics, as well as
extreme weather events, seem to be often in the news. Clearly, the emergency
response of aid organisations and governments is vital in such circumstances.
However, it is important to ask whether more could be done to anticipate such
events, to limit their impact, and to enable the affected populations to recover
more quickly through better resilience.
The issue of disaster risk reduction (DRR) was a central question of the
Humanitarian Emergency Response Review chaired by Lord Ashdown and
which reported in 2011. However, choosing to deploy resources for DRR is not a
straightforward decision for policy makers with limited resources. There can be
VIEPHMJ½GYPXMIWMRNYWXMJ]MRKI\TIRHMXYVIXSEHHVIWWLE^EVHWXLEXQMKLXRSXSGGYVJSVEZIV]PSRKXMQISVMRHIIH
may never materialise. And if precious resources are to be used for DRR, there will be important decisions
GSRGIVRMRK[LIVIXLIKVIEXIWXFIRI½XWQMKLXFIEGLMIZIH
The good news is that science has the potential to play an increasingly important role in DRR. Science tells us
why disasters happen and where many of the risks lie, and for some disasters we can even forecast when they
will occur. The aim of this Report has therefore been to review the latest science and evidence, and to take
stock of the further improvements that lie ahead. In so doing, it sets out priorities and options for how DRR
can be substantially improved today and into the future. The key message is that disaster and death are not the
inevitable consequence of greater exposure to hazards. It is possible to stabilise disaster impacts, save lives and
protect livelihoods. However, achieving this will require a change in culture and a new approach. Everyone with
a stake in developing countries needs to play their part in reducing risk. For example, this Report argues that
policy makers far beyond the traditional boundaries of development and disaster response need to recognise
that they also have a key part to play in DRR, as does the private sector.
This Report has drawn heavily on the considerable amount of excellent work that is already taking place on
DRR across the world. Also, I am particularly grateful for the team of leading experts, chaired by Professor
%RKIPE1G0IER[LSLEZIPIHXLMW[SVOERHXSXLIQER]SXLIVW[LSLEZIGSRXVMFYXIHXSXLMW4VSNIGX-R
conclusion, I hope that policy makers, and indeed everyone involved in addressing the challenge of disasters,
½RHWXLMW6ITSVXYWIJYP

Professor Sir John Beddington CMG, FRS
'LMIJ7GMIRXM½G%HZMWIVXS,1+SZIVRQIRXERH
,IEHSJXLI+SZIVRQIRX3J½GIJSV7GMIRGI

This Report should be cited as:
Foresight Reducing Risks of Future Disasters: Priorities for Decision Makers (2012)
*MREP4VSNIGX6ITSVX
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Executive summary
1

The aims and ambitions of the Project

This Foresight Project has considered disasters resulting from natural hazards. The aim
has been to provide an independent look at the latest science and evidence, and its role
in disaster risk reduction (DRR), so that the diverse impacts of future disasters can be
effectively reduced, both around the time of the events and in the longer term.
The work looks out to 2040 and takes a broad and independent view. It investigates how science and evidence
could help in understanding evolving future disaster risks, how those risks may better anticipated and the
practical actions that could be taken in risk reduction. Throughout, it has drawn upon the latest developments
in natural and social science, and lessons from the many existing DRR initiatives. It is supported by 18
independently peer-reviewed papers, which were specially commissioned from leading experts across the
world1, as well as workshops and an international summit of senior policy makers that took place in June 20122.

2

Why the Project was commissioned

Important drivers of change could substantially increase future risks of disasters, notably
the increasing frequency of extreme weather events due to climate change, and large
population increases in cities exposed to natural hazards. However, choosing to deploy
VIWSYVGIWXSVIHYGIXLIWIVMWOWTVIWIRXWWMKRM½GERXGLEPPIRKIWJSVTSPMG]QEOIVW8LIVIGER
FIVIEPHMJ½GYPXMIWMRNYWXMJ]MRKI\TIRHMXYVIXSEHHVIWWLE^EVHWXLEXQE]SGGYVMRJVIUYIRXP]
or indeed may never materialise in a given location. In responding to those challenges, it
makes clear sense to make full use of new developments in science and evidence.
8LIRIIHXSMQTVSZIHMWEWXIVVMWOVIHYGXMSRERHXLIQER]HMJ½GYPXMIWMRLIVIRXMREGLMIZMRKXLEXEMQMWEPWSE
recurrent theme in a number of recent reviews. These include the Humanitarian and Emergency Response
Review (HERR 3 PIHF]0SVH%WLHS[R[LMGLJSVQIHXLIGEXEP]WXJSVYRHIVXEOMRKXLMW*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGX4, and
reports on managing disaster risk and preventing disasters from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) (2012)5, and the World Bank and United Nations (2010)6 . Arguably, these reviews imply a growing
political interest in improving current efforts to reduce disaster risk. Impacts from disasters were also cited in
½ZIMQTIVEXMZIWJSVHIGMWMSRQEOMRKF]XLI927IGVIXEV]+IRIVEPEXXLI+IRIVEP%WWIQFP]´WERRYEPLMKL
level debate, and the integral role of disaster risk management in development policy was highlighted at the 2012
+7YQQMXMR1I\MGS

 7II%RRI\&SJXLI*MREP4VSNIGX6ITSVXJSVEPMWXSJVIJIVIRGIWERH%RRI\'JSVEPMWXSJVIZMI[WGSQQMWWMSRIH
 7II%RRI\%SJXLI*MREP4VSNIGX6ITSVXJSVEPMWXSJXLIQER]MRHMZMHYEPWJVSQEGEHIQMEMRHYWXV]EW[IPPEWKSZIVRQIRXEPRSRKSZIVRQIRXEPERH
MRXIVREXMSREPSVKERMWEXMSRW[LSLEZIFIIRMRZSPZIHMRXLMW*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGX
3 Ashdown, P. (2011) – see Annex B for a list of references cited in this Foresight report.
 -REHHMXMSRXSXLI*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGXVITSVXIHLIVIEWITEVEXIWXYH]LEWFIIRYRHIVXEOIR[MXLMRXLI9/+SZIVRQIRX3J½GIJSV7GMIRGIXSEHZMWI
LS[WGMIRXM½GEHZMGIVIPEXMRKXSHMWEWXIVWGERFIFIXXIVMRGSVTSVEXIH[MXLMRHIGMWMSRTVSGIWWIWWTIGM½GEPP][MXLMRXLI9/*YVXLIVHIXEMPWSJXLEX
TVSNIGX 8LI9WISJ7GMIRGI%HZMGIMR,YQERMXEVMER)QIVKIRGMIWERH(MWEWXIVW GERFIJSYRHEXLXXT[[[FMWKSZYOKSWGMIRGIWGMIRGIMR
KSZIVRQIRXKPSFEPMWWYIWGMZMPGSRXMRKIRGMIWWLIHVITSVX
5 IPCC (2012).
6 World Bank and United Nations (2010).
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Assessing disaster impacts: lessons from the past and present

A review of past and present disasters shows that impacts can be extremely diverse in
nature, operating over widely different spatial scales and developing over very different
timescales. In the 20 years to 2012, disasters killed 1.3 million people and caused US$2
trillion of damage, more than the total development aid given over the same period7.
Droughts, earthquakes and storms have been the largest causes of disaster mortality in the
last 40 years.
Indirect impacts may be less visible, but have the potential to blight lives over the long term.
The key message is that the combined consequences of direct and indirect impacts are both
poorly understood and poorly documented and therefore likely to be underestimated.
Examples of indirect impacts of disasters include:
 Economic contagion effects through globalisation:HMWEWXIVWLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSR[SVPHXVEHI¾S[W
-XLEWFIIRIWXMQEXIHXLEXQENSVHMWEWXIVWVIHYGIH[SVPHXVEHIF] SZIVXLI]IEVTIVMSHIRHMRKMR
2003 and that the trend was for increasing proportional losses despite a parallel expansion in world trade8.
 Household consequences: the prospect of future losses can reduce the incentive to save and invest, and
repeated losses can prevent households moving out of poverty. Loss of assets such as livestock can have
long-lasting negative effects.
 Malnutrition in children:WTIGM½GX]TIWSJQEPRYXVMXMSREXGVMXMGEPXMQIWMREGLMPH´WHIZIPSTQIRXGERPIEHXS
long-term effects such as stunting.

4

Drivers of future disaster risk

A critical element of reducing disaster impacts in the future is the application of science and evidence to assess
disaster risk, in order to anticipate and prepare for future hazards. In this Report, the main determinants of
disaster risk are taken to be the magnitude of the hazard, exposure and vulnerability. These determinants, and
LIRGIHMWEWXIVVMWO[MPPFIMR¾YIRGIHMRXLIJYXYVIF]E[MHIVERKISJHVMZIVW
Two drivers stand out in this analysis because of their potentially large and negative effects
on disaster risk, and the low associated uncertainty: global environmental change and
demographic change. Global environmental change and demographic shifts are likely to
continue over the next three decades, leading to greater hazard exposure and vulnerability,
as well as reduced resilience and increased uncertainties. The speed of urbanisation in
developing countries is also an important driver of change: urban design and planning
that both improves the quality of life for residents and makes expanding cities resilient to
natural hazards is therefore a key priority.
Changes in climate due to global warming are widely expected in the coming decades. Rising temperatures will
affect weather and precipitation patterns, sea levels may rise and the average maximum wind speed of tropical
cyclones is likely to increase. The expected increase in frequency of climate extremes9 will, in turn, increase
LE^EVHI\TSWYVIERHXLIVMWOSJIZIRXWWYGLEWHVSYKLXW¾SSHMRKERHWXSVQWYVKIWEJJIGXMRKHMJJIVIRXVIKMSRWMR
different ways. Although changes over the next three decades may only be small, the long-term trend towards
more extreme events is important.

7

9

2

UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2012a).
+EWWIFRIV1IXEP  
IPCC (2012), pp11–16.

Much of the demographic change over the next three decades is already locked in to existing population
HMWXVMFYXMSRW&]XLITSTYPEXMSRSJ³PIEWXHIZIPSTIH´GSYRXVMIW[MPPLEZIVMWIRXSEVSYRHFMPPMSR10 . Many
of these countries have a high proportion of their populations at risk from one or more natural hazards11.
*SVI\EQTPITSTYPEXMSRWPMZMRKMRYVFER¾SSHTPEMRWMR%WMEQE]MRGVIEWIJVSQQMPPMSRXSFIX[IIRERH
91 million in 203012 . Between 2010 and 2040, the number of people over 65 in less developed countries is
TVSNIGXIHXSRIEVP]XVMTPIJVSQQMPPMSRMRXSQMPPMSRMR13 . In emergencies, older people face
particular risks and are a vulnerable group, although they may have skills and experience which enable them to
cope14 .
A third driver is urbanisation. Already, eight out of the ten most populous cities in the world are at risk of being
severely affected by an earthquake, and six out of ten are vulnerable to storm surge and tsunami waves15 .
8LIRYQFIVSJYVFERH[IPPIVWMRHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIWMWTVSNIGXIHXSMRGVIEWIPMRIEVP]F]QMPPMSRIEGL]IEV
JVSQFMPPMSRMRXSEVSYRHFMPPMSRMR'YVVIRXP]EVSYRH SJXLITSTYPEXMSRSJQER]YVFER
centres in low- and middle-income countries live in informal settlements or in overcrowded and deteriorating
XIRIQIRXW-RQER]%JVMGERERH%WMERGMXMIWXLITVSTSVXMSRMW SVQSVI16 . Large concentrations of these
MRJSVQEPWIXXPIQIRXWEVIPSGEXIHSRPERHXLEXMWEXLMKLVMWOJVSQ¾SSHMRKSVPERHWPMHIW17. However, there are
reasons to believe that well-managed cities can limit vulnerability and mitigate hazards given appropriate
information and governance systems. But many cities are still not addressing their rapidly increasing risk.
The net effect of these and other drivers is complex and unpredictable. Many will interact, adding to the
uncertainty. Much will depend on the degree to which governments and other decision makers take effective
action to manage the effects of these drivers and reduce disaster risk. Some countries have made good progress
in reducing disaster impacts for particular hazards (for example, Bangladesh and Chile in cyclone and earthquake
impacts respectively). Nevertheless, the two drivers with the most certain future trends, demography and
IRZMVSRQIRXEPGLERKIEVIEPWSPMOIP]XSMRGVIEWIHMWEWXIVVMWOWMKRM½GERXP]
 The speed of urbanisation in developing countries means that the future vulnerability and exposure of cities
will be disproportionately important. Urban design and planning that both improves the quality of life for
residents and makes expanding cities resilient to natural hazards is therefore a key priority.
 Trends such as urbanisation, economic development and technological change present opportunities to
reduce exposure and vulnerability, and strengthen resilience, if they are exploited effectively.
Some particular hazards have the potential to result in especially serious impacts in the
future, for example:
 )EVXLUYEOIWMRQIKEGMXMIWTSWIEQENSVXLVIEXEWHSIW¾SSHMRKJSVXLIQER]GMXMIWMRPS[IPIZEXMSR
GSEWXEPEVIEWQMPPMSRQSVITISTPI[MPPFIPMZMRKMRYVFERGSEWXEP¾SSHTPEMRWMR%JVMGEERH%WMEF]
4VITEVMRKJSVIEVXLUYEOIW[MPPFIGLEPPIRKMRKEWFSXLXLIMVXMQMRKERHWIZIVMX]EVIZIV]HMJ½GYPXXSJSVIGEWX
 The average maximum wind speed of cyclones in many developing countries is very likely to increase, along
with the number of people living in at risk areas, particularly after 2040.
 Dense, urban populations are at particularly high risk of emerging infectious diseases.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Population Reference Bureau (2012).
Dilley, M. et al (2005).
Foresight (2011).
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2011).
HelpAge International and United Nations Population Fund (2012).
Chafe, Z. (2007).
International Institute for Environment and Development (2012).
Hardoy, J.E. et al (2001).
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Forecasting disaster risk: future science

Science already explains why disasters happen, where many of the risks lie and, for some
HMWEWXIVWJSVIGEWXWGERFIQEHISJ[LIRXLI][MPPSGGYV-RXLIRI\XJI[HIGEHIWWGMIRXM½G
advances in the understanding of natural hazards can be expected to continue. Progress in
data analysis and advances in technology will play a role in this process. How fast and how
far such improvements will proceed is uncertain. But if progress continues at the current
rate, there will be increasingly reliable forecasts identifying the timing and location of
some future natural hazards. At the same time, more detailed descriptions of the locations
of people and assets, and of coping abilities that will allow better assessments of exposure
and vulnerability will become available. Together progress in these areas will improve the
forecasting of disaster risk and provide opportunities for effective disaster risk reduction,
provided that those who need to take action have ready access to the information.
Forecasting hazards
-QTVSZMRKXLIWGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRKSJLE^EVHWMWGVYGMEPXSFIXXIVVMWOJSVIGEWXMRK18 7GMIRXM½GEHZERGIWMR
DRR have already helped to save many lives. For example, improved forecasts of tropical cyclones have led
XSVIHYGXMSRWMRJEXEPMXMIWERHIEVP][EVRMRKW]WXIQWLEZIVIHYGIH¾SSHHEQEKI8LIGYVVIRXWXEXISJLE^EVH
forecasting is variable across types of hazard and across the world.
The emergence of probabilistic forecasts has changed the way in which forecasts of natural hazards are
made and understood. Determining whether or not a forecasting system is reliable requires a large sample of
forecasts but this is impeded by the rarity of disasters. Although this unreliability will be reduced over the next
JI[HIGEHIWXLVSYKLWGMIRXM½GEHZERGIWTVSFEFMPMWXMGJSVIGEWXW[MPPGSRXMRYIXSFIMQTIVJIGX8LIGYVVIRXWXEXI
of hazard forecasting is variable, but in the case of some hazards, for example cyclones, forecasting skill is rapidly
improving. The best forecasts in the future will be reliable, probabilistic forecasts. However, gaps in forecasting
ability will remain, notably in predicting the timing and magnitude of earthquakes and disease outbreaks.
8LIWTIGM½G½RHMRKWEVIEWJSPPS[W
 Improved forecasting of hydrometeorological hazards requires more robust observation systems for the
atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere and land surface. Higher resolution models that have the potential to
increase forecasting power in parts of the world where it is currently low, can be expected in the next 20
years198LI][MPPVIUYMVIGSQTYXIVWMRXLII\E¾STVERKI[LMGLQE]FIHIZIPSTIHMRERSXLIVHIGEHISVWS
 6IGIRXTVSKVIWWERHJYXYVITSXIRXMEPMRHMGEXIWXLEXXLIEFMPMX]XSJSVIGEWX¾SSHWWLSYPHMQTVSZIWMKRM½GERXP]
over the next 10 to 20 years through the development of satellite technology (e.g. the capacity to
HIXIVQMRIVMZIV¾S[MRVIEPXMQI FIXXIVQSHIPPMRKERHERMQTVSZIHYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIMRXIVEGXMSRSJ
hydrological and meteorological processes.
 Forecasting of droughts is still in its infancy but some improvements can be expected over the next 20
years, driven by the launch of the next generation polar satellites in 201620 and improvements in the
GSZIVEKIERHUYEPMX]SJSFWIVZEXMSRWXEXMSRW %GGIWWXSLMKLVIWSPYXMSRWEXIPPMXIHEXE[MXLMRXLIRI\X½ZI
years will drive progress over the next 20 years.
 The ability to forecast the timing of earthquakes remains a distant possibility, and whether it will ever be
realised is uncertain.The lack of data and great heterogeneity of geological systems means that it is unlikely
XLEXIEVXLUYEOIW[MPPFIJSVIGEWX[MXLWYJ½GMIRXGSR½HIRGIXSTVSZMHIVIPMEFPI[EVRMRKW[MXLMRXLIRI\X
years.The study of slow earthquakes and the modelling of complex seismic cycles offer potential routes

18 -RXLMW6ITSVXXLIXIVQ³JSVIGEWX´MWYWIHXSHIWGVMFIMREWMQTPI[E]EPPEXXIQTXWXSQEOIWXEXIQIRXWEFSYXJYXYVIVMWO[LIXLIVGSRGIVRMRKE
particular expected hazard or an average expected risk over time.
19 Dutra, E. et al (2012a).
20 Patel, R. (2012).

4

forward. Higher resolution and increased coverage of earth observation (e.g. interferometric satellites), and
seabed ground motion monitoring will be required. Forensic data on past events will also be important.
 Successful forecasts of volcanic eruptions have been achieved where volcanoes have been monitored (e.g.
MR1SRXWIVVEXWMRGIXLIIVYTXMSR 3ZIVXLIRI\XXS]IEVWJSVIGEWXMRK[MPPGSRXMRYIXSMQTVSZI
through better monitoring and analysis of datasets derived from higher resolution and increased coverage
of earth observation (e.g. interferometric and gas monitoring satellites), and forensic data on past events.
 *SVIGEWXMRK[LIRXWYREQMW[MPPSGGYVMWHMJ½GYPXVIKEVHPIWWSJ[LIXLIVXLI]EVIXVMKKIVIHF]IEVXLUYEOIW
volcanoes, submarine landslides or a combination of hazards.Yet, once triggered, the time of landfall of
the deep-water wave can be forecast. Progress in modelling the nonlinear interactions between the wave
and the seabed21 might lead to improved operational forecasts of inundation through, for example, high
resolution (multibeam) seabed geomorphic mapping, seabed ground motion monitoring, and forensic data
on past events over the next 10 to 20 years.
 -RLYQERWERHPMZIWXSGOTVIHMGXMRKXLIJYXYVIWTVIEHSJMRJIGXMSR[MPPVIQEMRHMJ½GYPXFIGEYWIMXVIUYMVIW
ETVSJSYRHYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLITEXLSKIR´WMRXIVEGXMSRW&YXXLIVIEVIVIEWSRWXSFISTXMQMWXMG-XQE]
be possible in the next few decades to forecast when a novel, directly transmitted infection, similar to, for
example, the SARS virus, will reach different parts of the world from studying aviation patterns. Highly
resolved descriptions of the mixing patterns of hosts and a deeper understanding of host-pathogen
interactions will be developed over the next ten years.
 Changing diets in developing countries are driving increased stock densities, mostly in pig and poultry
TVSHYGXMSR IKJVSQXS%WMERTSYPXV]TVSHYGXMSRMRGVIEWIHF] GVIEXMRKPEVKIERMQEP
TSTYPEXMSRW[LMGLEVIWYWGITXMFPIXSMRJIGXMSR7MQMPEVP]EFSYX SJKPSFEPEKVMGYPXYVEPPERHMWGSZIVIHF]
wheat, maize and rice varieties which have high levels of genetic uniformity. Across all classes of pathogen
(including those that are well-known, recently emerged in a new host species, and not yet emerged)
forecasting the location, severity and timing of disease outbreaks in livestock and in plants is much less
developed than is the science for outbreaks in humans.
Increased co-operation and pooling of resources for hazard prediction is likely to be
FIRI½GMEPMRWTIGM½GEVIEW'SRWMHIVEXMSRSJXLIXIGLRMGEPSVKERMWEXMSREPERHGSQQIVGMEP
barriers to achieving greater co-operation in hazard prediction would be helpful.
Pooling resources may be advantageous where:
 the physical processes underpinning hazards are similar across much of the world (one example would be
global circulation models for hydrometerological hazards where a single forecast would be of use to many);
 infrastructure for data (e.g. satellites and sensors) and for modelling (e.g. supercomputers) is expensive.
However, it will be important to achieve a balance between pooled resources (which can save costs) and
individual facilities (which can help to foster diversity of approach and innovation in hazard prediction).
Forecasting vulnerability and exposure
8LIWGMIRXM½GEHZERGIWMRERXMGMTEXMRKREXYVEPLE^EVHWHMWGYWWIHEFSZIGERSRP]FI
exploited for disaster risk forecasting if exposure and vulnerability of people and assets are
also assessed. These are crucial components in forming accurate disaster risk projections.
However, they are hard to measure because they depend on local circumstances and
priorities. The quality and coverage of data on vulnerability and exposure are also generally
very poor in developing countries. Developing methods of measurement that take into
account local context and priorities would improve the situation.

21 Schlurmann, T. et al (2010).
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Exposure22 encompasses the spatial and temporal distribution of populations and assets. There is a general
concern about the quality, coverage and time span of census data and those most at risk of exposure are often
in developing countries with highly dynamic populations and the least reliable information. Remotely sensed
images of dwellings are increasingly used to support or supplement census data 23 24 .
Measuring vulnerability25MWQYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPX-XVIWMWXWKPSFEPGLEVEGXIVMWEXMSRFIGEYWIMXMWMR¾YIRGIHF]
contextual factors and is therefore sensitive to diverse social and cultural values. Many vulnerability assessments
undertaken in low-income, at-risk communities are focused on raising risk awareness and developing
organisational capacity, and only a few local studies and assessments have used systematic techniques for
VIGSVHMRKKIRIVEXMRKERHEREP]WMRKHEXE&YXXLIWGMIRXM½GPMXIVEXYVISRZYPRIVEFMPMX][LMPIWGEVGIMWKVS[MRK
VETMHP]1SVIVI½RIHVMWOJSVIGEWXWGERFIQEHIF]MRGPYHMRKQIXVMGWJSVZYPRIVEFMPMX][LMGLVI¾IGXPSGEPP]
relevant measures of deprivation and the impact of local governance capacity.
Looking across all aspects of risk forecasting (hazard, exposure and vulnerability) there are
options for better co-ordination between communities of experts at several levels.
These include:
 Co-ordination on data issues:EKSSHI\EQTPIMWXLI+VSYTSR)EVXL3FWIVZEXMSRW8LMWLEWWYGGIWWJYPP]
FVSYKLXXSKIXLIVMRXIVREXMSREPEKIRGMIWXSFYMPHE+PSFEP)EVXL3FWIVZEXMSR7]WXIQSJ7]WXIQW
,S[IZIVXLIXIVQWSJMXW³-RXIVREXMSREP'LEVXIV´HSRSXEPPS[HEXEXSFIQEHIEZEMPEFPIJSVHMWEWXIVVMWO
reduction.
 Co-ordination on single hazard forecasts: GSQTYXIVWMRXLII\E¾STVERKI 18¾SEXMRKTSMRXSTIVEXMSRW
per second) will be needed to produce ensemble forecasts of single hazards using high-resolution models,
which will provide much more reliable and locally relevant forecasts. Providing this capability is expensive
and international pooling of resources and expertise may offer one way of achieving this.
 Co-ordination on multiple hazards: the development of a systems-based approach to geophysical hazard
EREP]WMWWTIGM½GEPP][LIVITVMQEV]LE^EVHW WYGLEWIEVXLUYEOIW GERXVMKKIVWIGSRHEV]LE^EVHW WYGLEW
tsunamis) would be an example. Historically, most risk analysis has been undertaken on a hazard-by-hazard
basis. In particular, integrated modelling of multiple, inter-related hazards will require the integration of data
and models from multiple sources.
 Better co-ordination between those working on hazards, exposure and vulnerability could achieve
substantial improvements in risk modelling and evaluation: for example, Africa Risk View26 aims to combine
rainfall forecasts with agricultural models to forecast where crops will suffer water stress.This information is
combined with local data on vulnerability to determine how many households would be affected
economically or would experience hunger.Where collaboration between areas is limited, interoperability
of outputs such as data and models will be important in promoting interdisciplinary working.
Looking to the future of modelling disaster risk there is potential over the next two decades
for highly co-ordinated activity to address the computationally intensive modelling of
physical processes and natural hazards which are globally distributed. Modelling would
produce standardised outputs, which could be combined with local information on exposure
and vulnerability to produce locally relevant risk forecasts that draw upon local knowledge,
values and priorities. This process of integration is critical: ultimately, it will determine the
utility of large-scale hazard forecasts.
22 -RXLMWVITSVX³I\TSWYVI´MWHI½RIHEWXLITVIWIRGISJTISTPIPMZIPMLSSHWIRZMVSRQIRXEPWIVZMGIWERHVIWSYVGIWMRJVEWXVYGXYVISVIGSRSQMGWSGMEP
or cultural assets in places that could be adversely affected by a hazardous event.
23 Miller, R.B. and Small, C. (2003).
24 Kienberger, S. and Zeil, P. (2005).
25 -RXLMWVITSVX³ZYPRIVEFMPMX]´MWHI½RIHEWXLIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWERHGMVGYQWXERGIWSJEGSQQYRMX]W]WXIQSVEWWIXXLEXVIRHIVMXWYWGITXMFPIXSXLI
damaging effects of a hazard.
26 LXXT[[[EJVMGEVMWOZMI[SVK

6

This integration of centralised information with localised context and values is crucial, and will help to address
XLIHMJ½GYPX]SJGSQTEVMRKERHEPPSGEXMRKTVMSVMX]XSHMZIVWIHMWEWXIVVMWOWEGVSWWHMJJIVIRXGSQQYRMXMIWERH
HMJJIVIRXWMXYEXMSRW*SVI\EQTPIXLILIEPXLERHWYVZMZEPSJPMZIWXSGOQE]LEZITEVXMGYPEVWMKRM½GERGIJSVXLI
long-term survival and prosperity of a low-income family in an area vulnerable to drought, whereas the same
livestock may well have much less importance in an industrialised or higher income setting.

6

Decision making and acting on risk information

While new science has considerable potential to improve the quality of information in the
forecasting of many disasters, acting on that advice in a prudent and balanced way will be
critical to reducing impacts. Decisions can be impeded by the very infrequent nature of
some disasters as well as uncertainty in terms of severity, location and precise timing. Also,
while it may be unpalatable, in some cases there may be grounds for accepting the risk
FIGEYWIXLIGSWXWSJMQTPIQIRXMRK(66SYX[IMKLXLIFIRI½XW8LIVIEVIRSIEW]ERW[IVWXS
such dilemmas and it will be for decision makers to consider when investment in enhanced
VIWMPMIRGIMWNYWXM½IH,S[IZIVXLIJSPPS[MRKGSRGPYWMSRWEVIVIPIZERXXSE[MHIVERKISJ
circumstances.
Much more work is needed to develop reliable measures of resilience which can be incorporated into
risk models alongside data on hazards and vulnerability. These measures need to inform decision makers
whether a given system is likely to be resilient to a particular future shock. An important aim is to build up a
comprehensive picture of locations where resilience is lowest. This is a long-term goal and will require sustained
effort from researchers to gather data. It is important to note that, while increasing resilience is almost always
HIWMVEFPIXLIFIRI½XW[MPPRSXEP[E]WSYX[IMKLXLIGSWXWERHHIGMWMSRQEOIVW[MPPRIIHXSHIXIVQMRI[LIR
MRZIWXQIRXMRIRLERGIHVIWMPMIRGIMWNYWXM½IH
3TXMSRWJSVEHHVIWWMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOMRGPYHIXLIJSPPS[MRKQIEWYVIW
 Transferring the risk:VIQMXXERGI¾S[WEVII\TIGXIHXSMRGVIEWIXS97FMPPMSRF]ERHGERLIPT
to reduce the effects of disasters at both the macro and micro level. Preliminary estimates suggest that sub7ELEVER%JVMGERGSYRXVMIWGSYPHVEMWIQSVIXLER97FMPPMSRJVSQMWWYMRKHMEWTSVEFSRHWERHIZIRQSVI
by securitising future remittances. Much more use could be made of re-insurance to address disaster risk in
developing countries, where neither formal nor informal risk management work well in isolation.
 Avoiding the risk: there is no clear consensus on the effectiveness of migration as a risk avoidance strategy.
However, multiple lines of evidence demonstrate how early warnings have improved preparedness for
TSTYPEXMSRWXLVIEXIRIHF]¾SSHWERHWXSVQW IK']GPSRI7MHVMR&ERKPEHIWL 1SFMPIMRJSVQEXMSRERH
GSQQYRMGEXMSRXIGLRSPSK] -'8 MWMRGVIEWMRKP]YWIHXSTVITEVIJSVERHVIWTSRHXS¾SSHMRKERHHVSYKLX
(e.g. in Bangladesh and in the UK) although more evaluation of its effectiveness is needed.
 Reducing the risk: the pressures of rapid urbanisation and population growth, particularly in East Asia
and Latin America, will increase the demand for the provision of new infrastructure. But increases in the
frequency and severity of natural hazards, particularly extreme events, in the future will lead to greater
exposure of both new and existing infrastructure to damage. Science and engineering can respond to these
challenges by informing the design, manufacture and monitoring of buildings which have economic and
IRZMVSRQIRXEPFIRI½XWERH[LMGLEVIVIWMWXERXXSXLIMQTEGXWSJQYPXMTPILE^EVHW'PIEVPIKEPP]IWXEFPMWLIH
regulatory frameworks can help to incentivise private investors to invest in disaster-resilient infrastructure.
 Accepting the risk:XLMWMWXLIVEXMSREPGSYVWIMJXLIGSWXWSJXEOMRKEGXMSRSYX[IMKLXLIFIRI½XW;LMPI
XLIIZMHIRGIJSVXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJLEVHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSTVSXIGXEKEMRWX¾SSHWMWWXVSRKXLIIGSRSQMG
case for other preventative measures against a range of hazards is uncertain primarily because the data
needed to estimate the costs borne when hazards lead to disasters is rarely available.There is evidence
XLEXGSRXMRKIRG]TPERRMRKJSVIZEGYEXMSRERHWLIPXIVGERFILMKLP]IJJIGXMZI IKMR&ERKPEHIWL´WVIWTSRWI
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to Cyclone Sidr27) although the evidence is less clear on the economic case, largely because data on costs
incurred and avoided are not available.
8LIFIRI½XWSJ(66GPIEVP]HITIRHSR[LMGLMRZIWXQIRXWEVIQEHI(IGMWMSRQEOIVWRIIH
to examine the merits of each possible measure and to decide, based on the evidence,
whether or not it is preferable to accepting the risk. There are some challenges to making
such evaluations.
 Whether a measure is preferred will depend on the value placed on human life, the discount rate and time
LSVM^SRYWIHERHXLIVERKISJGSWXWERHFIRI½XWXLEXEVIMRGPYHIHMRXLIEREP]WMW(IGMWMSRQEOIVWWLSYPH
RSXEGGITXGSWXFIRI½XVEXMSWYRGVMXMGEPP]ERHWGMIRXMWXWTVITEVMRKXLIQWLSYPHQEOIMQTSVXERXEWWYQTXMSRW
GPIEV3ZIVXLIGSQMRKHIGEHIWXLMWGSYPHPIEHXSQSVIVI½RIHERHYWIJYPEREP]WIWFIMRKTVSHYGIH
 8LIVIMWETEVXMGYPEVTVSFPIQSJ³HIITYRGIVXEMRX]´[LIRXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLIJYXYVIMW
not known; i.e., while it is axiomatic that there is uncertainty in any forecast, there can also be uncertainty
EFSYX[LIXLIVXLIJSVIGEWXMXWIPJMWVIPMEFPI8LMWQEOIWMXHMJ½GYPXJSVYWIVWSJJSVIGEWXWJVSQJEVQIVWXS
KSZIVRQIRXQMRMWXIVWXSEGXGSR½HIRXP]SRJSVIGEWXWERHIEVP][EVRMRKW
8LIGLEPPIRKIWSJIZEPYEXMRKGSWXWERHFIRI½XWGERFITEVXMEPP]EHHVIWWIHMRXLIPSRKXIVQ
but this will take several decades of committed action to build up bodies of evidence on
two important issues: evidence of effectiveness for different interventions, and records of
reliability for different forecasting models.
 In the long term, a solution to this deep uncertainty lies in building up track records of reliability for each
JSVIGEWXMRKETTVSEGL WII'LETXIV (IGMWMSRQEOIVWGSYPHFI³MRXIPPMKIRXGYWXSQIVW´SJTVSFEFMPMWXMG
forecasts by requesting information about the reliability of those forecasts. Records of reliability need to
FIKEXLIVIHERHXLIVIQE]FIEVSPIJSVER³LSRIWXFVSOIV´[LSGERFIVIPMIHYTSRXSKMZIEXVYWX[SVXL]
EWWIWWQIRXSJEQSHIP´WTVIZMSYWXVEGOVIGSVH
 Current understanding of best practice in disaster risk reduction is very limited. An evidence base on
the effectiveness of different interventions would have value.This would require a shared, standardised
repository of information which would provide an important resource to support decisions on DRR
investments. Chapter 6 sets out how this might operate.
In the short term, there are ways in which policy makers can adapt to the uncertainty
EVSYRHXLIGSWXWERHFIRI½XWSJTSWWMFPIMRXIVZIRXMSRW8LIWIGSYPHFIEHSTXIH
immediately alongside the longer term effort described above.
 4SPMG]QIEWYVIWGERFIHIWMKRIHXSFI¾I\MFPIXSEGGSQQSHEXIHMJJIVIRXTSWWMFPISYXGSQIW*SVI\EQTPI
XLIVIWTSRWIXSXLI;IWX%JVMGE¾SSHWMR[EWKVIEXP]IRLERGIHFIGEYWITVIPMQMREV]TVITEVEXMSRWJSV
a possible full response were made in advance, based on probabilistic forecasts.
 2SXEPP(66MRXIVZIRXMSRWEVII\TIRWMZIERHMX[SYPHFI[MWIXSWIIOSYXERHI\TPSMXGSFIRI½XWXS
DRR when making other investments, for example in infrastructure planning and in the management of
IGSW]WXIQW8LIWIEGXMZMXMIWGERTVSZMHIHMVIGXIGSRSQMGFIRI½XW[LMGLNYWXMJ]XLIMVMQTPIQIRXEXMSR-J
JYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWOMWJEGXSVIHMRXSXLI[E]MR[LMGLMRZIWXQIRXWEVIHIWMKRIHEHHMXMSREP(66FIRI½XWQE]
be obtainable at little additional cost.
 The private sector has much to contribute to DRR. Banks could make it easier and cheaper to send
remittances, while insurers could expand the markets they serve. Mobile service providers could share
data on the location of populations to harness the potential for mobile communications to provide early
warnings; for example, involving collaborative initiatives between public and private sector. Social media
enterprises could engage still further in the distribution of early warnings, and construction companies
27 Paul B.K. (2009).
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could innovate to implement resilience. But realising this potential will require strong leadership from policy
makers. What is required is a policy environment that incentivises investment in resilience to allow the
GVIEXMZMX]ERH¾I\MFMPMX]SJXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVXSEGXHIGMWMZIP]XSVIHYGIJYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWOW
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Incentivising action

;LMPIXLITVIZMSYWWIGXMSRWLEZILMKLPMKLXIHXLITSXIRXMEPJSVWGMIRXM½GHIZIPSTQIRXWXSMQTVSZIXLIJSVIGEWXMRK
SJHMWEWXIVVMWOMRGIRXMZMWMRKXLIMVETTPMGEXMSR[MPPFIHMJ½GYPXFIGEYWISJERYQFIVSJFEVVMIVW8LIWIMRGPYHI
XLIHMJ½GYPX]SJMRZIWXMRKMR(66JSVLE^EVHWXLEXEVIYRPMOIP]XSSGGYV[MXLMRTSPMXMGEPSVWSGMIXEPXMQILSVM^SRW
PMQMXEXMSRWMRXLIGYVVIRXGYPXYVISJ(66ERHTSWWMFPISVKERMWEXMSREPERHKSZIVRQIRXEPFEVVMIVW
What is needed is a culture change, not just among those who identify themselves as
working on disaster risk, but among all those who are concerned with the sustainable
development of developed countries. All decision makers, whether part of the government
of those countries, businesses seeking to invest, aid and development funders or those in
at-risk communities, need to consider the implications of their decisions for disaster risk.
The new culture should routinely use the best available evidence on disaster risk to inform
HIGMWMSRWSRE[MHIVERKISJMWWYIW-JXLMWMWRSXHSRIXLIFIRI½XWSJHIZIPSTQIRX[LIXLIV
jobs created or hospitals built, will remain at risk of being destroyed by future disasters.
As well as this general acceptance of the importance of disaster risk to a wider range of decisions, it is
WTIGM½GEPP]HIWMVEFPIXSTVSQSXIEZMVXYSYWG]GPIMR[LMGL
 VMWOJSVIGEWXWEVIVSYXMRIP]TVSZMHIHXLEXXEOIEGGSYRXSJWTIGM½GPSGEPZYPRIVEFMPMXMIWERHTVMSVMXMIWMRGPYHI
E[MHIVERKISJTSWWMFPIMQTEGXWERHLEZI[IPPIWXEFPMWLIHERHXVYWX[SVXL]VIGSVHWSJVIPMEFMPMX]
 HIGMWMSRQEOIVWYWIXLIWIJSVIGEWXWXSXEOIHIGMWMSRWXLEXWIRWMFP][IMKLYTGSWXWERHFIRI½XW
 XLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJXLIVIWYPXMRK(66EGXMSRWEVIVSYXMRIP]IZEPYEXIHERHQEHIEZEMPEFPIJSVSXLIVWXS
learn from.
,S[IZIVMJXLIFIWXIZMHIRGIMWXSFIYWIHF]WYGLE[MHIVERKISJHIGMWMSRQEOIVWMXRIIHWXSFIMQTVSZIH
ERHXSFIGSQIQSVIYWEFPI1ER]MQTVSZIQIRXWEVIRIIHIHFYXX[SEVIGERHMHEXIWJSVMQQIHMEXIEGXMSRXLI
IZMHIRGIWLSYPHFIFIXXIVMRXIKVEXIHERHTVIWIRXIHERHMXWLSYPHFIGPIEVLS[VIPMEFPIXLIIZMHIRGIMW7IGXMSR
I\TPSVIWLS[XLIWIX[SEVIEWQMKLXFIXEOIRJSV[EVHMRTVEGXMGI
Strengthening integrated evaluation of future risks
(MWEWXIVVMWOVIHYGXMSRRIIHWXSPIEVRJVSQXLIXVERWJSVQEXMSRXLEXXLIMRWYVERGIMRHYWXV]LEWQEHISZIVXLI
TEWX]IEVWERHXSQSZIXSEWMXYEXMSR[LIVIXLIZMI[SJXLIJYXYVIMW½VQP]VSSXIHMRWGMIRGIFEWIHVMWO
QSHIPW8LMW[SYPHJSVQERIWWIRXMEPFEWMWJSVMRZIWXMRKMRHMWEWXIVTVITEVIHRIWW
8LIEMQ[SYPHFIXSQEOIEJSV[EVHPSSOMRKH]REQMG(66JEQMP]SJQSHIPWXLEXGERJSVIGEWXVMWOSRQYPXMTPI
WTEXMEPERHXIQTSVEPWGEPIW(VMZIRF]XLIRIIHWSJYWIVWMXWJSVIGEWXWWLSYPHGSQFMRILE^EVHJSVIGEWXW[MXL
FEWIPMRII\TSWYVIERHZYPRIVEFMPMX]IWXMQEXIWXEOMRKEGGSYRXSJPSGEPZEPYIW
8LMWMWELMKLP]QYPXMHMWGMTPMREV]SFNIGXMZIERH[MPPVIUYMVIXLIGVIEXMSRSJERMRWXMXYXMSREPJVEQI[SVOXSSZIVWII
MX9WIVWVMWOQSHIPPIVWERHREXYVEPERHWSGMEPWGMIRXMWXW[SYPHEPPRIIHXSFIMRZSPZIH1E\MQMWMRKXLIYWISJ
I\MWXMRKHEXEWIXWERHQSHIPW[MPPFIGVYGMEPERHTVSQSXMRKHEXEWLEVMRKERHMRXIVSTIVEFMPMX]FIX[IIRI\MWXMRK
QSHIPPMRKGETEFMPMXMIW[MPPFIEZMXEPXEWO8LIIRHVIWYPX[SYPHFIVMWOMRJSVQEXMSRXLEXGERFITMGOIHYTERH
YWIHIEWMP]F]HIGMWMSRQEOIVWEVSYRHXLI[SVPH[LSEVIRSXWTIGMEPMWXWMRHMWEWXIVVMWO
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Ensuring better information on effectiveness and reliability
Decision makers also need to know whether they can rely on the evidence presented. If it is a risk forecast,
does the model that produced it have a track record of reliable predictions? If an intervention is being proposed,
has that intervention been shown to work in similar situations? Decision makers will still often have to act in the
absence of a track record of reliability or effectiveness, but they must at least be aware of the strength of the
evidence that they are relying on.
Priority should be given to creating a shared, standardised repository of information on evaluations of interventions.
8LMWWLEVIHEWWIX[SYPHLEZIX[SQENSVGSQTSRIRXW
 User focus: it needs to hold the right information, and be readily accessible.
 Funders could to play a key role in requiring practitioners to deposit evaluations in the right format, and
in the longer term, in driving up the quality of such evaluations. Establishing standards for best practice in
interventions would be key.
Roles of stakeholders
For many organisations, incorporating future disaster risk into decisions being taken now on policy, investment
ERHJYRHMRKGSYPHPIEHXSWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XWJSVXLISVKERMWEXMSRWXLIQWIPZIWERHJSVXLIWYWXEMREFPI
development of many countries.
 Policy makers are well placed to encourage a wide range of actions in others: clear signals that disaster
VMWOMWERMQTSVXERXGSRWMHIVEXMSRJSVKSZIVRQIRX[MPPMRGIRXMZMWIXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVERH2+3WXSXEOI
JYPPIVEGGSYRXSJJYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWO³-RZIWXQIRXKVEHI´TSPMGMIWERHVIKYPEXMSRGERYRPSGOMRZIWXQIRXERH
innovation, as discussed in section 5.6.1.1.
 Funders of DRR research and interventions can incentivise researchers and practitioners by giving priority
to certain types of activity, and possibly even insisting on them as a condition of funding.The active
promotion of three types of activity is particularly needed: long-term evaluation of effectiveness of DRR
activities; longitudinal studies of indirect disaster impacts, such as mental health effects; and understanding
disaster risk in cities.
 International bodies such as the United Nations also have key roles to play in incentivising co-operation
between national and local organisations, especially in encouraging national governments to co-operate on
XLIRI\XKIRIVEXMSRSJI\TIRWMZIWGMIRXM½GMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRGPYHMRKLMKLTIVJSVQERGIGSQTYXMRKERHIEVXL
observation satellites.They can also encourage and endorse decisions made by national or local leaders that
EHHVIWWHMWEWXIVVMWOXSLIPTTSPMXMGEPPIEHIVWNYWXMJ]QIEWYVIWXLEXQE]LEZIYTJVSRXGSWXWFYXPSRKXIVQ
FIRI½XW3RII\EQTPIMWXLI92-7(6³1EOMRK'MXMIW6IWMPMIRX´GEQTEMKR
 The private sector also has strong incentives to act on future disaster risk, as this can directly improve
business performance as well as demonstrating corporate social responsibility. If the insurance sector
were to expand the coverage of its risk models, it would open up new markets for insurance in developing
IGSRSQMIW'SRWXVYGXMSR½VQWGSYPHKEMRGSQTIXMXMZIEHZERXEKIF]HIZIPSTMRKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIHIWMKRWXLEX
are more resilient to disaster risk for the many cities which will build new infrastructure over the next
30 years.
Over the next two years, there is a unique opportunity for stakeholders to show leadership
on the issue of disaster risk. This is because a range of important political and practical
developments in this area are on the horizon. The issue has already been highlighted as
a priority by the UN Secretary General and the General Assembly and as a key theme by
the Mexico G20 presidency. But there is a real opportunity arising from the alignment of
timetables that is imminent in 2015, when the successor to the Hyogo Framework for Action
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(HFA) will need to be in place28, and when a new set of development goals are planned to
follow on from the Millennium Development Goals. The process of setting out this post-2015
landscape is already underway. If a clear agenda for disaster risk can be rapidly agreed, and
EPPMIH[MXLXLI[MHIVTSWXTVSGIWWXLIVIEVIPMOIP]XSFIFIRI½XWJVSQXLIWXVSRKJSGYW
SRXLMW[MHIVKPSFEPHIZIPSTQIRXEKIRHEXSLIPTHVMZIWTIGM½GEGXMSRW
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Conclusion

The overall picture is one of increasing challenges ahead. However, this Report has shown
that disaster and death are not the inevitable consequences. It is possible to stabilise
disaster impacts and save both lives and livelihoods given political leadership and concerted
action by the wide range of stakeholders who have a part to play.
With more people at risk than ever from natural hazards, and the prospect of further increases over the next
30 years, the future challenges are considerable. However, these are balanced by a number of positive factors.
In particular, science has the potential to play a key role in providing better assessments of future hazards and
their impacts, in developing more effective early warning systems, at least in some cases, and in informing better
decisions for disaster risk reduction. Perhaps most importantly, the range of international policy developments
outlined above means that the time is now ripe for a wide range of stakeholders to harness science more
IJJIGXMZIP]ERHXS[SVOMRGSRGIVXERHMRHMZMHYEPP]XSMQTVSZI(66FSXLJSVXLIFIRI½XSJZYPRIVEFPI
communities and, indeed in their own interests.
It is hoped that the evidence and analysis set out in the full Foresight Report, as well as the various evidence
papers, will be of use to the wider community of decision makers both in stimulating a virtuous circle of disaster
risk reduction, and also in informing priorities for action.

28 The HFA is a 10-year plan, led by UNISDR, which aims to make the world safer from natural hazards. It was adopted by 168 Member States of the
United Nations in 2005 at the World Disaster Reduction Conference. More detail is available at http://www.unisdr.org/we/coordinate/hfa.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The aim of this Project
8LMWSRI]IEV4SPMG]*YXYVIW*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGXLEWGSRWMHIVIHHMWEWXIVWVIWYPXMRKJVSQREXYVEPLE^EVHW8LIEMQ
LEWFIIRXSTVSZMHIEHZMGIXSHIGMWMSRQEOIVWSRLS[WGMIRGIGERMRJSVQXLIHMJ½GYPXGLSMGIWERHTVMSVMXMIW
for investing in disaster risk reduction (DRR), so that the diverse impacts of future disasters can be effectively
reduced, both around the time of the events and in the longer term. This Report has drawn upon the latest
developments in natural and social science, and lessons from past and ongoing DRR initiatives.

1.2 Why this Report was commissioned
In a world of instant global communications, the suffering that is so visible in humanitarian disasters rightly
attracts considerable attention and generous responses by individuals and donors alike. But many disasters could
be prevented, or their impact greatly diminished, if sensible actions were taken beforehand to reduce known
risks and to make communities more resilient. Nevertheless, a surprisingly small proportion of global resources
MWWTIRXSR(66MRXLIHIGEHIJVSQXSMXEGGSYRXIHJSVSRP] SJSZIVWIEWHIZIPSTQIRXEMH29.
A large and growing literature calls for more focus on anticipation and preparedness for disasters caused by
natural hazards30 31 32 33. A particular example was the recent Humanitarian and Emergency Response Review
(HERR 34 PIHF]0SVH%WLHS[R[LMGL[EWXLIGEXEP]WXJSVYRHIVXEOMRKXLMW*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGX)ZIRXLSYKL
most decision makers agree that the integration of DRR measures into development policy is vital for reducing
HMWEWXIVMQTEGXWWTIRHMRKMREHZERGIMWHMJ½GYPXJSVWIZIVEPVIEWSRW
Relief in response to a disaster is action oriented, easy to quantify, readily accountable to donors and media
friendly. In contrast, before a disaster occurs, it is not always obvious what should be done, hard to tell what
HMJJIVIRGITVIZIRXEXMZIQIEWYVIW[MPPQEOIERHHMJ½GYPXXSHIGMHILS[QYGLXSWTIRH%PWSMJTVIZIRXMSRMW
effective, it may attract little attention. The use of science is unlikely to help with the last of these points. But
XLISXLIVXLVIIEVIEPPEQIREFPIXSWGMIRXM½GETTVSEGLIWXLEXJSVIGEWXXLITVSFEFMPMX]SJREXYVEPLE^EVHW[MXL
HMJJIVIRXMQTEGXWFYMPHXSSPWXSGEPGYPEXIXLIFEPERGISJGSWXWERHFIRI½XWSJTSWWMFPIMRXIVZIRXMSRWERHIZEPYEXI
their effectiveness.
The focus of this Report is on assessing how science can reduce disaster impacts and on identifying the
implications for decision makers up to 2040. Advances in science have already changed the way disasters are
analysed and understood. There is considerable potential for developments in the next decade to improve
forecasting and management of disaster risk. This potential needs to be realised, and those advances used
effectively by decision makers.
8LIHIWMVIXSHSQSVIXSEHHVIWWHMWEWXIVVMWOVEMWIWERYQFIVSJHMJ½GYPXFYXMQTSVXERXUYIWXMSRWJSVHIGMWMSR
QEOIVWMRKSZIVRQIRXXLITVMZEXIWIGXSV2+3WERHGSQQYRMXMIW,S[[IPPEVIXLIJYXYVIVMWOWSJREXYVEP
29
30
31
32
33
34
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hazards understood, and how effectively will science be able to anticipate future threats over the next decade?
What are the practical measures that individuals, organisations and communities can take to capitalise upon
hazard and risk information, and what are some of the barriers and opportunities for implementation? And
JSVJYRHIVWMRTEVXMGYPEV[LEXEVIXLITSXIRXMEPFIRI½XWSJ(66QIEWYVIWERH[LMGLEGXMSRWQMKLXPIEHXS
XLIKVIEXIWXFIRI½X#
Some of these questions have already attracted the attention of leading researchers, governments, and
international organisations. This Foresight Report draws this existing work together to inform a strategic
overview over the longer term. In doing so, it aims to provide advice on priorities and the practical decisions
that need to be taken today, to ensure that developments in science and technology are applied effectively to
reduce disaster risks in the future.

1.3 Scope
This Report offers a strategic overview of the present and future potential of science to inform and enhance
DRR over the next three decades. It considers disasters whose primary causes are natural hazards. Its focus is
on disasters that occur in developing countries35, but lessons from past disasters in developed countries are also
drawn upon. It explores the diversity of impacts, and the extent to which these are, or should be, considered by
decision makers but does not review in detail the scale of past and present disasters.
%HMWEWXIVMWHI½RIHMRXLMW6ITSVXEWERIZIRX[LMGLSZIV[LIPQWXLIEFMPMX]SJEGSQQYRMX]SVWSGMIX]XSGSTI
YWMRKMXWS[RVIWSYVGIW8LMWHI½RMXMSRMWRIGIWWEVMP]WTIGM½GXSXLIGSRXI\XMR[LMGLMXMWYWIHFIGEYWIMXVI¾IGXW
differences in the level of vulnerability and exposure (the determinants of disaster risk) both within and between
GSYRXVMIW%VERKISJHMWEWXIVWMWXLIVIJSVIGSRWMHIVIHWSXLEXXLIMR¾YIRGISJPSGEPGSRHMXMSRWERHGSRXI\XWSR
disaster risk can be examined.
8LILE^EVHWGSRWMHIVIHMRGPYHIXLSWIXLEXEVIVETMHSRWIXWYGLEWQENSVIEVXLUYEOIWZSPGERSIW¾SSHWERH
hurricanes and those that are slow-onset such as droughts and infectious disease epidemics. They are divided for
IEWIMRXSL]HVSQIXIVSPSKMGEP WXSVQW¾SSHWERHHVSYKLXW KISTL]WMGEP IEVXLUYEOIWZSPGERSIWPERHWPMHIWERH
tsunami) and biological (disease outbreaks in human, plants and animals). While the focus is on those hazards that
GEYWIXLIQENSVMX]SJQSVXEPMX]ERHIGSRSQMGPSWWXLIGSRGPYWMSRWSJXLI6ITSVXEVIETTPMGEFPIXSE[MHIVVERKI
8[SX]TIWSJWMXYEXMSRWEVIRSXEHHVIWWIHHMVIGXP]8LI½VWXMWI\IQTPM½IHF]JEQMRIW[LIVISRITVIGMTMXEXMRK
factor may be a natural hazard, such as a lack of rainfall or a crop disease, but where the primary cause may also be
political or social. The second concerns adverse events that are frequent or constant and which, while harmful, do
RSXSZIV[LIPQXLIEFMPMX]XSGSTI)\EQTPIWMRGPYHIIRHIQMGHMWIEWIWWYGLEWQEPEVMEERHVIKMSRW[LMGL¾SSH
predictably each year. The role of science in reducing the risks associated with these situations is broadly different
JVSQMXWVSPIMREHHVIWWMRKVMWOWEVMWMRKJVSQXLIMRJVIUYIRXSZIV[LIPQMRKIZIRXWXLEXEVIXLIWYFNIGXSJXLMW6ITSVX
While there will be marginal cases, the analysis has not sought to clarify precisely where boundaries might lie.
The work has involved the direct input and advice of some 200 independent leading experts and stakeholders36 .
%WWYGLMXTVIWIRXWERMRHITIRHIRXZMI[ERHHSIWRSXVITVIWIRXXLITSPMGMIWSJXLI9/+SZIVRQIRXSVER]SXLIV
KSZIVRQIRX8LI4VSNIGXLEWHVE[RYTSRXLIPEXIWXWGMIRGIERHIZMHIRGIJVSQHMZIVWIHMWGMTPMRIWEGVSWWREXYVEP
and social sciences and economics. It also considers practical issues relating to governance and policy development,
as well as disaster risk reduction in the broader context of development, security and climate change.
However, the Report does not provide advice on how resources should be divided between DRR and wider
development aims such as poverty alleviation and education. That is a matter for politicians and policy makers,
35 8LI6ITSVXEPWSYWIWXLIXIVQW³PS[MRGSQI´³PIWWHIZIPSTIH´ERH³PIEWXHIZIPSTIH´MJXLSWIXIVQWEVIYWIHMRXLIYRHIVP]MRK[SVOSVHEXEYRHIV
discussion in a particular section.
36 7II%RRI\%JSVEPMWXSJXLSWIMRZSPZIHMRXLMW*SVIWMKLX4VSNIGX
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ERHMRZSPZIWZEPYINYHKIQIRXWGSRGIVRMRKXLIVIPEXMZIMQTSVXERGISJVIHYGMRKXLIMQTEGXWXLEXGEREVMWI
JVSQHMWEWXIVWGSQTEVIH[MXLXLIFIRI½XWSJHIZIPSTQIRXEGXMZMXMIW7MQMPEVP]XLI6ITSVXHSIWRSXTVSZMHI
advice on the division of resources between DRR and disaster response. Even if development aid decreases,
JYRHMRKJSVIQIVKIRG]VIPMIJ[MPPGSRXMRYIXSFIRI½XJVSQXLI³VYPISJVIWGYI´37. But it would be wrong to view
prevention and response as directly competing. Emergency relief will always be needed because disaster risk
reduction cannot reduce all risks to zero and an important component of risk reduction is better preparedness
for relief when it is needed.
7GMIRXM½GTVSKVIWWMRVIGIRXHIGEHIWLEWGLERKIHXLI[E]HMWEWXIVWEVII\EQMRIHERHYRHIVWXSSH*VSQXLI
KIRIVEXMSRSJVE[HEXEXSMXWEKKVIKEXMSRERHMRXIVTVIXEXMSRWGMIRXM½GIZMHIRGIMWMQTVSZMRKSYVYRHIVWXERHMRK
of the conditions that give rise to disasters. It has also provided important tools ranging from risk forecasts of
LYVVMGERIWERHIQIVKMRKMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIWXSXIGLRMUYIW[LMGLGERFIYWIHXSIZEPYEXIXLIGSWXERHFIRI½XW
SJVIXVS½XXMRKQIEWYVIWXSVIHYGIXLIMQTEGXSJIEVXLUYEOIW
%WXLIWGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRKSJHMWEWXIVWLEWMQTVSZIHWSXLITVIWWYVISRTSPMG]QEOIVWXSVIHYGIXLI
impact of disasters has grown. Recent events have brought this into sharp focus and raised important questions:
how many cholera deaths can be averted in Haiti38? Why was the international system so slow in responding
to accurate early warnings of drought in the Horn of Africa39#8LIWIUYIWXMSRWVI¾IGXXLIGSQTPI\MX]SJXLI
decision making process, an important aspect of disaster prevention where this Report seeks to make a
particular contribution.

1.4 How this Report is organised
Responding to disaster risk is a process that involves three main stages. First, it requires identifying and
measuring risk. The second stage involves selecting options to transfer, avoid, reduce or accept that risk. Third,
after determining an appropriate course of action, the effectiveness of the chosen response requires evaluation.
This is a generic yet effective approach for managing disaster risk, illustrated in Figure 1.1, and around which this
Report is organised.
The range of current and future impacts that can result from disasters are considered in Chapter 2. Direct and
indirect impacts are explored, with particular emphasis being given to mortality and morbidity, as well as direct
ERHMRHMVIGXIGSRSQMGMQTEGXW8LIYRHIVP]MRKHVMZIVWXLEX[MPPMR¾YIRGILS[XLIWIMQTEGXWGSYPHIZSPZIMR
the future, and how changes in exposure and vulnerability will drive changes in the direction and magnitude of
future disaster risk are explored in Chapter 3.
8LIMHIRXM½GEXMSRERHQIEWYVIQIRXSJVMWOMWXLIJSGYWSJ'LETXIV8LITVSGIWWF][LMGLVMWOJSVIGEWXWEVI
produced, and how this might evolve in the future, are discussed. The role of probabilistic forecasts, practical
steps required for mapping and modelling vulnerability and exposure, issues related to data collection and
management, and building models to forecast changes in future disaster risk are also considered.
8LISTXMSRWJSVVIWTSRHMRKXSVMWOJSVIGEWXWEVII\TPSVIHMR'LETXIV7TIGM½GQIEWYVIWMHIRXM½IHMRGPYHI
XLIYWISJ½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW XVERWJIVVMRKVMWO MRZIWXQIRXMRIEVP][EVRMRKW]WXIQW EZSMHMRKVMWO HIWMKRMRK
resilient infrastructure and restoring ecosystems (reducing risk). The decision making process is central to the
VMWOVIWTSRWIERHXLIXSSPWXLEXGERLIPT[MXLHIGMWMSRQEOMRKYRHIVYRGIVXEMRX]MRGPYHMRKGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMW
are discussed. Finally, the case for systematic evaluation of effectiveness is made.
-R'LETXIVXLIGVMXMGEPGLEPPIRKIWERHTVMSVMXMIWJSVEGXMSRJSVWGMIRXMWXWTSPMG]QEOIVW2+3WXLITVMZEXI
sector and the development community as a whole are summarised.
37 Jonsen, A.R. (1986).
38 Harris, J.B. et al (2010).
39 Hillier, D. and Dempsey, B. (2012).
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Figure 1.1: Disaster risk reduction framework.
This Figure shows the main stages involved in responding to disaster risk, from the collection of data and the production of risk
forecasts to the selection of possible options for action. At all stages of this process, monitoring and evaluation are essential for
decision makers to learn from experience and determine what works.
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2. The past and present impact of disasters

2.1 Introduction
The range of impacts that can result from disasters considered in this Report is set out in this Chapter. The
intention is not to review the corpus of available studies but to examine the diversity of impacts associated with
disasters, including those that are not often considered by decision makers. While some impacts, for example
mortality, already attract close attention, other more indirect effects, including the disruption of trade and
stunted growth in children also have substantial and long-term consequences which merit greater consideration
than is currently the case.
Direct and indirect impacts are considered in turn. The Chapter concludes with a discussion of the current
limitations in data on disaster impacts. This is an important issue since the accuracy, comparability and visibility
of available data will inform decisions relating to the deployment of resources and the effectiveness of measures
which are implemented.

2.2 Definitions
8LIVIMWRSGSRWIRWYWSREWXERHEVHHI½RMXMSRSJQER]SJXLIXIVQWXLEXEVIYWIHMRXLMW½IPH(I½RMXMSRWJSV
the key terms used in this Report are given in Box 2.1 and come from two sources: the 2009 United Nations
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction and the 2012
Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on Managing the Risks of Extreme
Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation (SREX). The SREX report assesses the effect that
climate change has on the threat of disasters and how nations can manage an expected change in the frequency
SJSGGYVVIRGIERHMRXIRWMX]SJWIZIVI[IEXLIVTEXXIVRW-XWLSYPHFIRSXIHXLEXXLIHI½RMXMSRYWIHJSVVIWMPMIRGI
encompasses effects that resilience can have both before and after a natural hazard occurs.
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&S\(I½RMXMSRWSJOI]XIVQWYWIHMRXLMW6ITSVX
?92-7(6AMRHMGEXIWXLIHI½RMXMSRLEWFIIRXEOIRJVSQXLI92-7(6Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction40.
?-4''AMRHMGEXIWXLIHI½RMXMSRLEWFIIRXEOIRJVSQXLI-4''7TIGMEP6ITSVXManaging the Risks of Extreme
Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation41.
Disaster

A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread
human, material, economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds the ability
of the affected community or society to cope using its own resources. [UNISDR]

Exposure

The presence of people; livelihoods; environmental services and resources; infrastructure; or
economic, social, or cultural assets in places that could be adversely affected by a hazardous
event. [IPCC]

Hazard

A dangerous phenomenon, substance, human activity or condition that may cause loss of
PMJIMRNYV]SVSXLIVLIEPXLMQTEGXWTVSTIVX]HEQEKIPSWWSJPMZIPMLSSHWERHWIVZMGIWWSGMEP
and economic disruption, or environmental damage. [UNISDR]

Resilience

The ability of a system and its component parts to anticipate, absorb, accommodate, or
VIGSZIVJVSQXLIIJJIGXWSJELE^EVHSYWIZIRXMREXMQIP]ERHIJ½GMIRXQERRIVMRGPYHMRK
through ensuring the preservation, restoration, or improvement of its essential basic
structures and functions. [IPCC]

Risk

The combination of the probability of an event and its negative consequences. [UNISDR]

Vulnerability

The characteristics and circumstances of a community, system or asset that make it
susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard. [IPCC]

2.3 Direct impacts of disasters
The direct impacts of disasters are very damaging because the shocks are generally highly localised in time and
space. They encompass human mortality and morbidity and direct economic losses. According to the UNISDR
between 1982 and 2012, disasters killed 1.3 million people and affected 4.4 billion428LI]EPWSGEYWIH97
trillion of damage, more than the total development aid given over the same period. As discussed below, these
numbers may well be underestimates because many impacts of disasters go unreported.
2.3.1 Human impacts – mortality
Figure 2.1 shows the number of deaths from disasters (according to the widely used EM-DAT database43) over
the last four decades. It illustrates a fundamental property of disasters which is that their direct impacts are
concentrated in time, and often in space. Single, large, rare events dominate the mortality statistics in some
years. For example, almost all the deaths in 1976 were due to a single large earthquake in Tangshan, China.

40
41
42
43

UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2009).
IPCC (2012).
UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2012a).
EM-DAT is a worldwide database maintained by the Catholic University of Louvain, which contains data on the occurrence and effects of around
HMWEWXIVWJVSQXSXLITVIWIRXHE]-XGSQTMPIWHEXEJVSQ92EKIRGMIW2+3WMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIWVIWIEVGLMRWXMXYXIWERHTVIWW
agencies, and can be accessed at LXXT[[[IQHEXFI
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Figure 2.1: Deaths attributed to different hazard types over the last four decades according to EM-DAT.
This Figure shows the number of deaths from disasters (according to the widely used EM-DAT database) in the last four
decades. It shows that the direct impacts of disasters are temporally and spatially concentrated such that the occurence
of a single, large event in one year can have a significant effect on the average number of fatalites recorded over an extended
period of time.
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This effect is even more marked if the impact of disasters on mortality is disaggregated by cause. For example,
in most years deaths caused by volcanoes are barely visible in Figure 2.1 because the numbers are so small. But
SRSRIRMKLXMRQSVIXLERTISTPI[IVIOMPPIHMRQYH¾S[WGEYWIHF]XLIIVYTXMSRSJXLI2IZEHS
del Ruiz volcano in Colombia448LEXSRIIZIRXEGGSYRXWJSVSZIV SJKPSFEPHIEXLWJVSQZSPGERSIWSZIVXLI
past 40 years.
(IWTMXIXLMWMRLIVIRXHMJ½GYPX][MXLGLEVEGXIVMWMRKXLIMQTEGXSJHMWEWXIVW*MKYVIMPPYWXVEXIWXLEXEGGSVHMRK
to the EM-DAT database, droughts, earthquakes and storms have been the largest causes of disaster mortality
in the last 40 years. However, these statistics have to be treated with some caution45. Even in high income
countries like the USA, it is not always clear how many people have died in a disaster. For example, there is
still disagreement about the death toll arising from Hurricane Katrina46 . Furthermore, for events where the risk
distribution is fat-tailed (see Box 2.2), the selection of different time periods can give different conclusions: for
example, drought deaths have been low for the last 20 years, but very high in the 20 years before that period.

44 Schuster, R.L. and Highland, L.M. (2001).
45 +EPP1IXEP  
46 Borden, K. and Cutter, S.L. (2008).
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Box 2.2: Fat-tailed distributions and quantifying disaster risks.
Disasters with very large impacts happen very rarely, while the more frequent events generally have smaller
impacts.This means that a much greater proportion of the risk is associated with rare events than would be
I\TIGXIHMRERSVQEPWXEXMWXMGEPTSTYPEXMSRXLMWVMWOHMWXVMFYXMSRMWSJXIRVIJIVVIHXSEW³JEXXEMPIH´
8LMWLEWWMKRM½GERXMQTPMGEXMSRWJSVLS[XSGLEVEGXIVMWIXLIXVYIVMWOJVSQIQTMVMGEPI\TIVMIRGIERH
SFWIVZEXMSRW)ZIRWIZIVEPHIGEHIWSJGSQTVILIRWMZILMWXSVMGEPMRJSVQEXMSR[MPPX]TMGEPP]RSXGETXYVIEWYJ½GMIRX
WEQTPISJI\XVIQIFILEZMSYVXSFIEFPIXSMHIRXMJ]XLI³EZIVEKI´ WYGLEWXLIERRYEPEZIVEKIJEXEPMXMIWJVSQ
earthquakes in a particular region). Most short-term samples under-report the average and hence the true
vulnerability of a population to particular threats. Extending the sample further back into history can help, but
cannot completely solve this problem.The population, buildings or assets at risk, as well as the susceptibility
or vulnerability to shocks, will all have changed over time. And the biggest events are so rare and so large that
even if the exposure and vulnerability were not changing, it might take thousands of years to achieve a good
estimate of true risk and the annual average of casualties or costs.
This sampling problem presents a key challenge for measuring the outcome of interventions designed to
VIHYGIXLIMQTEGXSJGEXEWXVSTLIWWYGLEWHIEXLWMRIEVXLUYEOIW,S[GERMXFIHIXIVQMRIH[LIXLIVWTIGM½G
MRXIVZIRXMSRWEVI³WYGGIIHMRK´SV[LIXLIVKSEPWEVIFIMRKVIEGLIH[LIRVMWOHMWXVMFYXMSRWJSVIZIRXWEVIJEX
tailed? An unusual large event may occur, even while levels of risk are being reduced overall, while the absence
of losses may appear to suggest risk is being reduced when in fact it is rising. Importantly, trends cannot be
inferred from a few years of regional or national data. Before 2010 there had been no earthquake deaths in
Haiti for more than a century.
1ER]HMWEWXIVVIPEXIHHIEXLWEVITVIZIRXEFPI)JJIGXMZIQIXLSHWSJVIHYGMRKHIEXLERHMRNYV]MRGPYHIXLI
strengthening of buildings to withstand earthquakes and early warning systems to allow evacuation in the
IZIRXSJWXSVQWERH¾SSHW8LIWIQIEWYVIWLEZIFIIRWYGGIWWJYPMRVIHYGMRKXLIMQTEGXWSJHMWEWXIVWMRWSQI
countries. Although both high- and low-income nations suffer many disasters, the former suffer fewer deaths
per disaster47.
Deaths in disasters are also unequally distributed across populations within countries. Children, the elderly and
XLIMR½VQEVIEXMRGVIEWIHVMWOSJHIEXL48 49. Data on the role of gender are less consistent. Women were in
XLIQENSVMX]SJXLSWIOMPPIHMR']GPSRI2EVKMWXLI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQMERHXLIG]GPSRIMR&ERKPEHIWL50.
Yet a survey of mortality from the tsunami in India suggests that the mortality risk for both men and women
was similar51.
This property of disaster statistics, in which average impacts are dominated by a few rare, large events, poses
TEVXMGYPEVHMJ½GYPXMIWJSVUYERXMJ]MRKVMWOW-RXYVRXLMWTSWIWETEVXMGYPEVGLEPPIRKIJSVTSPMG]QEOIVW[LIR
HIGMHMRK[LIXLIVXSMRZIWXMR(66MRWTIGM½GPSGEXMSRWERHMRHIXIVQMRMRKXLIWGEPISJVIWSYVGIWXLEXGSYPH
FINYWXM½IH

47
48
49
50
51

Kahn, M.E. (2005).
Armenian, H.K. et al (1997).
Doocy, S. et al (2007).
Asian Development Bank (2008).
+YLE7ETMV(IXEP  
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2.3.2 Human impacts – morbidity
While there is uncertainty about mortality data, the quality of data on morbidity52MWIZIRTSSVIV3RIHEXEFEWI
SRHMWEWXIVWEGXYEPP]VIGSVHWJI[IVMRNYVMIWXLERHIEXLWMRMXWIEVPMIVVIGSVHW[LMGLWIIQWI\XVIQIP]YRPMOIP]-R
GEVIJYPITMHIQMSPSKMGEPWXYHMIWXLIVIEVIEW[SYPHFII\TIGXIHQSVIMRNYVMIWXLERHIEXLW53'SQQSRMRNYVMIW
JVSQIEVXLUYEOIWMRGPYHIGVYWLMRNYVMIWJVEGXYVIW MRGPYHMRKWOYPPJVEGXYVIW ERHMRXIVREPLEIQSVVLEKMRKERHWYGL
TL]WMGEPMRNYVMIWGERFIPMJIXLVIEXIRMRKSVGEYWIPSRKXIVQHMWEFMPMX]
%PXLSYKLXLI]EVIPIWWZMWMFPIXLERMRNYVMIWSYXFVIEOWSJMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIJSPPS[MRKHMWEWXIVWWYGLEW¾SSHWERH
earthquake can be serious and lead to deaths543YXFVIEOWSJE[MHIVERKISJHMWIEWIWLEZIFIIRVITSVXIH
including cholera55, hepatitis E56 and malaria57. In some circumstances, these outbreaks develop into epidemics
SRP]HE]WEJXIVEHMWEWXIVSGGYVW*SVI\EQTPISRP]SRI[IIOEJXIV,YVVMGERI8SQEWPIHXSPEVKIWGEPI¾SSHMRK
in Haiti, the number of cholera cases more than tripled (see Figure 2.2). The main risk factors are associated
TVMQEVMP][MXLXLIWM^IERHGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSJXLIHMWTPEGIHTSTYPEXMSRWTIGM½GEPP]XLITVS\MQMX]SJWEJI[EXIV
and functioning latrines, the nutritional status of the displaced population, the level of immunity to vaccinepreventable diseases such as measles, and the access to healthcare services58.
Less visible still is damage to mental health, which can follow a disaster. The most common consequences for
mental health after disasters are increased rates of depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder and
medically unexplained somatic symptoms59. There are also increases in suicidal behaviour60, domestic violence
and substance abuse after disasters613ZIVEPPXLII\GIWWQSVFMHMX]VEXISJTW]GLMEXVMGHMWSVHIVWMRXLI½VWX]IEV
EJXIVEHMWEWXIVMWEVSYRH 62 and effects can persist for more than two years63.
Disasters in developing countries are associated with worse outcomes for mental health64. Possible reasons
for this may include: high pre-existing psychiatric morbidity (e.g. in the Kashmir region of Pakistan before the
2005 earthquake)65WIZIVIHMWTPEGIQIRX IKMR8LEMPERHEJXIVXLI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQM 66 and other negative
GLERKIWMRETIVWSR´WPMJIGMVGYQWXERGIWJSPPS[MRKEHMWEWXIV67. Data and research on mental health impacts
remain rare and are hampered by a lack of longitudinal studies68 69. Much more needs to be done to understand
the short- and long- term implications of these impacts.

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Morbidity refers to a diseased state or symptom.
Armenian, H.K. et al (1997).
Watson, J.T. et al (2007).
Quadri, F. (2005).
;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERMWEXMSR  
Saenz, R. et al (1995).
2SNM)IH  
Jenkins, R. and Meltzer, H. (2012).
Hanigan, I.C. et al (2012).
+SPHWXIMR&(IXEP  
Bromet, E.J. (2012).
Hussain, A. et al (2011).
Davidson, J.R. and McFarlane, A.C. (2006).
Mumford, D.B. et al (1996).
ZER+VMIRWZIR*. et al (2006).
Irmansyah, I. et al (2010).
0SRKMXYHMREPWXYHMIWEVIHEXEWSYVGIWXLEXGSRXEMRSFWIVZEXMSRWSJXLIWEQI³VIWIEVGLYRMXW´SZIVETIVMSHSJXMQI9RPMOIGVSWWWIGXMSREPHEXEWIXW
(such as census data which provide a snapshot of a single point in time) they are particularly useful for investigating changes in individuals over time.
69 Kessler, R.C. et al (2008).
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*MKYVI  8LI RYQFIV SJ GLSPIVE GEWIW MR XLI ½VWX [IIOW SJ XLI ,EMXM GLSPIVE SYXFVIEO 
On 22 October 2010, the first case of cholera was confirmed at the Haiti National Public Health Laboratory70. On 5 November,
Hurricane Tomas struck Haiti, leading to flooding that accelerated the spread of cholera and led to a sharp increase in the
number of cholera cases reported, as shown in the Figure below. Since then, more than 7,500 people have died and almost
600,000 cumulative cases have been reported71. Seasonal outbreaks are expected to occur for several years.
In the early stages of the cholera outbreak in Haiti, the case fatality rate (CFR)72 exceeded 6%. A CFR of less than 1% has long
been used as the international standard to assess the effectiveness of cholera interventions but, since 2000, few international
responses to cholera outbreaks have achieved this benchmark73. Before the outbreak Haiti had not experienced cholera for
almost a century and was therefore classified as a non-endemic country. If, as some have predicted, cholera becomes endemic
in Haiti it could change the public health landscape of the wider region74.
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Cravioto, A. et al (2011).
923J½GIJSVXLI'SSVHMREXMSRSJ,YQERMXEVMER%JJEMVW  
8LIGEWIJEXEPMX]VEXI '*6 MWHI½RIHEWXLITVSTSVXMSRSJVITSVXIHGEWIWSJEHMWIEWI[LMGLEVIJEXEP[MXLMREWTIGM½GTIVMSHSJXMQI
Harris, J.B. et al (2010).
Ali, M. et al (2012).
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2.3.3 Direct economic impacts
Data from the re-insurer Munich Re show that during the last four decades global economic losses from
disasters have increased sevenfold75. There are several possible reasons for this trend, including the rise in the
value of exposed assets and improved reporting of losses and of disasters themselves. The degree of insurance
penetration in an economy is an important factor in considering the reporting of direct losses, as insured loss
½KYVIW[MPPFIEWWIQFPIHF]MRWYVERGIGSQTERMIW,S[IZIVJSVPS[MRGSQIGSYRXVMIWMRWYVIHEWWIXWEVISRP]E
QMRSVTEVXSJXLIXSXEPERHPIWWXLER SJPSWWIWEVIIWXMQEXIHXSFIMRWYVIH76 .
%GGSVHMRKXSXLIHEXEJVSQ1YRMGL6IIEVXLUYEOIWERHWXSVQWLEZIMR¾MGXIHQSVIIGSRSQMGHEQEKIXLERER]
SXLIVLE^EVH7MRGIERRYEPPSWWIWLEZIZEVMIHKVIEXP]JVSQWIZIVEPFMPPMSRHSPPEVWMRWSQI]IEVWXS97
billion in 2005 when losses arising from Hurricane Katrina accounted for a large proportion of the total. Six
]IEVWPEXIVXLEX½KYVIMRGVIEWIHXS97FMPPMSRQEOMRKXLIGSWXPMIWX]IEVJSVHMWEWXIVWIZIVVIGSVHIH
The Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami in Japan accounted for more than half of those losses77. As is the case for
QSVXEPMX]NYWXEJI[IZIRXWEGGSYRXJSVEPEVKITVSTSVXMSRSJXLIIGSRSQMGPSWWIW
As with data for human mortality, these estimates have to be treated with some caution as there is often no
consensus on the costs of individual events. For example, the estimated losses associated with Hurricane Katrina
VERKIFIX[IIR97FMPPMSRERH97FMPPMSR78. In absolute terms, high-income countries (North America,
Europe and, increasingly, Asia) incur greater absolute damage but this is not the case when losses are scaled
F]+(479. For example, in a sample of 175 countries, many small island developing states were among the 25
GSYRXVMIW[MXLHEQEKIWEFSZI SJ+(4

2.4 Indirect impacts of disasters
Unlike the direct impacts of disasters where the shocks are localised in time and space, indirect impacts can
endure for decades after the event and spread far from the location of the disaster. This is true of impacts which
fall both at the micro level, on people and households, and at the macro level on countries and global trade.
2.4.1 Indirect and long-term health impacts
4ISTPI[LSLEZIWYJJIVIHWIZIVIXVEYQEXMGMRNYVMIWMRHMWEWXIVWQE]RIZIVVIGSZIV8LIWEQIMWXVYISJGLMPHVIR
in developing countries who have suffered stunting through starvation80. These children grow up to become
shorter adults81, with diminished cognitive skills82 and lower earnings83 84. Such long-term impacts on health,
EPXLSYKLUYERXM½IHMRWSQIVIWIEVGLWXYHMIWEVIWMQTP]RSXGETXYVIHMRVSYXMRIHMWEWXIVMQTEGXWXEXMWXMGW
In contrast to the long-lasting damage caused by starvation, recent evidence implies that damage to mental
health resulting from disasters may only be temporary85. However, damage can spread through space as well as
time and there is some evidence that disasters can affect the mental health of those in diaspora communities.
8LI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQMJSVMRWXERGIHMVIGXP]EJJIGXIHXLSWIMR7VM0EROEFYXRSXEFP]EPWSMR¾YIRGIHXLI
mental health of those in the Tamil community living in Toronto, Canada86 .
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Munich RE (2012).
'YQQMRW.(ERH1ELYP3  
Munich RE (2012).
+EPP1IXEP  
World Bank and United Nations (2010) pp 30-31.
World Bank and United Nations (2010) pp 43-47.
:MGXSVE'+IXEP  
+VERXLEQ1G+VIKSV7IXEP  
Chen, Y. and Zhou, L.A. (2007).
Alderman, H. et al (2006).
Frankenberg, E. et al (2009).
Simich, L et al (2008).

2.4.2 Indirect economic loss – household consequences
Households also suffer both direct and indirect losses. Indirect costs can be very large if the prospect of future
losses reduces the incentive to save and invest. In many developing countries, assets that are used for smoothing
SYX¾YGXYEXMSRWMRMRGSQISVI\TIRHMXYVIEVIWYFNIGXXSWYFWXERXMEPVMWO0MZIWXSGOJSVI\EQTPIQE]JEPPMPPHMI
or be stolen, or, on the positive side, yield offspring. If households do not have access to safe assets then an increase
in risk may lead to lower levels of saving. In this way adverse shocks can have long-lasting negative effects87.
For example, a study of rural households in Zimbabwe, where consumption smoothing using livestock (for
I\EQTPIGEXXPI MWXLIHSQMRERXVIWTSRWIXSVMWO½RHWZIV]PEVKIPSRKVYRIJJIGXWEWWLS[RMR*MKYVI-JXLI
households had been fully covered by actuarially fair insurance then they would have been able to accumulate
about twice as much capital over a 50-year period and would have grown out of poverty much more quickly88.
.YWXEWJSVXLIMRHMVIGXLIEPXLMQTEGXWXLIWIMRHMVIGXPSWWIWJSVLSYWILSPHWEVIVIEPERHWYFWXERXMEPFYXHMJ½GYPX
to quantify. They simply do not appear in routine records of disaster losses.
Figure 2.3: Capital accumulation for modelled Zimbabwean rural households with and without risk.
The results compare growth with and without shocks that decrease both income and assets. The model is based on a
long-running dataset describing the accumulation of cattle in individual Zimbabwean households between 1980 and 2000.
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87 Elbers, C. et al (2007).
88 Elbers, C et al (2007). There are somewhat lower, but similar estimates for rural Ethiopia: Pan, L. (2009).
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2.4.3 Indirect economic loss – macroeconomic consequences
There are two perspectives that dominate the current discourse on the macroeconomic consequences of
EHMWEWXIV8LI½VWXMWFEWIHSRXLITVIQMWIXLEXHMWEWXIVWHIWXVS]I\MWXMRKTVSHYGXMZIERHWSGMEPGETMXEPERH
divert scarce resources away from planned investments, potentially forcing an economy onto a lower growth
XVENIGXSV]89 90. Yet disasters can also generate construction-led booms and offer opportunities to replace poor
quality infrastructure with new, improved assets. Advocates of this second perspective assert that disasters are a
problem for development but do not arrest it91. The continuing debate is yet to be resolved, partly because it is
HMJ½GYPXXSHIXIVQMRIXLIGSYRXIVJEGXYEPSJ[LEXXLIWTIIHERHHYVEXMSRSJIGSRSQMGKVS[XL[SYPHLEZIFIIR
had the disaster not occurred.
The paucity of long-term post-disaster data also limits assessment of the scale and implications of indirect
economic effects. Damage and needs assessments are typically completed within a few months following an
event, when direct physical losses are known, but so soon after a disaster, the level and nature of indirect losses
has only begun to emerge. Tools are available, such as the Damage and Loss Assessment (DaLA) Methodology
initially developed by the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean92, but there is not yet a
well-established, international system of data collection.
Even when long-term data are collected, aggregation of data across entire countries can hide the indirect
impacts of a disaster. The sharpest economic consequences of Hurricane Katrina were felt at the regional level.
9RIQTPS]QIRXMRWSQITEVXWSJ0SYMWMEREERH1MWWMWWMTTMHSYFPIHXS JVSQ%YKYWXXS7ITXIQFIVERH
EQSRKWXIZEGYIIWMXVIEGLIH 93. Salaries and wages in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama decreased by
97FMPPMSRMRXLIXLMVHUYEVXIVSJ3RIEREP]WMWYRHIVXEOIRMREVKYIHXLEX/EXVMREHIWXVS]IHIMKLX
years of economic development in Louisiana94. By contrast, the effect on national economic growth was modest:
MRXLIWIGSRHLEPJSJ97IGSRSQMGSYXTYX[EWIWXMQEXIHXSFIFIX[IIRERH PS[IV 95.
%PXLSYKLKETWMRXLIIQTMVMGEPHEXEQEOIMXHMJ½GYPXXSHIXIVQMRIXLIMRHMVIGXIGSRSQMGMQTEGXSJHMWEWXIVWE
number of broad conclusions can be drawn from the literature. First, relative to developed countries disasters
MR¾MGXPEVKIEHZIVWIMQTEGXWSRHIZIPSTMRKREXMSRW7IGSRHXLIQEKRMXYHISJMQTEGXZEVMIWFIX[IIRX]TIWSJ
REXYVEPLE^EVH8LMVHL]HVSQIXIVSPSKMGEPLE^EVHWMRGPYHMRKJSVI\EQTPI¾SSHWERHHVSYKLXWLEZIRIKEXMZI
long-term impacts particularly in low-income countries. In contrast, earthquakes may have positive long-term
effects on growth in middle and high-income countries but have negative economic impacts on low-income states96.
2.4.4 Indirect economic loss – contagion effects through globalisation
Direct and indirect economic impacts on one country can cause indirect economic impacts on countries around
the globe, especially through the disruption of trade and supply chains. The 2010 Icelandic Volcano and the
MQTEGXWSJXLI8SLSOY8WYREQMERH8LEM¾SSHWMRWLS[IHXLIZYPRIVEFMPMX]SJWYTTP]GLEMRWXSHMWEWXIV
VMWO4VS½XHVMZIRQSHIPWSJWYTTP]GLEMRQEREKIQIRXFEWIHSRMRXIVREXMSREPWSYVGMRKTSPMGMIWNYWXMRXMQI
manufacturing and a reliance on few suppliers, can be particularly vulnerable to the ripple effects associated
with disasters. These events also showed that the risks associated with an increasingly interdependent global
economy are acute97.
(MWEWXIVWLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSR[SVPHXVEHI¾S[W-XLEWFIIRIWXMQEXIHXLEXQENSVHMWEWXIVWVIHYGIH
[SVPHXVEHIF]¯ SZIVXLI]IEVTIVMSHIRHMRKMRERHXLEXXLIXVIRH[EWJSVMRGVIEWMRKTVSTSVXMSREP
losses despite a parallel expansion in world trade98. The same study found that the less democratic and smaller a
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
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98
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country was, the more trade was lost. This result was supported in a more recent study which found that small
HIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIWI\TIVMIRGIHEHIGPMRISJQSVIXLER MRI\TSVXWJSPPS[MRKEHSQIWXMGHMWEWXIV[MXL
negative effects lasting for at least three years99 %REREP]WMWSJXIRVIGIRXHMWEWXIVWMRGPYHMRKXLI-RHMER3GIER
Tsunami in 2004 and Cyclone Sidr in 2007, found that the indirect costs of disasters can double or even triple
through interdependencies in the global economy1008VEHIEGGSYRXWJSVEPQSWX SJKPSFEP+(4101, and so
the global impact of these trade disruptions is not surprising.
The prices of essential commodities can also be affected by disasters. For example, in 2008, a rapid increase
in world rice prices, fuelled by a series of pest outbreaks and the occurrence of hazards in rice-producing
countries, contributed to a wider food price crisis with particularly severe consequences for the poor102.
,YVVMGERI/EXVMREEJJIGXMRKXLI+YPJ'SEWXSJXLI97%MRPIHXSEWMKRM½GERXVMWIMR[SVPHSMPTVMGIWVEMWMRK
the cost of living around the world.
Taking account of such contagion effects presents a particular problem when deciding whether to invest in
DRR. There may be little incentive for policy makers in a given country to factor in wider impacts (i.e. beyond
XLIMVFSVHIVW [LIRGEPGYPEXMRKXLIGSWXWERHTSXIRXMEPFIRI½XWSJTSWWMFPI(66QIEWYVIW)UYEPP]MXQE]FI
HMJ½GYPXJSVTSPMG]QEOIVWSYXWMHISJXLIGSYRXV]XSJEGXSVMRI\TPMGMXGSRWMHIVEXMSRWSJWIPJMRXIVIWX[LIRQEOMRK
decisions to fund DRR. Establishing a more effective means to recognise and quantify these indirect losses better
[SYPHFIE½VWXWXITMRLIPTMRKXSIRWYVIXLEXXLMWKETMWEHHVIWWIH
-RHMVIGXMQTEGX¯GSR¾MGXERHWXEFMPMX]
8LIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRHMWEWXIVWERHGSR¾MGXMWGSQTPI\FYXMQTSVXERXFIGEYWIHMWEWXIVWSJXIRSZIVPET[MXL
GSR¾MGXERHGERQEOIXLIMQTEGXWSJGSR¾MGX[SVWI&IX[IIRERHEXPIEWXHMWEWXIVWSGGYVVIHMR
EVIEWXLEX[IVIEPWSI\TIVMIRGMRKGSR¾MGX103. Many more have overlapped with periods of political instability and
IZIRVIKMQIGLERKI-XLEWFIIRIWXMQEXIHXLEXFIX[IIRERHQSVIXLER SJTISTPIEJJIGXIHF]
HMWEWXIVWPMZIHMREVIEWSJGSR¾MGXSVJVEKMPIWXEXIW104.
Disasters can catalyse social tensions, and inappropriate post-disaster actions can feed into political dissent
and change105. For example, a cyclone in 1970 which killed around half a million people in what was then East
Pakistan elicited a weak relief response from West Pakistan. It has been argued that this gave impetus to civil
war which eventually led to the establishment of Bangladesh106 . The 1972 earthquake in Managua, Nicaragua,
is suggested to have led to massive government corruption in relief and reconstruction, allowing the Sandinista
rebels to capitalise politically and open a military campaign in 1975107. After the 2005 Pakistan Earthquake, a
slow government response provided opportunities for independent Islamic aid agencies to provide relief (often
WYFWXERXMEP ERHXSGVMXMGMWIXLI+SZIVRQIRXJSVMXWJEMPMRKW%VIEWVIGIMZMRKVIPMIJJVSQ-WPEQMGEMHEKIRGMIWWE[E
growth in anti-governmental Pakistani nationalism108. There is also evidence that inter-ethnic rivalry and other
forms of local tension may be exacerbated as water resources become scare in drought episodes109.
-RWSQIWMXYEXMSRWHMWEWXIVWEPWSLEZIXLITSXIRXMEPXSEQIPMSVEXIGSR¾MGXFYXXLMWMWRSXYWYEPP]XLIGEWI*SV
I\EQTPI7VM0EROEERH%GILFSXLI\TIVMIRGIHTVSXVEGXIHGMZMPGSR¾MGXFIJSVIXLI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQMMR
2004. Both suffered substantial losses as a result of the disaster and saw high levels of international response.
8LIHMWEWXIVERHVIGSRWXVYGXMSRIJJSVXWGSRXVMFYXIHXSXLIVIWSPYXMSRSJGSR¾MGXMR%GIL110, but in Sri Lanka
despite some initial progress, the response quickly became a source of increased tensions111.
99 da Silva, J.A. and Cernat, L. (2012).
100 3OY]EQE=  
101 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (2011).
102 International Rice Research Institute (2008).
103 Buchanan-Smith, M. and Christoplos, I. (2004).
104 Kellet, J. and Sparks. D. (2012).
105 United Nations Development Programme (2011).
106 3PWSR6ERH+E[VSRWOM:  
107 3PWSR6ERH+E[VSRWOM:  
108 Nelson, T. (2010).
109 Theisen31IXEP  
110 +EMPPEVH.'IXEP  
111 Le Billon, P. and Waizenegger, A. (2007).
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%WSYVGISJGSQTPI\MX]MRXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRHMWEWXIVWERHGSR¾MGXMWXLIMR¾YIRGISJGSR¾MGXSRMRGVIEWIW
MRHMWEWXIVVMWO*SVI\EQTPIF]MRGVIEWMRKZYPRIVEFMPMX]GSR¾MGXSJXIRMQTIHIWHMWEWXIVVIWTSRWIVIPMIJERH
VIGSRWXVYGXMSR8LMWQIERWXLEX[LIVIHMWEWXIVERHGSR¾MGXGSMRGMHIMXGERFIHMJ½GYPXXSHIXIVQMRI[LIXLIV
XLII\MWXIRGISVWIZIVMX]SJGSR¾MGXMWERMRHMVIGXMQTEGXSJXLIHMWEWXIV
*I[WXYHMIWLEZIW]WXIQEXMGEPP]EREP]WIHHMWEWXIVERHGSR¾MGXMRXIVEGXMSRW3RIEREP]WMW112 that examined data
FIX[IIRERHJSYRHXLEXHMWEWXIVWMRGVIEWIXLIVMWOSJGMZMPGSR¾MGXMRXLIWLSVXERHQIHMYQXIVQW
in low- and medium-income countries where inequality is high and economic growth is slow. In protracted
TSPMXMGEPGVMWIWERHWPS[SRWIXHMWEWXIVWWYGLEWHVSYKLXWMXMWTEVXMGYPEVP]HMJ½GYPXXSHMWEKKVIKEXIXLIMRXIVEGXMSRW
FIX[IIRGSR¾MGXWSGMEPXIRWMSRHMWEWXIVZYPRIVEFMPMX]ERHPSWW1138LIVSPISJGSR¾MGXEWEHVMZIVSJHMWEWXIVVMWOMW
discussed further in Chapter 3.

2.5 Problems with the data
What can be concluded about the relative magnitude of direct versus indirect effects of disasters? The answer is
ZIV]PMXXPIFIGEYWIXLIVIEVIRSW]WXIQEXMGHEXEVIGSVHMRKXLIWM^ISJMRHMVIGXIJJIGXW8LMWMWNYWXSRISJEVERKI
of problems with data about the impacts of disasters. Three are particularly important.
8LI½VWXTVSFPIQHIWGVMFIHMR&S\ERH7IGXMSRMWXLEXEPEVKITVSTSVXMSRSJXLIHMWEWXIVMQTEGXWEVI
associated with a few very rare events, and consequently trends in average impacts, even over decades, can
be misleading. This matters because any attempt to make a rational decision about preparedness will need to
consider how large an impact can be expected.
The second problem concerns the quality of the data. There are three leading global databases on disasters:
)1(EXQEREKIHF]XLI'IRXVIJSV6IWIEVGLSRXLI)TMHIQMSPSK]SJ(MWEWXIVW7[MWW6I´W7MKQEERH1YRMGL
6I´W2EX'EX7)6:-')114. These databases draw on different sources of data and use different parameters to
HI½RIGSPPIGXERHGEXIKSVMWIHEXEWIXWSRHMWEWXIVW8LI]VIGSVHHMJJIVIRXZEPYIWJSVXLIMQTEGXWSJXLIWEQI
event and use different criteria to determine whether or not to record an event as a disaster115. These databases
have value but their data must be treated with caution.
8LIXLMVHTVSFPIQGSRGIVRWXLIHMJ½GYPX]SJIWXMQEXMRKLS[QYGLHMWEWXIVWGSWXMRTEVXFIGEYWIXLIIWXMQEXIW
in the databases referred to above are unreliable, but more importantly because they do not even aim to cover
MRHMVIGXIJJIGXW,S[IZIVMJXLIFIRI½XWSJTVIZIRXMRKMRHMVIGXIJJIGXWEVIXSFIVIEPMWIHQSVIEGGYVEXIMRJSVQEXMSR
is needed about their scale. It is not only quantitative data about direct and indirect impacts that are lacking;
better information is needed on a range of issues relating to disaster impacts (see Figure 2.4 for a summary)116 117.
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Figure 2.4: Relative uncertainty in the observational data on disaster impacts
This Figure shows that the observational data on disaster impacts are uneven in quality and coverage. There is uncertainty
associated with various aspects of data on disasters including the scale of an event, the nature of its impact, changes in
vulnerability and exposure and the effectiveness of actions implemented to address disaster risk.
Degree of relative uncertainty in the observational data
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Together, these problems limit informed and evidence-based decision making in DRR. However, many of
the gaps in knowledge and data have the potential to be addressed. For example, in a move to encourage
QSVIWXERHEVHMWIHVITSVXMRKSJHMWEWXIVPSWWIWXLI+PSFEP6MWO-HIRXM½GEXMSR4VSKVEQQI118 produced a set of
recommendations for Disaster Loss Data Standards. These standardised approaches can enable quantitative
comparison of impacts but they are isolated examples, and a much more concerted effort is needed to collect
and share data effectively.
Looking to the future, over the next 30 years there will be improvements in the quality and coverage of data
on disasters. Data on direct losses from medium- and small- scale disasters is expected to improve rapidly,
TEVXMGYPEVP]MR%WMEERHWSQIEVIEWSJ0EXMR%QIVMGE[LIVIKSZIVRQIRXW´GETEGMX]XSQEREKIHMWEWXIVVMWOMW
increasing. Databases such as the Disaster Information Management System (DesInventar)119 will have a role to
play. Equally, there will be improvements in documenting and understanding how natural hazards can trigger
secondary events. Here, the insurance industry will have an important role in modelling the extent of exposure
and, therefore, generating data on secondary effects (e.g. liquefaction from earthquakes).

118 LXXT[[[KVMT[IFSVKKVMT[IF
119 DesInventar is a conceptual and methodological tool for the generation of National Disaster Inventories and the construction of databases of damage,
PSWWIWERHXLIIJJIGXWSJHMWEWXIVWKIRIVEPP]WTSRWSVIHF]92(4ERH92-7(61SVIHIXEMPWEVIEZEMPEFPIEXLXXT[[[HIWMRZIRXEVRIXMRHI\LXQP
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Data on the economic impact of disasters will see steady progress as countries begin to monitor indirect losses
MRGYVVIHJSVI\EQTPIXLVSYKLXVEHIHMWVYTXMSRW+ETWMRXLIHEXESRXLIWSGMEPMQTEGXWSJHMWEWXIVWEVIPMOIP]
to persist and coverage will be uneven both within and between countries, though some improvements will be
QEHIMRQMHHPIMRGSQIGSYRXVMIW-RGVIEWIHTSPMXMGEPWGVYXMR]ERHTVIWWYVISR2+3WERHHSRSVKSZIVRQIRXW
to invest in data infrastructure to address both DRR and adaptation to climate change is likely to increase the
public availability of data on disaster losses.
The need to encourage more effective data collection and analysis on disaster impacts should be a key priority
for collaboration between scientists and practitioners. The aim would be twofold: to create common tools and
HEXEWIXWJSVQEOMRKHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRWSREHHVIWWMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOERHXSIREFPIXLISYXGSQISJXLSWIHIGMWMSRW
to be compared between different locations and between different disasters.

2.6 Summary
A review of past and present disasters shows that impacts can be extremely diverse in nature, operating
over widely different spatial scales and developing over very different timescales. However, attention
is often narrowly focused on direct impacts that are localised and most visible, such as mortality and
economic damage. In contrast, indirect impacts tend to be less visible, and may have the potential to
blight lives over the long term. The key message is that the consequences of direct and indirect impacts
are poorly understood and poorly documented. Much more attention needs to be given to understanding
the diverse nature and extent of these effects. This is essential for more effective DRR decision making.
Examples of indirect impacts of disasters which merit more attention include the following:
 Economic contagion effects through globalisation: disasters have a significant impact on world
trade flows. It has been estimated that major disasters reduced world trade by 1–4% over the 40year period ending in 2003 and that the trend was for increasing proportional losses despite a
parallel expansion in world trade.120
 Household consequences: the prospect of future losses can reduce the incentive to save and
invest, and repeated losses can prevent households climbing out of poverty.
 Starvation in children: specific types of hunger at critical times in a child’s development can lead
to long-term effects such as stunting, diminished cognitive skills and consequently lower earnings
through life.
 Mental health damage: leading to depression, anxiety and even increased rates of suicide.
Poor data on past disaster impacts:
 limits understanding of the possible impacts of future disasters in the absence of DRR action;
 makes it difficult to determine which candidates for DRR would be most beneficial;
 makes investment in DRR more difficult even if reliable forecasts of future hazards are available.
However, specific events that are both rare and high impact can dominate trends and averages and it is
essential these aspects of disaster data are fully understood.

120 +EWWIFRIV1IXEP  
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3. The possible future risk of disasters

3.1 Introduction
The previous Chapter has shown that impacts of disasters are both large and varied. This Chapter now
considers how important drivers of change could affect disaster risk over the next 30 years. Such changes have
important implications for the decisions that need to be taken to anticipate and prepare for future hazards.
%[MHIVERKISJHVMZIVWLEZIXLIEFMPMX]XSMR¾YIRGIJYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWOF]EJJIGXMRKOI]GSQTSRIRXWSJJYXYVIVMWO
the magnitude of the hazard, exposure, vulnerability and resilience1211ER]VIWIEVGLIVWERHTSPMG]QEOIVW½RH
MXYWIJYPXSGSRWMHIVXLIMR¾YIRGISJVIWMPMIRGIEW[IPPEWI\TSWYVIERHZYPRIVEFMPMX][LIRHIWGVMFMRKVMWO122 123,
ERHWSMXMWGSRWMHIVIHLIVI-RTEVXMGYPEVIMKLXMQTSVXERXHVMZIVWSJGLERKI[IVIMHIRXM½IHERHI\TPSVIHMRE
multidisciplinary workshop (see Table 3.1).
Care needs to be taken in considering these drivers in isolation. This is because they can act together to affect
risk for a given hazard, and they may also interact in complex ways. This makes it impossible to separate their
effects clearly and attribute risk to single causes. For example, a study in the USA on the causes of growth
in disaster losses124EXXVMFYXIHXLIKVS[XLMRLYVVMGERIPSWWIWMRXLI+YPJSJ1I\MGSXSEZEVMIX]SJJEGXSVW
TSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLMRI\TSWIHVIKMSRWQSVIGSRWXVYGXMSRMR¾SSHTVSRIEVIEWLMKLIVGSWXWSJQEMRXIRERGISJ
infrastructure in exposed areas; and changes in environmental and climatic conditions.
Also, some of these drivers could develop in ways that are inherently uncertain (see the last column of Table
 ³4SPMXMGEPERHKSZIVRERGIGLERKI´MRWTIGM½GTEVXWSJXLI[SVPHMWEGEWIMRTSMRX8LMWQIERWXLEXJYXYVIVMWO
will also be inherently uncertain, implying the need to develop policies in disaster risk reduction (DRR) which
are robust to a range of future possibilities.
Notwithstanding these caveats, Table 3.1 provides a broad indication of how these eight key drivers could affect
components of disaster risk over the next 30 years. The arrows indicate the extent to which a given driver
could act to increase or decrease exposure, vulnerability and resilience (see key). However, it should be noted
that each driver may affect a given component of risk through several mechanisms, some of which may act
to increase risk, and some to decrease risk. So, much will depend upon the relative strength of these various
mechanisms in local circumstances. For example, the arrows in the Table indicate that changes in ‘political and
KSZIVRERGIGLERKI´GSYPHWXVSRKP]HIGVIEWIZYPRIVEFMPMX] IKMJXLEXMWEGXMZIP]ERHIJJIGXMZIP]TYVWYIHEWE
PSRKXIVQTSPMG]SFNIGXMZI &YXIUYEPP]XLMWHVMZIVGSYPHLEZIEWXVSRKP]RIKEXMZIIJJIGXSRZYPRIVEFMPMX] IK
if there was a consistent failure to devise and enforce building regulations in an earthquake risk area). So the
two opposing arrows in the Table state that the net effect of politics and governance could range from strongly
negative to strongly positive.

121 8LIVIMWWSQIHIFEXIEVSYRHXLITVIGMWIHI½RMXMSRWSJXLIWIXIVQWWII'LETXIV[LIVIXLIQIEWYVIQIRXSJXLIWIGSRGITXWMWHMWGYWWIH
,S[IZIVXLIWIRYERGIWHSRSXEJJIGXXLIHMWGYWWMSRMRXLMWGYVVIRX'LETXIVWMKRM½GERXP]
122 Brown, K. (2011).
123 Department for International Development (2012a).
124 Pielke, R.A. (2003).
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Table 3.1: Summary of trends and potential impacts of eight key drivers on the components of future disaster risk125.
This Table provides a broad indication of how eight key drivers could affect the nature of disaster risk over the next 30 years.
The arrows indicate the extent to which a given driver could increase or decrease exposure, vulnerability and resilience (see key).

Drivers

+PSFEP
environmental
change
Demographic
change
'SR¾MGXERH
instability

Political and
governance
change

Urbanisation

Economic
growth

+PSFEPMWEXMSR

Technological
change


Ï
Ï

Ð
Ð

Effect on
exposure

Ï
Ï
Ï


Effect on
Effect on
vulnerability resilience

Ï

ÏÐ
Ï

Ð

ÏÐ

Ð

Low: Environmental trends are likely to continue
IZIRMJGSRGIVXIHTSPMG]EGXMSRMWXEOIRRS[3YX
to 2040, the overall trend is largely predetermined
by actions already taken and the current state of
the environment.
Low: Much of the future age distribution is already
determined by the current distribution.
Medium: 8LIWTIGM½GREXYVISJJYXYVI[EVWEVI
very uncertain. However, a large reduction in
GSR¾MGXWIIQWYRPMOIP]EWHSIWEVIXYVRXSPEVKI
scale interstate war. Civil unrest and instability will
GSRXMRYIXS¾EVIYTYRTVIHMGXEFP]

ÏÐÏÐ

High: There is no certainty that democratisation
will continue or whether it will lead to increased
participation in government processes. International
aid and development regimes will continue to
change.

Low: Continued urbanisation seems likely, although
ÏÐ ÏÐ ÏÐthe
rate may slow.

Ï

ÏÐ ÏÐ

High: A future global economic crisis could change
the balance of contemporary economic powers,
GSQTSWMXMSRSJ½RERGMEPVIKYPEXSV]VIKMQIWSVXLI
structure of global institutions.

ÏÐ ÏÐ ÏÐ


ÏÐ

ÏÐ

Medium: Economically and politically, the world in the
future will likely be a more connected place, with
pockets of isolation remaining for geographical or
political reasons. As connectivity expands,
EGGSYRXEFMPMX]ERH¾S[WSJORS[PIHKIQE]MRGVIEWI
Medium: The most important technological
innovations are likely to be those not yet conceived,
ERHEXXMXYHIWXSRI[XIGLRSPSKMIWEVIHMJ½GYPX
to predict. However, overall spread of new
technologies is likely to continue.

The dominant effect of the driver on the determinant of risk is negligible
8LIHVMZIVGERPIEHXSEWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRXLIHIXIVQMRERXSJVMWO
The driver can lead to a slight increase in the determinant of risk
8LIHVMZIVGERPIEHXSEWMKRM½GERXHIGVIEWIMRXLIHIXIVQMRERXSJVMWO
The driver can lead to a slight decrease in the determinant of risk

125 8LIWIXVIRHW[IVIMHIRXM½IHMRE*SVIWMKLXI\TIVX[SVOWLST
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Uncertainties in future trends

3.2 Key drivers of future disaster risk
Two drivers stand out in this analysis because of their potentially large and negative effect on disaster risk, and
the low associated uncertainty of their future trends: global environmental change and demographic change. But
others stand out for a different reason: while they have the potential to greatly increase disaster risk, there is
also potential for effective policy action to achieve risk reduction. Urbanisation provides the clearest example:
unmanaged growth of cities, particularly those in low elevation coastal zones, would leave millions in extremely
vulnerable situations, but there will be opportunities for policy makers to intervene to increase resilience in
YVFEREVIEW3XLIVHVMZIVWJSVI\EQTPIKPSFEPMWEXMSRLEZII\XVIQIP]GSQTPI\MRXIVEGXMSRW[MXLHMWEWXIVVMWO
but must nonetheless be considered. In this section, the impact of each of the eight drivers on disaster risk is
considered.
3.2.1 Global environmental change
Important trends in the global environment relate to climate and the degradation of ecosystems. The climate
varies naturally over seasonal to decadal time periods, and while this natural variability is the dominant
MR¾YIRGIGLERKIWMRGPMQEXIHYIXSKPSFEP[EVQMRKEVI[MHIP]I\TIGXIH8LIVIGIRX-4''76)<126 conducted
an exhaustive analysis of the evidence on the expected future occurrence of hazards related to climate and
I\XVIQI[IEXLIVIZIRXW3ZIVXLIRI\XX[SXSXLVIIHIGEHIWGPMQEXIGLERKIWMKREPWEVII\TIGXIHXSFI
relatively small compared to natural climate variability. It is therefore uncertain whether there will be discernable
changes in the occurrence of extreme events during the period to 2040 that this Foresight Report covers.
However, in the longer term, changes in the nature and frequency of some extreme events are expected. Some
of those that are expected to occur by the end of the 21st century are summarised in Table 3.2.
8EFPI  )\TIGXIH GLERKIW MR I\XVIQI IZIRX SGGYVVIRGI GSQTEVMRK PEXI XL GIRXYV] [MXL PEXI WX
century, as set out in the IPCC SREX.
Extreme
event

Expected changes

Heavy
precipitation

The frequency of heavy precipitation events is likely to increase over many areas of the globe,
in particular in the high latitudes and tropical regions. A 1-in-20-year annual maximum daily
precipitation amount is likely to become a 1-in-5 to 1-in-15-year event by the end of the 21st
century in many regions.

Cyclone

Although it is likely that the global frequency of tropical cyclones will either decrease or
remain essentially unchanged, it is more likely than not that the frequency of the most intense
storms will increase substantially in some ocean basins. Average tropical cyclone maximum
wind speed is likely to increase, although increases may not occur in all tropical regions.

Flood

8LIVIMWPMQMXIHYRIZIRIZMHIRGISJGLERKIWMRXLIJVIUYIRG]ERHQEKRMXYHISJ¾SSHWEX
the regional scale. The uncertainty associated with incomplete historical records and poor
evidence at the regional level means that there is large uncertainty and debate as to whether
there is any sign at all of a change in their frequency and magnitude. There is therefore low
GSR½HIRGIMRTVIHMGXMSRWSJJYXYVIGLERKIWMRXLIJVIUYIRG]ERHQEKRMXYHISJ¾SSHW

Drought

There are concerns regarding the accuracy of historical records and therefore large
YRGIVXEMRX]VIKEVHMRKKPSFEPGLERKIWMRTEWXEWWIWWQIRXWERHJYXYVITVSNIGXMSRWSJHVSYKLX
8LIVIMWXLIVIJSVIRSWGMIRXM½GGSRWIRWYWSRTVSNIGXIH[SVPH[MHIGLERKIWMRXLIHYVEXMSR
ERHMRXIRWMX]SJHVSYKLX,S[IZIVXLIVIMWQIHMYQGSR½HIRGIXLEXWSQIVIKMSRWSJ)YVSTI
Africa and Central and South America will experience longer and more severe drought over
the next century relative to current trends.

126 IPCC (2012).
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8EFPI  )\TIGXIH GLERKIW MR I\XVIQI IZIRX SGGYVVIRGI GSQTEVMRK PEXI XL GIRXYV] [MXL PEXI WX
century, as set out in the IPCC SREX (continued).
Extreme
event

Expected changes

Landslide

8LIVIMWLMKLGSR½HIRGIXLEXGLERKIWMRLIEZ]TVIGMTMXEXMSRERHKPEGMEPVIXVIEX[MPPQEOI
landslides more likely in some regions, such as high mountains. However, there is low
GSR½HIRGIMRTVSNIGXMSRWSJERIJJIGXSRWLEPPS[PERHWPMHIWMRXIQTIVEXIERHXVSTMGEPVIKMSRW

Earthquake

Although it is possible that reduced ice mass may increase seismic activity, there is low
GSR½HIRGIMRTVSNIGXIHJYXYVIWIMWQMGVIWTSRWIWXSGPMQEXIGLERKIERHER]GLERKIWEVIPMOIP]
to occur centuries into the future.

Although any change in the occurrence of natural hazards before 2040 is likely to be small, even if there were
concerted and immediate policy action to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions a certain amount of continued
warming out to around 2040 is inevitable as the climate system slowly responds to past and current emissions.
8LIGSRXMRYEXMSRSJVETMHGLERKIWMRKPSFEPIGSW]WXIQWMWEGEYWIJSVGSRGIVR%TTVS\MQEXIP] SJXLI
services that ecosystems provide are being degraded or used unsustainably127, leading to impacts on vulnerability,
exposure and resilience. For example, mangroves reduced exposure of coastal populations and assets during the
-RHMER3GIER8WYREQM128. Regions with degraded mangroves suffered higher losses and more damage to
property than those with dense mangroves and healthy marine ecosystems129 130. Ecosystems are also a source
of building material and fuel, providing livelihood options which can increase resilience and reduce vulnerability
to disasters (see Chapter 5 for further discussion). Again, the impact of concerted and immediate policy action
on global degradation is likely to be limited over the next 30 years, though local action to preserve valuable
ecosystems could be effective.
8LIVIEVIJI[WTIGM½GIRZMVSRQIRXEPGLERKIW[MXLMQTPMGEXMSRWJSVHMWEWXIVVMWOXLEXGERFIJSVIGEWX[MXL
GSR½HIRGIXSSGGYVSZIVXLIRI\XXLVIIHIGEHIW1SVISZIVXLIQEKRMXYHISJER]GLERKIMWPMOIP]XSFIWQEPP
*SVXLMWVIEWSRXLMW6ITSVXHSIWRSXGSRWMHIVXLIMQTPMGEXMSRWSJWTIGM½GJYXYVIGLERKIWMRLE^EVHSGGYVVIRGI
in detail. The most pressing issue is to improve the ability to forecast and prepare for the current risk from
current hazards: for example, severe cyclones. The fact that cyclones might become more frequent or severe is
important, but is a second-order issue given that the current level of risk already often overwhelms the current
ability to deal with that risk, resulting in disasters.
3.2.2 Demographic change
Much of the demographic change over the next three decades is already locked into existing population
distributions. Table 3.3 shows data on important trends. By 2040, the global population is expected to have
increased by 2 billion: from 6.9 billion in 2010, to 7.7 billion in 2020, to 8.3 billion in 2030, and to 8.9 billion in
20401318LIZEWXQENSVMX]  SJXLMWMRGVIEWI[MPPVIWYPXJVSQTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLMRPIWWHIZIPSTIHGSYRXVMIW
which will increase from 5.7 billion in 2010 to 6.4 billion in 2020, to 7 billion in 2030, and, 7.6 billion in 2040. In
EFSYXQMPPMSRSJXLIKPSFEPTSTYPEXMSRVIWMHIHMRGSYRXVMIWHI½RIHEW³PIEWXHIZIPSTIH´F]XLI9RMXIH
Nations, characterised by especially low incomes, high economic vulnerability and poor human development
indicators. By 2040, this number will have risen to 1.5 billion132. Many of these countries have a high proportion
of their populations at risk from one or more natural hazards133. Within regions, populations in exposed areas
EVIEPWSPMOIP]XSVMWI*SVI\EQTPITSTYPEXMSRWPMZMRKMRYVFER¾SSHTPEMRWMR%WMEQE]MRGVIEWIJVSQQMPPMSR
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
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Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005).
(ELHSYL+YIFEW*IXEP  
Harakunarak, A. and Aksornkoae, S. (2005).
UN Environment Programme (2005).
UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2011).
Population Reference Bureau (2012).
Dilley, M. et al (2005).

to between 83 and 91 million by 2030134. Together these trends will increase the exposure of people with low
resilience to hazards.
8EFPI  )\TIGXIH TSTYPEXMSR GLERKIW SZIV XLI RI\X XLVII HIGEHIW EPP ½KYVIW MR QMPPMSRW

*Total population

Urban population

2010

2020

2030

2040

World

6,900

7,700

8,300

8,900

Less developed

5,700

6,400

7,000

7,600

Africa

1,000

1,300

1,600

1,900

Asia

4,200

4,600

4,900

5,100

World

3,600

4,300

5,000

5,600

Less developed

2,600

3,300

3,900

4,500

400

550

740

980

1,800

2,300

2,700

3,000

World

520

720

980

1,300

Less developed

330

480

690

950

36

50

71

98

280

400

570

770

Africa
Asia
*Population 65+

Africa
Asia

8LIWI½KYVIWEVIFEWIHSRXLIQIHMYQZEVMERX[MXLMRXLITSTYPEXMSRTVSNIGXMSRW8LI92EPWSTVSHYGIWLMKLERH
PS[ZEVMERXW*SVI\EQTPIPS[ERHLMKLZEVMERXWSJ[SVPHTSTYPEXMSRMRVERKIJVSQFMPPMSRXSFMPPMSR
7SYVGI9RMXIH2EXMSRW(ITEVXQIRXSJ)GSRSQMGERH7SGMEP%JJEMVW  
Population ageing is a predominant and important demographic trend. In 2010, an estimated 524 million people,
 SJXLI[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSR[IVIEKIHSVSPHIV8LMW[MPPMRGVIEWIXSQMPPMSRF]QMPPMSRF]
ERHXSFMPPMSRF]SV SJXLI[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSR135. The most rapidly ageing populations will be located
in developing countries (see Figure 3.1). Between 2010 and 2040, the number of people over 65 in less developed
GSYRXVMIWMWTVSNIGXIHXSRIEVP]XVMTPIJVSQQMPPMSRMRXSQMPPMSRMRXSQMPPMSRMR
and to 948 million in 2040. By contrast, in more developed countries the population over 65 will increase more
slowly: from 197 million in 2010, to 242 million in 2020, to 290 million in 2030, and to 320 million in 2040136 .
-RIQIVKIRGMIWSPHIVTISTPIJEGITEVXMGYPEVVMWOWERHWLSYPHFIMHIRXM½IHEWEZYPRIVEFPIKVSYT137. For example,
XLI]QE]LEZIHMJ½GYPX]MRVIEGLMRKJSSHERH[EXIVHMWXVMFYXMSRTSMRXWSVEGGIWWMRKXIQTSVEV]WLIPXIVXLI]QE]
have age-related conditions that without medication become life-threatening, and have nutritional needs which
QE]FIHMJ½GYPXXSGEXIVJSVMRXLIEJXIVQEXLSJEHMWEWXIV%PXLSYKLXLITVMQEV]IJJIGXSJEREKIMRKTSTYPEXMSRMW
to increase vulnerability, older people can contribute their accumulated knowledge and experience to improving
disaster preparedness or be trained to provide support. For example, in Bolivia, the local Brigadas Blancas (selfREQIH³;LMXI&VMKEHIW´HYIXSXLIGSPSYVSJXLIMVLEMV EVIFIMRKXVEMRIHMRTVIZIRXMSRERHHMWEWXIVEGXMSR
planning138. Thus population ageing has some potential to reduce vulnerability and build resilience, though its
predominant effect is to increase risk.

134
135
136
137
138

Foresight (2011).
;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERMWEXMSR  
UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2011).
HelpAge International and UN Population Fund (2012).
HelpAge International and UN Population Fund (2012).
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*MKYVI  (IQSKVETLMG GLERKI MR QSVI ERH PIWW HIZIPSTIH GSYRXVMIW JVSQ  XS 
This Figure shows estimated increases in the population aged 65 and over in more and less developed countries from 2010
to 2040.
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7SYVGI92(ITEVXQIRXSJ)GSRSQMGERH7SGMEP%JJEMVW  ;SVPH4STYPEXMSR4VSWTIGXW8LI6IZMWMSR
3.2.3 Urbanisation
Urbanisation is a key driver of disaster risk. Eight out of the ten most populous cities in the world can be
severely affected by an earthquake, and six out of ten are vulnerable to storm surge and tsunami waves139.
Already, over half of the world population live in urban environments. Figure 3.2 shows that the number of
urban dwellers in less developed countries will increase more or less linearly at a rate of around 65 million
a year, from 2.6 billion in 2010 to 4.7 billion in 2040, with rural populations anticipated to decline globally. It
MWGSQQSRJSVEVSYRH SJXLITSTYPEXMSRSJYVFERGIRXVIWMRPS[ERHQMHHPIMRGSQIGSYRXVMIWXSPMZI
in informal settlements or overcrowded and deteriorating tenements; for many cities in Asia and Africa, the
TVSTSVXMSRMW SVQSVI140. Many will be located in areas of South-East Asia which are already highly exposed
to natural hazards. Frequently, large concentrations of informal settlements are located on land at high risk from
¾SSHMRKSVPERHWPMHIW141.

139 Chafe, Z. (2007).
140 International Institute for Environment and Development (2012).
141 Hardoy, J.E. et al (2001).
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*MKYVI  9VFER ERH VYVEP TSTYPEXMSRW F] HIZIPSTQIRX KVSYT 
This Figure shows actual and expected changes in urban and rural populations between 1950 and 2050 in developed and
developing countries. By the year 2020, the number of urban dwellers in developing countries is expected to exceed the
number of people living in rural areas. After 2020, the total urban population of developed countries will see a modest increase
whereas the total number of rural inhabitants is projected to decline.
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7SYVGI92(ITEVXQIRXSJ)GSRSQMGERH7SGMEP%JJEMVW  
9VFERMWEXMSRGSYPHFIEQENSVHVMZIVSJJYXYVIVMWO1423FZMSYWP]XLIHIRWIGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJTISTPIQIERWXLEX
a hazard that strikes a city will affect large numbers of people. Diseases can spread rapidly, and people can be
highly dependent on infrastructure which may fail. Urban bureaucracies and more heterogeneous communities
GERPMQMXXLIEFMPMX]SJXVEHMXMSREPGSQQYRMX]YRMXWXSTPERJSVHMWEWXIVW+SZIVRQIRXGERQEOIXLIWMXYEXMSR
worse by bad policy choices. For example, there is evidence from one study on coastal development in the USA
that policy choices (such as land and property taxes, subsidies and subsidised insurance) can distort individual
risk assessment, potentially increasing exposure143. Rent controls imposed in Mumbai have caused landlords to
forgo maintenance and neglect their properties, so many tenants not only live in dilapidated buildings but die
when those buildings collapse in heavy rains144-RKIRIVEP[LIVITVSTIVX]ZEPYIWEGGYVEXIP]VI¾IGXLE^EVHVMWOW
there is a greater chance that people will make informed choices about where to live and take the appropriate
preventative measures145.

142 Quarantelli, E.L. (1996).
143 Bagstad, K.J. et al (2007).
144 World Bank and United Nations (2010) p 254.
145 World Bank and United Nations (2010) p 254.
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Rapid urbanisation in the future presents a clear threat that will increase disaster risk if it is not managed
effectively. It is vital that decision makers make choices which ensure that the growth of cities is managed to
QE\MQMWIVIWMPMIRGI%QENSV92MRMXMEXMZI[LMGLEHHVIWWIWMWWYIWSJPSGEPKSZIVRERGIERHYVFERVMWOMW
under-way146 . Low-lying coastal cities in developing countries are likely to be particularly exposed to extreme
events such as cyclones. Equally, there are reasons to believe that well-managed cities can limit vulnerability
and mitigate hazards given appropriate information about risk, and governance systems147. The concentration
of people and assets in cities provides opportunities for capital investments to improve and upgrade
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIERHYVFERERHWPYQH[IPPMRKWERHVIXVS½XFYMPHMRKWJSVIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]ERHWEJIX]EPPSJ[LMGL
can improve resilience of communities. For example, a successful urban governance regime has reduced
risks created by earthquakes in Manizales, Colombia, to the extent that disaster preparedness has become
TEVXSJXLIGMX]´WGYPXYVI1IEWYVIWMRGPYHIXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJIEVXLUYEOIVIWMWXERXFYMPHMRKWYWMRKPSGEP
materials, implementation of a municipal disaster prevention system, regular prevention-related information
and educational activities for schools, and the use of tax breaks as incentives to all residents who take steps to
reduce the vulnerability of their homes148. But these examples are far from universal, and many cities are still not
addressing their rapidly increasing risk.
3.2.4 Other drivers: complex interactions
8[SSXLIVHVMZIVWXLEXLEZIWXVSRKIJJIGXWSRHMWEWXIVVMWOEVIGSR¾MGXERHMRWXEFMPMX]ERHTSPMXMGEPERH
KSZIVRERGIGLERKI%WHMWGYWWIHMR'LETXIVGSR¾MGXERHMRWXEFMPMX]KIRIVEXIZYPRIVEFMPMX]ERHQEOIHMWEWXIV
VIWTSRWIVIPMIJERHVIGSRWXVYGXMSRQSVIHMJ½GYPX4ISTPIMRJVEKMPIERHGSR¾MGXEJJIGXIHWXEXIWEVIQSVIXLER
twice as likely to be undernourished and lack clean water as those in other developing countries149'SR¾MGX
can increase exposure to hazards. For example, disease outbreaks become increasingly likely when displaced
TISTPIEVIJSVGIHXSPMZIEXGPSWIUYEVXIVW[MXLSYXWERMXEXMSR6IWMPMIRGIQE]FIVIHYGIHF]QENSVITMWSHIWSJ
ZMSPIRGI[LMGLGERHIWXVS]HIGEHIWSJIGSRSQMGTVSKVIWW'YVVIRXXVIRHWMRXLIWGEPIERHREXYVISJGSR¾MGX
include: a decline in interstate war and civil war over the past 25 years (though this is still a threat in some
regions); a threefold increase in refugees and internally displaced persons in the past 30 years; and new forms of
ZMSPIRGIMRXIVPMROMRKPSGEPTSPMXMGEPGSR¾MGXWSVKERMWIHGVMQIERHMRXIVREXMSREPMWIHHMWTYXIW[LMGLEJJIGXEPPWSGMEP
classes150. Compared to other drivers of disaster risk, there is a medium level of uncertainty associated with
XVIRHWMRGSR¾MGXERHMRWXEFMPMX]TVMQEVMP]FIGEYWIXLIJYXYVIPSGEXMSRREXYVIERHWGEPISJGSR¾MGXERHMRWXEFMPMX]
EVIMRLIVIRXP]LEVHXSTVIHMGX-RWYQQEV]GSR¾MGXERHMRWXEFMPMX]EVIPMOIP]XSMRGVIEWIHMWEWXIVVMWOXLSYKLXLI
exact future trends are uncertain.
Evidence suggests political and governance change may be an important driver of future disaster risk, as
democracies and nations with less income inequality suffer fewer deaths from disasters151. Putative mechanisms
XSI\TPEMRXLMW½RHMRKWYKKIWXXLEXHIQSGVEGMIWEVIFIXXIVWYMXIHXSEGLMIZMRKTSPMXMGEPEGGSYRXEFMPMX]WS
governments are more likely to take proactive steps to increase disaster preparedness, and further, that income
equality may create social capital, conducive to the development of public goods such as the reduction of
disaster risk152. While there has been an international movement towards democratisation of state governments,
there is no certainty that this trend will continue, and if it does, whether it will amount to increased access to,
or participation in, government processes153. International aid and development regimes may also continue to
change. In summary, uncertainty associated with how political and governance change may develop and affect
future disaster risk in the future is high (see Table 3.1); local circumstances will be important.
Economic growth can affect disaster risk in complex ways. Increased wealth can mean a rise in the value of
exposed assets, potentially increasing economic losses, but a rise in personal savings can strengthen individual
146 LXXT[[[YRMWHVSVKGEQTEMKRVIWMPMIRXGMXMIW
147 Satterthwaite, D. (1998).
148 UN Development Programme (2004).
149 World Bank (2010).
150 World Bank (2010).
151 Kahn, M.E. (2005).
152 Kahn, M.E. (2005).
153 Matyas, D. and Pelling, M. (2012).
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resilience. Less directly, rising incomes in Bangladesh have helped the proliferation of mobile phone use, which
WYTTSVXWXLIGSQQYRMGEXMSRSJIEVP][EVRMRKQIWWEKIWHYVMRKG]GPSRIW8LIVIMWEPWSETVSNIGXIHMRGVIEWIMRXLI
JVEGXMSRSJXLITSTYPEXMSR[LS[MPPFIPMZMRKMRFVMGOLSYWIWXS F][MXLEREWWSGMEXIHHIGVIEWIMRVMWO
from cyclones1543RIPMQMXMRKJEGXSVMWXLII\XIRXXS[LMGLIGSRSQMGKVS[XLEXXLIREXMSREPPIZIPVIHYGIWTSZIVX]
*SVI\EQTPIGYVVIRXP] SJXLIFMPPMSRTISTPI[LSPMZISR97EHE]SVPIWWPMZIMRQMHHPIMRGSQI
GSYRXVMIW[LMGLMRGPYHI'LMREERH-RHME(IWTMXII\TIGXIHIGSRSQMGKVS[XLTISTPI[LSPMZISR97EHE]
SVPIWWMRGSYRXVMIW[LMGLEVIGYVVIRXP]QMHHPIMRGSQIEVIPMOIP]XSQEOIYTLEPJSJXLI[SVPH´WTSSVMR155.
*YXYVIIGSRSQMGXVIRHWEVIHMJ½GYPXXSERXMGMTEXI%JYVXLIVIGSRSQMGGVMWMWGSYPHVEHMGEPP]EPXIVXLIFEPERGI
of contemporary economic powers. The growth of the Chinese economy could continue, with a move
into high-skill production and greater presence in global value chains. In Africa, continued natural resource
I\XVEGXMSRMRGSRNYRGXMSR[MXLTSPMXMGEPWXEFMPMX]GSYPHMQTVSZIIGSRSQMGGSRHMXMSRW9RWOMPPIHPEFSYVMRXIRWMZI
production is likely to continue to rise in India and China, and may increase in highly populated parts of Africa
and South America156 . In summary, there is high uncertainty in the nature of future economic trends and in the
consequential effect on disaster risk in different parts of the world.
+PSFEPMWEXMSRERHXIGLRSPSKMGEPGLERKIEPWSLEZIGSQTPI\IJJIGXWSRHMWEWXIVVMWOW-RGVIEWIHKPSFEPMWEXMSRSZIV
recent decades has shown how impacts from disasters can spread widely: for example, via supply chains, trade
¾S[WERHJSSHTVMGIW WII'LETXIV 6ETMHKPSFEPXVEZIPGERMRGVIEWIXLIWTVIEHSJMRJIGXMSR157 and exposure
to hazards that occur anywhere in the world (discussed further in Chapter 4). For example, an assessment of
XLIQIRXEPLIEPXLSJ2SV[IKMERXSYVMWXW[LSWYVZMZIHXLIXWYREQMMR8LEMPERHWLS[IHEWMKRM½GERX
percentage exhibited a range of psychiatric disorders two and a half years later. Disasters can also have negative
psychological effects within diasporas: for example, through loss of relatives in the hazard-affected country.
Conversely, globalisation can reduce disaster risk as support networks and risk pooling can become more
effective over wider geographical areas. Developing countries may be able to access global capital markets via
insurance and reinsurance. For example, the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility pools disaster risk
regionally, providing cover where the impact of disasters can be large relative to the size of affected national
economies158. The extent to which individuals within developing countries are enabled to take advantage
of insurance is likely to grow in the future. A number of studies159 160 161 have shown that remittances from
relatives overseas can contribute to resilience (see Chapter 5 for further discussion). Despite an undeniable
move towards globalisation, there is a degree of uncertainty in the extent to which all countries and regions will
connect or remain isolated. In summary, there is a high degree of ambiguity in the impact of globalisation on
disaster risk and a medium level of uncertainty in its pervasiveness.
Technology has much to contribute to reducing disaster risk, though it also has the potential to increase risk in
WSQIMRWXERGIW1SFMPIGSQQYRMGEXMSRWGEREMHXLIMWWYMRKSJLE^EVH[EVRMRKWERHIREFPI½RERGMEPXVERWEGXMSRW
to enhance resilience (see Chapter 5 for further discussion). Improvements in technology associated with earth
SFWIVZEXMSRGPSYHGSQTYXMRKERH+PSFEP-RJSVQEXMSR7]WXIQWGSYPHHVMZIMQTVSZIQIRXWMRHEXEERHVMWO
mapping it while breakthroughs in biotechnologies may reduce threats posed by biological hazards (see Chapter
4 for further discussion). However, greater dependence on technology may also increase disaster risk. Reliance
SRQSFMPITLSRIWXSMWWYIHMWEWXIV[EVRMRKWERHQEOI½RERGMEPXVERWEGXMSRWQE]VIHYGIVIWMPMIRGI[LIVITS[IV
supplies are vulnerable to natural hazards. For these reasons, the impact of technology on disaster risk could be
strongly positive or negative, depending upon local circumstances.

154 Dasgupta, S. et al (2010).
155 Summer, A. (2012).
156 Matyas, D. (2012).
157 McLean, A.R. (2012).
158 World Bank and United Nations (2010) p 19.
159 Yang, D. (2008).
160 Ratha, D. et al (2008).
161 Naude, W. and Bezuidenhout, H. (2012).
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3.3 Outlook for future disaster impacts
The net effect of these drivers is complex and unpredictable. Many will interact, adding to the uncertainty.
Much will depend on the degree to which governments and other decision makers take effective action to
manage the effects of these drivers, and to reduce disaster risk. Some countries have made good progress in
reducing disaster impacts for particular hazards, which suggests that action by governments can be effective.
However, when demonstrating that particular actions have reduced disaster impacts, there is always the
challenge of whether hazard events are comparable, and of whether improved outcomes should be attributed
to government action rather than other causes.
3RIGSYRXV]MR[LMGLWMKRM½GERXVIHYGXMSRWMRVMWOGERFIHIQSRWXVEXIHMW&ERKPEHIWL8LIX[SHIEHPMIWX
cyclones to affect Bangladesh occurred in 1970 and 1991, with 500,000 and 140,000 deaths, respectively.
,S[IZIVHYVMRKXLITEWX]IEVWHIEXLWERHMRNYVMIWJVSQG]GPSRIWMR&ERKPEHIWLLEZIJEPPIR*SVI\EQTPIXLI
most recent severe cyclone of 2007 caused 4,234 deaths, a 100-fold reduction compared with the devastating
1970 cyclone. In the past 50 years, Bangladesh has learned how to adapt to recurrent cyclones by modernising
early warning systems, developing shelters and evacuation plans, constructing coastal embankments, maintaining
and improving coastal forest cover and raising awareness in communities1623XLIVI\EQTPIWMRGPYHI'LMPI
where an order of magnitude reduction in deaths between comparable earthquakes in 1906 and 2010 has been
EXXVMFYXIHXSMQTVSZIHFYMPHMRKGSHIWERH.ETER[LIVIMRZIWXQIRXLEHEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRVIHYGMRKXLI
RYQFIVSJ¾SSHIHTVSTIVXMIWFIX[IIRGSQTEVEFPIIZIRXWMRXLIWERHW
Despite these individual examples of successful risk reduction, it cannot be ignored that the two drivers with the
most certain future trends, demography and environmental change, are also likely to increase disaster risk. This
suggests that more widespread and more effective action will be required by governments, the private sector
and communities to avoid considerably higher disaster risk over the next three decades.
3.3.1 Implications for decision makers
Evidence in this chapter suggests that looking ahead to 2040 it is clear that, if not addressed, disaster risk will
increase as a result of predetermined trends in the global environment and demography. This conclusion alone
demands urgent attention from decision makers to take action to reduce disaster risk. Rapid unmanaged
urbanisation will add to this risk if effective action is not taken. There are a number of other global trends, for
example, economic growth and technology, which are less predetermined and whose impact on disaster risk
VERKMRKJVSQTSWMXMZIXSRIKEXMZI [MPPWMKRM½GERXP]HITIRHYTSRPSGEPGMVGYQWXERGIW
*I[HIGMWMSRQEOIVW[MPPFIEFPIXSMR¾YIRGIXLIEGXYEPJYXYVIXVIRHWYGLEWXLIHIKVIISJKPSFEPMWEXMSRSV
GSR¾MGX&YXF]FIMRKEPIVXXSXLIIJJIGXWSJXLIHVMZIVWSRHMWEWXIVVMWOWHIGMWMSRQEOIVWGEREHETXXSERH
I\TPSMXXLIIZSPZMRK[SVPHSJXLIJYXYVI-QTSVXERXNYHKIQIRXW[MPPGSRGIVRXLIZEPYIXLEXMWTPEGIHYTSR
ecosystems, how the growth of urban environments is planned and managed and how infrastructure should be
designed to support capacity for technology to reduce disaster risk. While some governments are already taking
effective action, much more needs to be done. To deliver this, political leadership will be vital. Negotiations on
XLITSWXJVEQI[SVOJSV(66ERHWYGGIWWSVXSXLI1MPPIRRMYQ(IZIPSTQIRX+SEPWTVSZMHIGSRWMHIVEFPI
opportunity for such leadership to be exercised. How scientists and decision makers can act to reduce disaster
VMWOMWXLIWYFNIGXSJ'LETXIVWXS

162 Haque, U. et al (2012).
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3.4 Summary
The key conclusions emerging from this chapter are as follows:
 Disasters are inherently infrequent, irregular and difficult to predict. It is impossible
to say for certain what the severity or distribution of future disaster impacts will be.
But deductions can be made from current trends and drivers.
 The current trends in demography and global environmental change are likely to
continue over the next three decades, and together may lead to greater hazard
exposure and vulnerability, as well as reduced resilience.
 However, trends such as urbanisation, economic development and technological
change present opportunities to reduce exposure and vulnerability, and build
resilience, if they are exploited effectively.
 The speed of urbanisation in developing countries means that the future
vulnerability and exposure of cities will be disproportionately important. Urban
design and planning that makes expanding cities resilient to natural hazards is
therefore a top priority.
 The evidence suggests that these trends and drivers will interact, leading to
potentially greater risks and uncertainties in the future. In the absence of effective
action, disaster impacts can be expected to rise in the years ahead.
 But this is not inevitable. Some governments have taken effective action in the past,
and a more concerted, scaled-up approach to DRR is possible. In the best case, with
the right decisions and actions being taken, disaster impacts could be stabilised
over the next three decades.
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4. Understanding disaster risk

4.1 Introduction
The purpose of calculating risk is to gain a measure of what kinds of disasters to expect. Disaster risk has been
FVSEHP]HI½RIHMRXLMW6ITSVXEWEJYRGXMSRSJXLIMRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIRLE^EVHI\TSWYVIERHZYPRIVEFMPMX]
1ER]VIWIEVGLIVWERHTSPMG]QEOIVW½RHMXYWIJYPXSGSRWMHIVXLIMR¾YIRGISJVIWMPMIRGIEW[IPPEWI\TSWYVIERH
vulnerability when describing risk163 1647GMIRXM½GORS[PIHKISJEPPJSYVLEWMQTVSZIHSZIVXLITEWXX[SHIGEHIW
=IXXLMWMQTVSZIQIRXLEWFIIRYRIZIRGYVVIRXWGMIRXM½GORS[PIHKISJXLIWIHIXIVQMRERXWERHXLIQSHIPW
that are used to calculate them in predictive terms, varies considerably. For example, hazards are driven by
natural processes that can be modelled at the global level in a highly co-ordinated manner. The natural science
models that are used to forecast their timing, location and severity fall into this category. Exposure can also
been modelled systematically, yet the models used to do so (and the data that underlie them) are rather crude.
Vulnerability, the human dimension of risk, is even less tractable. Driven by contextual factors, vulnerability is
sensitive to changes in local socio-economic conditions and therefore requires analysis and generation of data at
the local level.
This Chapter considers the current and future understanding of disaster risk. It describes the purpose of
hazard forecasting and its relevance to reducing disaster risk both now and in the future. The importance of
probabilistic forecasting is highlighted and its implications for decision makers are considered. This is followed
by a discussion of hydrometeorological hazards, which encompass extreme weather, including storms, and
QENSVWIGSRHEV]LE^EVHWMRXLIJSVQSJ¾SSHWERHHVSYKLXWKISTL]WMGEPLE^EVHW[LMGLMRGPYHIIEVXLUYEOIW
volcanoes, landslides and tsunamis; and biological hazards which cover epidemics of infections of humans,
livestock and plants. The Chapter then goes on to consider the interaction of hazards with vulnerability and
exposure, the other determinants of disaster risk.

4.2 Hazard forecasting
The purpose of hazard forecasting165 is to calculate risk, identify actions to reduce it and enable people to take
TVIZIRXEXMZIEGXMSR-XMWQSWXIJJIGXMZI[LIRMXMWXMQIP]WTIGM½GERHVIPMEFPI3ZIVXLIRI\XJI[HIGEHIWXLI
EFMPMX]XSERXMGMTEXIEPPLE^EVHWMWI\TIGXIHXSMQTVSZI&YXXLIWTIIHSJMQTVSZIQIRX[MPPRSXFIYRMJSVQ3YV
GYVVIRXEFMPMX]XSERXMGMTEXILE^EVHWERHLS[MXMWPMOIP]XSGLERKIMR]IEVW´XMQIMWWYQQEVMWIHMR*MKYVI
where three dimensions of forecasting are considered: where hazards strike (spatial), when (temporal) and to
what degree (magnitude).
Relative to other hazards, the ability to forecast hydrometeorological hazards is highly developed. Improvements
MRXLMW½IPHLEZIPEVKIP]FIIRHVMZIRF]XLIYWISJTVSFEFMPMWXMGJSVIGEWXMRKEWXERHEVHJIEXYVISJ[IEXLIV
forecasting. By contrast, routine probabilistic forecasting is currently an aspiration for many geophysical and
FMSPSKMGEPLE^EVHW(IWTMXIWMKRM½GERXEHZERGIWMRYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIYRHIVP]MRKTVSGIWWIWSJXLIWILE^EVHW
the ability of scientists to forecast them is relatively underdeveloped.

163 Brown, K. (2011).
164 Department for International Development (2012a).
165 -RXLMW6ITSVXXLIXIVQ³JSVIGEWX´MWYWIHXSHIWGVMFIMREWMQTPI[E]EPPEXXIQTXWXSQEOIWXEXIQIRXWEFSYXJYXYVIVMWO[LIXLIVGSRGIVRMRKE
particular expected hazard or an average expected risk over time.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic summary of current and possible future ability to anticipate different hazard types.
This representation is based on expert opinion and evidence drawn from the reviews commissioned by Foresight (see Annex C).
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-R*MKYVIXLIHI½RMXMSRSJ³EFMPMX]XSTVSHYGIVIPMEFPIJSVIGEWXW´MWJVEQIHMRXIVQWSJTVSFEFMPMWXMGJSVIGEWXMRK
7SJSVI\EQTPIEWGSVISJ³´HSIWRSXQIERXLEXXLIJSVIGEWX[MPPEPQSWXEP[E]W³FIVMKLX´FIGEYWIXLIWI
JSVIGEWXWEVITVSFEFMPMWXMG6EXLIVE³´QIERWXLEXXLIJSVIGEWXWEVILMKLP]VIPMEFPIMRXLIWIRWIXLEX[LIRXLI
system predicts an event with a certain probability, that event will occur with the predicted frequency (see
*MKYVIJSVERI\EQTPI -QTSVXERXP]XLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJL]HVSQIXIVSPSKMGEPJSVIGEWXMRKZEVMIWWMKRM½GERXP]
depending on the range: six-day, short-range forecasts are more reliable than long-range forecasts for six
months hence.
Improvements are expected in many aspects of hazard forecasting. Table 4.1 highlights some possible
MQTVSZIQIRXWXLIXMQIWGEPISZIV[LMGLXLI]QMKLXSGGYVERHOI]XIGLRSPSKMIWSVWGMIRXM½GEHZERGIWXLEXEVI
needed for them to be realised. The sections below explore these questions in more detail for each hazard
type, after the general importance of probabilistic forecasting is considered.
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Table 4.1: Possible future advances in hazard forecasting166
Hazard
being
forecast

Possible future
capabilities

Possible
timescale for
improvement

Key components needed for improvement

Droughts

Transforming the
current severe
limitations of drought
forecasting, including
the onset and end of
droughts.

10-20 years

 Much higher resolution global weather and climate
QSHIPWYWMRKGSQTYXIVWMRXLII\E¾STVERKIEVI
needed to produce reliable ensemble forecasts
with adequate regional detail.
 Improved understanding of interaction between
local hydrological conditions, societal drivers and
global weather patterns.
 Higher resolution spatial and temporal data (e.g.
from polar satellites and improved coverage and
quality of observation stations).
 Understanding of how multi-decadal natural
processes are linked to the onset of drought in
exposed regions.

Floods

Substantial
improvements in the
ability to forecast
¾SSHWI\TIGXIH

10-20 years

 Improved models and computing as above.
 Data collection – satellite technology to
HIXIVQMRIVMZIV¾S[MRVIEPXMQISJJIVWTVSQMWIMR
coming decades.
 -QTVSZIHYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ¾SSHTPEMRMRYRHEXMSR
 Interaction of hydrological and meteorological
processes.

Earthquakes

A step change in the
ability to predict the
location and timing of
earthquakes.

At least
30 years

 Improved data including: higher resolution and
increased coverage of earth observation (e.g.
interferometric satellites), submarine ground
motion monitoring and forensic data on past
events.
 Improved understanding of multi-scale strain
build-up and release processes.
 Development of statistical methods and testing
procedures to integrate data with variable
uncertainty into testable models.

Volcanoes

A step change in the
ability to anticipate
better when unrest
will lead to eruption,
and the scale and
impacts of that
eruption.

10-20 years

 Improved data including: higher resolution and
increased coverage of earth observation (e.g.
interferometric and gas-monitoring satellites),
forensic data on past events.
 Improved characterisation of sub-surface magma
movement.
 Development of statistical methods and testing
procedures to integrate data with variable
uncertainty into testable models.

166 Note: the timescales suggested here are very tentative. They will be heavily contingent on the availability of resource in particular.
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Table 4.1: Possible future advances in hazard forecasting (continued)
Hazard
being
forecast

Possible future
capabilities

Possible
timescale for
improvement

Key components needed for improvement

Landslides

Developing
understanding of the
ways in which complex
interactions between
topography, materials
and trigger events
result in landslides.

10-20 years

 Improved data collection including: higher
resolution and increased coverage of earth
observation (e.g. interferometric and non-radar
satellites), forensic data on past events.
 Improved characterisation of multi-source
landslide generation mechanisms.
 Development of statistical methods and testing
procedures to integrate data with variable
uncertainty into testable models.

Tsunamis

Epidemics
of known
infectious
agents in
humans and
livestock

Epidemics
of novel
emerging
infections of
humans

Improved
characterisation
of earthquake,
volcanic and landslide
induced drivers of
tsunamic risks, and
the translation into
warnings that can
reach all people at risk.

10-20 years

Ability to predict
the future spread
of known infections
through highly resolved
descriptions of the
mixing patterns of
hosts and deep
understanding of hostpathogen interactions.

10 years

Ability to characterise
the threat posed by
newly discovered
agents before they
start circulating in
people – so called
³TERHIQMGTVIZIRXMSR´

At least
30 years
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 Improved data collection including: high resolution
(multibeam) seabed geomorphic mapping,
WIE¾SSVQSXMSRQSRMXSVMRKJSVIRWMGHEXESR
past events.
 Improved characterisation of multi-source tsunami
generation mechanisms.
 Development of statistical methods for testing
procedures to integrate data with variable
uncertainty into testable models.
 Continuing developments in the aggregation of
information about cases of infection.
 Integration of quantitative descriptions of human
behaviour and also animal movements between
farms into tools to improve predictions of spread
of infections.
 Remote surveillance: from internet-based to
satellite sensing of environmental drivers of
pathogen spread, coupled with data mining tools.
 All of the above.
 Surveys of novel pathogens in wildlife reservoirs
and indicator human populations (e.g. hunters,
farmers, vets, abattoir workers).
 New methods for rapidly characterising the
properties of infections agents, e.g. in vitro
bioassays to predict the epidemiological behaviour
of a pathogen.
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4.2.1 Probabilistic forecasting
The emergence of probabilistic forecasts has changed the way forecasts of hazards are made and understood.
This change is most visible in the way meteorological agencies provide forecasts on all timescales, from hours to
decades. Previously, forecasts were considered to be deterministic predictions of the future, such as ‘it will rain
XSQSVVS[´SV³XLILIEX[EZI[MPPGSRXMRYIMRXSRI\X[IIO´2S[JSVIGEWXWEVITVSFEFMPMWXMG³XLIVIMWER 
GLERGISJVEMRXSQSVVS[´SV³XLIVIMWE GLERGIXLEXXLILIEX[EZI[MPPGSRXMRYIMRXSRI\X[IIO´%HZERGIW
in science have led to a detailed understanding of probability forecasts such that their veracity can now be
UYERXM½IH8LMWMWVIJIVVIHXSEWVIPMEFMPMX]167 and is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
The reliability of ensemble-based168 probability forecasts can be assessed using what are known as ‘Attributes
(MEKVEQW´8LIWIWLS[[LIXLIVJSVIGEWXTVSFEFMPMXMIWEVI[IPPGEPMFVEXIHEKEMRWXSFWIVZIHJVIUYIRGMIW*SV
example it would be expected that from the set of all cases where a meteorological event is predicted with
probability p, the event occurred in reality on a fraction p of occasions. That is, the line in the Attributes
Diagram should lie on the diagonal.
*MKYVI  6IPMEFMPMX] SJ QIHMYQVERKI JSVIGEWXW  HE]W GSQTEVIH XS QSRXLP]  HE]W JSVIGEWXW
Figure (a) shows a set of 4 to 5 day forecasts from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF)
medium-range ensemble forecast system for the event: precipitation greater than 10mm/day, for European grid points. Figure (b)
shows a set of 19 to 32-day forecasts from the ECMWF monthly forecast system for the event: precipitation in the upper tercile,
for tropical grid points. The results show that the medium-range forecasts are extremely reliable but that the monthly forecasts
have poor reliability.
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-RIWWIRGIETVSFEFMPMWXMGJSVIGEWXMW³VIPMEFPI´MJXLITVSFEFMPMXMIWEVIEGGYVEXIJSVI\EQTPI[LIRVEMRMWJSVIGEWX
[MXLTVSFEFMPMX] VEMREGXYEPP]SGGYVWIMKLXXMQIWSYXSJXIR8LMWQSZIE[E]JVSQHIXIVQMRMWXMGETTVSEGLIW
is indicative of a wider shift in hazard anticipation which will continue into the future. The next wave of modern
forecasting approaches will take the form of probabilistic forecasts for most hazards.
Probabilistic forecasting has been made possible by the increase in speed of computers, and by the development
of techniques to represent the critical uncertainties in forecasting. These uncertainties can be characterised in
the forecast initial conditions and in the computational representation of the natural systems169. This has changed
167 Wilks, D.S. (1995).
168 )RWIQFPIW]WXIQWEVIGVIEXIH[MXLQER]HMJJIVIRXJSVIGEWXW[MXLZEVMEXMSRWMRXLIMRMXMEPZEPYIWSVMRXLIQSHIPIUYEXMSRW3RSGGEWMSRW[LIR
the system is in a relatively predictable state the different forecasts will all be very similar, but when the system is in an unpredictable state the
different forecasts diverge substantially.
169 Leutbecher, M. and Palmer, T.N. (2007).
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the nature of forecasting. In weather and climate forecasting, deterministic systems are being replaced with
ensemble systems, which are reliable on timescales of days but not generally for seasonal or longer timescales.
Knowing whether or not a forecasting system is reliable requires a large sample of forecasts but this is impeded
by the rarity of disasters. The reliability of a forecast varies depending on the extremity of the event and forecast
VERKI8LSYKLXLMWYRVIPMEFMPMX]QMKLXFIVIHYGIHSZIVXLIRI\XJI[HIGEHIWXLVSYKLWGMIRXM½GEHZERGIW
probabilistic forecasts will continue to be imperfect. This has implications for decision making: if probabilistic
forecasts are to be used in decision making, a rating system is required to enable decision makers to discern the
XVEGOVIGSVHSJEPXIVREXMZIJSVIGEWXMRKWIVZMGIW8LIVIMWXLIVIJSVIERIIHJSVER³LSRIWXFVSOIV´[LSGER
TVSZMHIMRHITIRHIRXZIVM½GEXMSRWSJXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJJSVIGEWXMRKW]WXIQWSZIVWYMXEFP]PSRKXVEGOVIGSVHW
)ZIRMRGEWIW[LIVIXVEGOVIGSVHWEVIYREZEMPEFPISVWGMIRXM½GORS[PIHKISJVMWOMWMQTIVJIGXEGXMSRWGERFI
taken to reduce risk. For example, static risk information on the location of geological fault lines in tectonically
active areas allows the development and implementation of building codes and contingency plans. Climatological
information on the average occurrence of climate hazards can be very useful, even if a precise forecast is
not available. Forecasting is useful over a wide range of lead times, from short-term warnings that inform the
evacuation of vulnerable communities, to long-term risk assessments that inform decisions about preparedness,
MRGPYHMRKJSVI\EQTPIVIXVS½XXMRKFYMPHMRKWJSVWIMWQMGVMWO
-RSVHIVXSMQTVSZILE^EVHJSVIGEWXWTVSKVIWWMWVIUYMVIHMRX[SEVIEW,E^EVHWTIGM½GMQTVSZIQIRXWEVI
needed to advance probabilistic forecasting across all hazards. Equally important is an improved understanding
of how different hazards interact with human life and physical systems to cause adverse impacts. Having
considered the general principles of risk forecasting apply to all hazards, this Chapter goes on to explore
HIZIPSTQIRXWWTIGM½GXSIEGLLE^EVH
4.2.2 Hydrometeorological hazards
8LIVIMWEFVSEHWGMIRXM½GGSRWIRWYWXLEXXLIRI\X]IEVW[MPPWIIWSQIGLERKIWXSEZIVEKIGPMQEXMGGSRHMXMSRW
such as temperature. The ability or use of science to forecast the nature of these climatic trends is not
considered in this Report. However, as noted in Chapter 3, it is likely that these trends will lead to an increase in
the number and magnitude of some hydrometeorological hazards170.
4.2.2.1 Extreme weather systems
The science of forecasting hydrometeorological hazards is well established and produces forecasts on a variety
SJXMQIWGEPIW'YVVIRXWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGLEMQWXSMQTVSZIXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJXLIWIJSVIGEWXWTEVXMGYPEVP]SRPSRKIV
time scales and, for exceptionally extreme events, on shorter time scales. Substantial progress has been made in
seasonal forecasting over the past decade or so and depending on the state of the climate system, the lead time
of forecasts may be as much as a year ahead. However, monthly to decadal prediction is still in its infancy and
the potential to develop forecasts on these timescales is largely unknown and probably underestimated because
SJHI½GMIRGMIWMRQSHIPPMRK
Extreme weather systems develop over different scales in space and time. For example, convective weather
systems develop in kilometres and hours while tropical cyclones (called hurricanes in the Atlantic) develop
in thousands of kilometres and days. The ability to forecast the occurrence and behaviour of these extreme
weather systems is well developed over timescales of hours and days.
Forecasting extreme weather on longer timescales (weeks to months) is driven by knowledge of the dynamics
ERHGSRWIUYIRGIWSJTPERIXEV]WGEPITVSGIWWIWWYGLEWXLI1EHHIR.YPMER3WGMPPEXMSR)P2MySERH0E2MyE
events. These large-scale climatic disturbances modulate individual weather systems which occur under their
MR¾YIRGI*SVI\EQTPIHYVMRKER)P2MySIZIRX-RHMERWYQQIVQSRWSSRVEMRWEVISJXIRFIPS[EZIVEKIERH
170 IPCC (2012).
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XVSTMGEPG]GPSRIWJVIUYIRXP]JSVQ[MXLMRXLIEGXMZITLEWISJXLI1EHHIR.YPMER3WGMPPEXMSR-QTVSZIQIRXWMR
understanding these planetary-scale events is driving the development of seasonal forecasting on timescales of
three to six months.
,E^EVHJSVIGEWXMRKLEWFIRI½XIHJVSQWIZIVEPHIGEHIWSJSTIVEXMSREPHIZIPSTQIRXXLVSYKLRYQIVMGEP[IEXLIV
prediction (NWP) and, more recently, climate prediction171 172. It is now possible to forecast the evolution of El
2MySERHMXWXVSTMGW[MHIIJJIGXW[MXLEPIZIPSJWOMPPWYJ½GMIRXXSTVSZMHIYWIJYPEHZMGISRMQTIRHMRKVMWOW
4.2.3 Opportunities for improving forecasts
Further development of robust observations of the current state of the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere
and land surface is pivotal to the improvement of forecasting capability of hydrometeorological hazards.
These observations are necessary for initialising the mathematical models that create forecasts and also for
validating results from those models. The use of observational data to set initial values for model runs is called
³EWWMQMPEXMSR´EREGXMZIEVIESJWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGL[LMGLWIIOWXSMQTVSZIXLIYWISJVE[SFWIVZEXMSRW8LMW
MWEGLMIZIHF]VITPEGMRKSRI³QSWXPMOIP]´WIXSJMRMXMEPZEPYIW[MXLE[LSPIVERKISJTSWWMFPIMRMXMEPZEPYIWEPP
consistent with the raw observations. This allows the uncertainty in the observations to be translated into
uncertainty in the modelled forecasts.
Equally important is the development of the models that create weather forecasts, which typically make
calculations of the state of natural processes at discrete points on a grid in space. Some progress can be
expected through improving the representation of the natural processes themselves, and some from
improvements in approximating the local phenomena that occur on scales smaller than the resolution of
the grid. More promising still is the possibility of calculating model solutions at a higher resolution, i.e. to
make calculations at points on a grid that are closer together in space. Higher horizontal and vertical resolution
LEWXLITSXIRXMEPXSMRGVIEWIJSVIGEWXMRKTS[IVMRTEVXWSJXLI[SVPH[LIVIMXMWGYVVIRXP]PS[ERHWMKRM½GERX
progress is expected in the next 20 years173.
However, higher resolution models require more supercomputing power, both to develop and test new models
and to use them. In order to resolve convective cloud systems, weather and climate models must be integrated
SROQSV½RIVKVMHW'SQTYXIVWMRXLII\E¾STVERKI 18 ¾SEXMRKTSMRXSTIVEXMSRWTIVWIGSRH [MPPFI
needed to produce ensemble forecasts using such high resolution models. Although these do not yet exist, they
may develop in another decade or so. Preparations to exploit such computing power should include further
model development outlined above, but also plans for how to pool resources174. The Beddington Report175
SR&VMXEMR´W1IX3J½GI,EHPI]'IRXVITVSZMHIWETSXIRXMEPVSYXIJSV[EVHJSV)YVSTIERGSYRXVMIW±-X[MPPFI
important to actively engage with European stakeholders to facilitate and pursue opportunities for the future
provision of European supercomputing infrastructures.”
Serious consideration should be given to the merits of co-operation, especially given the success of international
GSPPEFSVEXMSRSRI\TIRWMZIWGMIRXM½GMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRSXLIV½IPHWWYGLEWTEVXMGPITL]WMGWERHEWXVSRSQ]8LMW
STTSVXYRMX]LEWFIIRHIWGVMFIHEWGVIEXMRKE±')62JSVGPMQEXI² 176. It should be noted that collaboration could
EPWSLEZIWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XWJSVXLIQSHIPPMRKSJGPMQEXIGLERKIERHWSTVSZMHIEHHMXMSREPFIRI½XXSHIGMWMSR
makers beyond any reduced disaster impacts. However, it will be important to achieve a balance between
pooled resources, which can offer economic advantage, and individual facilities, which can help foster diversity of
approach and innovation in hazard prediction.

171 Slingo, J. and Palmer, T.N. (2011).
172 Hoskins, B.J. (2012).
173 Dutra, E. et al (2012b).
174 Shukla, J. et al (2010).
175 Beddington, J. (2010) p 5.
176 Palmer, T.N. (2011).
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4.2.3.1 Floods
1SWX¾SSHVIPEXIHHMWEWXIVWEVIEWWSGMEXIH[MXLTPYZMEP¾SSHMRKJVSQMRXIRWIXLYRHIVWXSVQW¾YZMEP¾SSHMRK
EWWSGMEXIH[MXLPEVKIVVEMRFIEVMRK[IEXLIVW]WXIQWSVGSEWXEP¾SSHMRKYWYEPP]EWWSGMEXIH[MXL[MRHHVMZIR
WXSVQWYVKIWWYGLEWXLSWIGEYWIHF],YVVMGERI/EXVMREMR2I[3VPIERW*PEWL¾SSHWGSQQSRP]VIWYPXJVSQ
intense convective weather systems which typically may be forecast over several hours and which may produce
I\GITXMSREPEQSYRXWSJVEMRLEMPSVIZIRWRS[0MOI[MWI¾SSHMRKEWWSGMEXIH[MXLXVSTMGEPG]GPSRIWQE]FI
forecast over days rather than hours.
4VSHYGMRKVIPMEFPIJSVIGEWXWSJ¾SSHVMWOXLIVIJSVIVIUYMVIWERYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIMRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIR
the meteorological hazard, and the attendant precipitation, and the hydrological and geomorphological
characteristics of the affected region. The nature of this interaction is often evident when intense precipitation
MWI\EGIVFEXIHF]GLERKIWMR¾SSHVSYXMRKH]REQMGEHNYWXQIRXWXSVMZIVGLERRIPWXLI[MHIWTVIEHQSFMPMWEXMSR
of sediment and organic debris, as well as the occurrence of blockages. The passage of water from heavy
rainfall through a catchment will be controlled by attributes such as existing drainage systems, the capacity for
MR½PXVEXMSRERHXIQTSVEV][EXIVWXSVEKI
8LIVIEVIX[SQEMRFEVVMIVWXSL]HVSPSKMGEPJSVIGEWXMRK8LI½VWXMWHEXE*SVWSQIVMZIVW]WXIQWHEXEEVI
TVMZEXIP]S[RIHERHLIRGIRSXEZEMPEFPI*SVSXLIV³YRKEYKIH´VMZIVWHEXEEVIWMQTP]RSXGSPPIGXIH8[S
STTSVXYRMXMIWJSVEHHVIWWMRKXLIWIFEVVMIVWLEZITSXIRXMEP(EXESRVMZIV¾S[GERFIKIRIVEXIHW]RXLIXMGEPP]
from models (see Box 4.1), and there are promising signs that it may be possible to use satellite technology to
HIXIVQMRIVMZIV¾S[MRVIEPXMQI[LMGLMWPMOIP]XSFIEKVS[XLEVIEMRJYXYVIHIGEHIW
8LIWIGSRHFEVVMIVMWEPEGOSJYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ¾SSHMRKTVSGIWWIWEXSVFIPS[XLIKVSYRHWYVJEGIWJSV
MRWXERGIXSEPPS[IWXMQEXMSRSJXLIXMQIEREVIE[MPPVIQEMRYRHIV[EXIVJSPPS[MRKE¾SSHIZIRX8LMWMW
particularly problematic in areas that are prone to inundation such as agricultural lands (e.g. the Indus and
+ERKIWZEPPI] ,S[IZIVTVSKVIWWMWFIMRKQEHI%¾SSHTPEMRQSHYPI[EWMRXIKVEXIHMRXSE¾SSHQSHIPYWIH
[MXLWSQIWYGGIWWJSVXLI4EOMWXER¾SSHJSVIGEWXW177.
&I]SRHFEVVMIVWXSMQTVSZIQIRXWMRL]HVSPSK]WGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRKSJLS[L]HVSPSKMGEPERHQIXISVSPSKMGEP
processes interact remains imperfect. Again, improvements in integrating hydrological with geomorphological
WGMIRGIXSIRLERGI¾SSHJSVIGEWXMRKLEZIFIIRQEHI3TTSVXYRMXMIWJSVJYXYVITVSKVIWWMRGPYHIYWMRKHEXE
EWWMQMPEXMSRMRL]HVSPSKMGEPQSHIPWERHVSYXMRKWGLIQIWMRPERHWYVJEGIQSHIPW-RMXMEXMZIWXSMQTVSZINSMRX
[SVOMRKLEZIHIZIPSTIH8LI9/´W*PSSH*SVIGEWXMRK'IRXVI178, a partnership between the Environment Agency
ERHXLI1IX3J½GIFVMRKWXSKIXLIVL]HVSPSKMWXWERHQIXISVSPSKMWXWXSMQTVSZI¾SSHJSVIGEWXWXLVSYKLLE^EVH
QSHIPPMRK0SSOMRKXSXLIJYXYVIXLI7YVJEGI;EXIV3GIER8STSKVETL] 7;38 QMWWMSR179, scheduled for
PEYRGLMR[MPPYWIWEXIPPMXIWXSQIEWYVIXLI[EXIVLIMKLXWSJVMZIVWPEOIW¾SSHIH^SRIWERHSGIERW+MZIR
the recent progress and future potential in tackling these main barriers, there is reason to believe that the ability
XSJSVIGEWX¾SSHWWLSYPHMQTVSZIWMKRM½GERXP]SZIVXLIRI\X]IEVW
Box 4.1: Flooding in Bangladesh.
*PSSHMRKMR&ERKPEHIWLHYVMRKXLIWYQQIVSJEVVMZIHYRERRSYRGIHERHMRYRHEXIH SJXLIGSYRXV]JSV
over three months.The impacts were devastating and the loss of life and property catastrophic. In the absence
SJYTWXVIEQVMZIVHEXEJVSQ-RHMEREKIRGMIWQIXISVSPSKMGEPJSVIGEWXWLEHXSFIYWIHXS³W]RXLIWMWI´YTWXVIEQ
VMZIV¾S[YWMRKVEMRJEPPJSVIGEWXWMRGSRNYRGXMSR[MXLEL]HVSPSKMGEPQSHIP8LMWIREFPIHMRXIVREXMSREPEKIRGMIW
to produce probabilistic forecasts with long lead times, a system which was subsequently used to forecast the
&VELQETYXVE¾SSHWXIRHE]WFIJSVIXLIMVSGGYVVIRGIMRERH

177 Webster, P.J. and Shrestha, K. (2011).
178 LXXT[[[JJGIRZMVSRQIRXEKIRG]QIXSJ½GIKSZYO
179 LXXTHIGEHEPKWJGREWEKSZW[SXLXQP
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*MKYVI  8IR HE] JSVIGEWXW SJ XLI &VELQETYXVE 6MZIV HMWGLEVKI MRXS &ERKPEHIWL JSV E  F 
ERH G 
The coloured swath of lines denotes the 51 realisations that allowed the probabilities of river flow ten days before the event to
be determined. The horizontal dashed lines show the flood level at the entrance point of the river into Bangladesh. The vertical
lines indicate the duration of the four flood periods. In each case, the forecasting system indicated extremely high probability of
floods ten days in advance.
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4.2.3.2 Droughts
Drought requires an understanding of the interaction between local hydrological conditions (soil moisture,
groundwater level), societal drivers (balance of supply and demand, water storage) and global weather patterns
WYGLEW)P2MyS8LMWGSQTPI\MX]QIERWXLEXQSRMXSVMRKHVSYKLXMWHMJ½GYPXERHXLEXQER]SJXLIW]WXIQWYWIH
worldwide are inadequate for detecting the onset and end of a drought180*SVIGEWXMRKHVSYKLXMWQSVIHMJ½GYPX
still and is very much in its infancy.
'LEPPIRKIWMHIRXM½IH181 in Africa include poor-quality data and the high cost of obtaining them from national
meteorological agencies182, the unreliability of early warning information over seasonal timescales, and the need
for a model183 that can provide seasonal forecasts at the pan-African level and be downscaled to simulate local
conditions and deliver short-range forecasts at the scale of river basins.
180 ;SVPH1IXIVSPSKMGEP3VKERMWEXMSR  
181 UN International Strategy for Disaster Risk Reduction (2012b).
182 European Union (2011a).
183 European Union (2011b).
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Future progress in drought forecasting will depend on developments in two key areas. First, improvements in
understanding how multi-decadal natural processes are linked to the onset of drought in exposed regions184.
For example, it is now understood that the droughts of the African Sahel in the 1970s and 1980s were linked to
QYPXMHIGEHEP¾YGXYEXMSRWMRXVSTMGEP%XPERXMGFEWMRWIEWYVJEGIXIQTIVEXYVIWEWWSGMEXIH[MXLSGIERSZIVXYVRMRK
Second, higher resolution spatial and temporal data and satellite technology are required to produce risk
forecasts185.
)ZIRXLSYKLWGMIRXM½GORS[PIHKISJXLIMRXIVEGXMRKTVSGIWWIWXLEXKSZIVRXLIKIRIVEXMSRSJHVSYKLXWMWTSSV
combining space-based information with hydrometerological models will lead to improvements in data on
temperature, precipitation and soil moisture. Advances in forecasting future drought will be driven by the launch
of the next generation polar satellites in 2016186 and improvements in the coverage and quality of observation
WXEXMSRW%GGIWWXSLMKLVIWSPYXMSRWEXIPPMXIHEXE[MXLMRXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVW[MPPHVMZIMQTVSZIQIRXWMRHVSYKLX
forecasting in the next 20 years.
4.2.4 Geophysical hazards
Though improvements in anticipating geophysical hazards have been made in recent decades, forecasting where
ERH[LIRXLI]EVIPMOIP]XSSGGYVMWHMJ½GYPX7GMIRXMWXWGYVVIRXP]VIQEMRYREFPIXSTVSZMHIVIPMEFPIIEVP][EVRMRKW
8LIEFWIRGISJJSVIGEWXMRKTS[IVVI¾IGXWXLIMQQEXYVIWXEXISJWGMIRXM½GORS[PIHKIEFSYXYRHIVP]MRK
geophysical processes. This is largely caused by lack of data and the great heterogeneity of geological systems,
[LMGLEPWSQEOIWMXHMJ½GYPXXSXVERWJIVJSVIGEWXMRKQSHIPWJVSQSRIVIKMSRXSERSXLIV*SVXLIWIVIEWSRWXLI
collection and analysis of new data on geophysical processes to enable the development of geophysical hazard
anticipation is vital to improving forecasts187.
8LIPSWWIWERHHEQEKIMR¾MGXIHF]IEVXLUYEOIWZSPGERSIWPERHWPMHIWERHXWYREQMWSZIVXLITEWXGIRXYV]LEW
WXMQYPEXIHWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGLERHVIWTSRWIWJVSQXLIMRWYVERGIMRHYWXV]8LIQEMRLE^EVHWEVIEWWSGMEXIH
with regions of high rates of crustal deformation near active plate boundaries and the lower strain-rate
HMJJYWIHIJSVQEXMSRSJXLI%PTMRI,MQEPE]ERFIPX *MKYVI (IWTMXIXLMWIJJSVXWGMIRXMWXW´EFMPMX]XSJSVIGEWX
geophysical hazards is very limited, especially for the temporal dimension.
4.2.4.1 Earthquakes
Some progress has been made in forecasting the location of plate marginal earthquakes188. For example,
seismologists determined that the stress changes caused by the 2004 Sumatra Earthquake would increase
the likelihood of nearby earthquakes189. A few subsequent events (e.g. the 8.7 magnitude earthquake near the
island of Nias) were consistent with this forecast. However, failures in forecasting primary earthquakes continue
to exceed successes. This is because faults in the Alpine-Himalayan belt are distributed over thousands of
OMPSQIXVIWERHVEVIP]VIGYVMRXLIWEQITPEGIQER]EVIXLIVIJSVI³LMHHIR´JVSQWGMIRXM½GEREP]WMW&]GSRXVEWX
JEYPXWPSGEXIHSRSGIERQEVKMRTPEXIFSYRHEVMIWEVIGSR½RIHXSREVVS[EVIEW190. Retrospective analysis of large
earthquakes (of magnitudes between 6.5 and 8.0) in the Alpine-Himalayan belt shows that if there had been
WYJ½GMIRXORS[PIHKISJXLIKISPSKMGEPERHKISTL]WMGEPWXEXYWSJEJJIGXIHEVIEWXLIPSGEXMSRSJQER]SJXLIWI
events could have been forecast.

184 Wang, C. et al (2012).
185 ;SVPH1IXIVSPSKMGEP3VKERM^EXMSR  
186 Patel, R. (2012).
187 6IIW.+IXEP  
188 Lay, T. (2012).
189 McCloskey, J. et al (2005).
190 England, P. and Jackson, J.A. (2011).
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Figure 4.4: The global distribution of major geophysical disasters, past and anticipated, against a global map of
the rate of crustal deformation.
The vast majority of deaths and economic losses are caused by mapped faults at high strain-rate active plate interfaces and the
lower strain-rate diffuse deformation of the Alpine-Himalayan belt. All of the estimated economic losses shown below have
been converted to their current day equivalents.
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*SVIGEWXMRKXLIQEKRMXYHISJERIEVXLUYEOIMWIUYEPP]HMJ½GYPX)WXMQEXMRKXLIQE\MQYQI\TIGXIHIZIRXWM^I
within a probabilistic seismic hazard assessment may be particularly unreliable when strain rates are low and
events are rare191 192. This is largely because earthquake catalogues were initiated less than 100 years ago but the
XMQIMRXIVZEPFIX[IIRXLIPEVKIWGEPIIZIRXWGERI\GIIHXLSYWERHWSJ]IEVW+ISQSVTLSPSKMGEPVIGSRWXVYGXMSRW
and the use of high resolution strain-rate maps have the potential to assist in anticipation of the location and
magnitude of earthquakes more reliably in the future.
Short-term forecasting of the timing of earthquake shaking that could inform the evacuation of a vulnerable
population appears to be as distant a prospect now as it has ever been. More is known about the distribution
of aftershocks193FYXXLIHEQEKIXLI]MR¾MGXMWVIPEXMZIP]WQEPPGSQTEVIHXSIEVXLUYEOIWXLIQWIPZIW
4.2.4.2 Volcanoes
Important barriers to forecasting volcanic risk are intermittent or absent monitoring and limited data. Even
XLSYKLXLIPSGEXMSRSJQSWXZSPGERSIWLEWFIIRQETTIHQER]EVIRSXGSRXMRYSYWP]QSRMXSVIH3RP]EFSYX
one third of volcanoes worldwide have records of their activity going back to the early 20th century194 making
it impossible to forecast future eruptions reliably. However, successful outcomes have been achieved where
volcanoes have been monitored. For example, in Montserrat (Box 4.2) continuous monitoring has enabled early
warnings and the effective execution of emergency procedures195. Equally important advances have

191
192
193
194
195
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Stein, S. et al (2011).
Stein, S. et al (2012).
McCloskey, J. et al (2005).
Siebert L and Simkin T. (2002).
Marzocchi, W. et al (2010).

been made through analysis of non-geophysical factors. For example, it now known that torrential rain can
trigger lava dome collapse196 and hence weather systems will have to be considered in forecasting (see Figure
4.5). Success in forecasting the timing and severity of recent eruptions suggests that future progress in this area
is likely.
Box 4.2: Montserrat.
This small Caribbean island hosts the active Soufrière Hills Volcano. After several periods of increased
seismicity and hot spring activity, it erupted in 1995 causing lava dome growth and collapse (where thick lava
TMPIWYTXSJSVQEHSQI[MXLMRXLIGVEXIV T]VSGPEWXMG¾S[W VIHLSXEZEPERGLIWSJZSPGERMGHIFVMWERHKEW 
explosions and lateral blasts.The southern part of the island was evacuated and the capital town of Plymouth
[EWHIWXVS]IHF]T]VSGPEWXMG¾S[WEWLERHQYH¾S[W'SRXMRYSYWQSRMXSVMRKLEWPIHXSQENSVEHZERGIWMR
understanding of the generation and ascent of magma and the dynamics of eruptive processes at the volcano.
8LMWLEWWXMQYPEXIHWMKRM½GERXMQTVSZIQIRXWXSFSXLTVSGIWWFEWIHERHTVSFEFMPMWXMGJSVIGEWXMRKSJEGXMZMX]EW
well as its application to risk assessment197. It is now possible to model cycles of activity in terms of magma
ascent, degassing, crystallisation and subsequent pressurisation as it rises up beneath the lava dome198 199 200. The
understanding that torrential rain can trigger lava dome collapse has enabled volcanologists to forecast periods
of volcanic activity more effectively.

196 Matthews, A.J. et al (2009).
197 Aspinall, W.P. et al (2006).
198 Voight, B. et al (1999).
199 1IPRMO3)ERH7TEVOW67.  
200 Neuberg, J. (2006) .
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*MKYVI  8MQI WIVMIW SJ XIR QMRYXI EZIVEKIH VEMRJEPP VEXI FPYI ERH PIJX E\MW ERH VIEP XMQI WIMWQMG EQTPMXYHI
67%1 ¯ VIH ERH VMKLX E\MW MRZIVXIH JSV X[S LSYV TIVMSHW MR 1SRXWIVVEX
This Figure shows the relationship between volcanic activity (reflected by seismicity as recorded at Long Ground) and
precipitation (as recorded at Montserrat Volcano Observatory North [top]) and Garibaldi Hill [bottom], the commencement
of which is indicated by the thick dashed vertical line.
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4.2.4.3 Landslides
Landslides frequently impact developing countries201, particularly in mountainous regions exposed to global
[IEXLIVTEXXIVRWWYGLEW)P2MyS202. Although progress has been made in forecasting landslides, the absence of
historical records on landslides is a barrier to estimating the frequency of future events. It is possible to forecast
which slopes are susceptible to landslides203 at large scales but doing so at the local level is highly problematic.
-XMWTEVXMGYPEVP]HMJ½GYPXXSJSVIGEWXXLIPSGEXMSRSJPERHWPMHIW[LMGLEVIWIMWQMGEPP]XVMKKIVIH204, which have no
primary trigger205 or which occur through progressive failure. However, the likely volume of a landslide and
its probable path have been estimated through detailed ground investigation and by modelling the dynamics
of landslides based on previous rock-ice avalanches in the USA and New Zealand206 207 208. Improvements
201 3NIHE.ERH(SRRIPP]0  
202 IPCC (2012).
203 van Westen, C.J. et al (2008).
204 Wasowski, J. et al (2011).
205 Petley, D.N. et al (2005).
206 7XEVO'4ERH+Y^^IXXM*  
207 Schneider, D. et al (2010).
208 Schneider, D. et al (2011).
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in weather forecasting have enabled the development of successful warning systems for rainfall-triggered
landslides209 210. Improved access to high resolution, reliable data on slope stability and topographical conditions
will enable hydrological models to forecast the magnitude, frequency and reactivation of future landslides211.
4.2.4.4 Tsunamis
*SVIGEWXMRKXLIXMQMRKSJXWYREQMWMWHMJ½GYPXVIKEVHPIWWSJ[LIXLIVXLI]EVIXVMKKIVIHF]IEVXLUYEOIW
volcanoes, submarine landslides or a combination of hazards. Yet once triggered, given an accurate knowledge
of the source of a tsunami, the time of landfall can be forecast before the tsunami reaches shore. Forecasting
GSEWXEPMRYRHEXMSRMWQSVIHMJ½GYPXFYXTVSKVIWWMRQSHIPPMRKXLIRSRPMRIEVMRXIVEGXMSRWFIX[IIRXLI[EZIERH
the seabed212 might lead to improved operational forecasts of inundation. Forecasting the timing of tsunami
triggering is virtually impossible. However, progress has been made in forecasting the time and height on distant
coasts once a tsunami has been generated.
4.2.4.5 Field monitoring
8LIEHZIRXSJWGMIRXM½GXIGLRMUYIWXSQIEWYVIXLIHIJSVQEXMSRSJXLIIEVXL´WWYVJEGILEWPIHXSWMKRM½GERX
advances in monitoring geophysical hazards. These techniques combine satellite imagery, ground-based sensors
and underwater detectors to monitor vertical and horizontal ground movements. As the costs of sensors fall,
continuous monitoring of dense ground displacement, thermal anomalies and airborne particles is likely to
improve the coverage of observational data. Looking to the future, the launch of Sentinel satellites (under the
)9´W+PSFEP1SRMXSVMRKJSV)RZMVSRQIRXERH7IGYVMX] +1)7 MRMXMEXMZI213) will produce high resolution images
SZIVEVIEWSJXIRWXSLYRHVIHWSJOMPSQIXVIWTVSQMWMRKWMKRM½GERXEHZERGIWMRXLIEFMPMX]XSJSVIGEWXXLIPSGEXMSR
of geophysical hazards214EW[IPPEWIGSRSQMGFIRI½XW215.
4.2.4.6 Extending the record
Forecasting of geophysical hazards is impeded by the limited duration of past observations, commonly over
PIWWXLEREGIRXYV]+ISTL]WMGEPIZIRXWLEZIE[MHIVERKISJVIGYVVIRGIXMQIWI\XIRHMRKXSXIRWSJXLSYWERHW
of years and historical data are therefore unlikely to contain even one occurrence of a potential future hazard.
However, forensic analysis216GERIREFPIXLIVIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJTEWXKISTL]WMGEPIZIRXWMQTVSZMRKWGMIRXMWXW´
understanding of how events develop over long timescales and the processes that trigger hazardous events.
As improved information about past events becomes available, so the forecasting of future geophysical hazards
will improve.
4.2.4.7 Integrated modelling
Integrated modelling of geophysical hazards217 is important as many primary hazards (such as earthquakes or
volcanic eruptions) can trigger secondary hazards (for example landslides or tsunamis). However, most risk
analysis has historically been undertaken on a hazard-by-hazard basis218. Improved risk analysis relies on the
development of systems-based approaches applied to regions exposed to seismic and volcanic risk (see Figure 4.4).
4.2.4.8 Future developments in forecasting geophysical hazards
Improvements in monitoring, forensic and systems analysis and modelling will be achieved in the next 30 years
TVSZMHIHVIWSYVGIWEVIEZEMPEFPIXSWYTTSVXXLIYRHIVP]MRKWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGL8LIWIHIZIPSTQIRXW[MPPFIWPS[
209 Chan, R.K.S. et al (2003).
210 Dhakal, A.S. and Sidle, R.C (2004).
211 Crozier, M.J. (2010).
212 Schlurmann,T et al (2010).
213 European Commission (2011).
214 LXXT[[[IWEMRXIWE)37)10(;5;(CMRHI\CLXQP
215 -XLEWFIIRIWXMQEXIHXLEXF]XLIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWSJXLIWIVZMGIWHIVMZIHJVSQXLI7IRXMRIPWEXIPPMXIW[MPPSYX[IMKLXLIGSWXWSJMRZIWXQIRX
by four times. European Commission (2011).
216 Walker, R.T. (2011).
217 van Westen C.J. et al (2006).
218 Few R. and Barclay J. (2011).
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but they will deliver steady progress in forecasting the location, timing and severity of many geophysical hazards.
Advances in high resolution ground displacement monitoring will be particularly important in forecasting
onshore hazards. Similarly, underwater monitoring networks, as well as multi-beam surveys to identify potential
areas of submarine slope failure, will lead to improvements in forecasting tsunamis. However, the challenge
of forecasting the timing of earthquakes remains a distant possibility, and whether it will ever be realised is
uncertain. The discovery of slow earthquakes219 and the development of relatively simple mathematical models
of complex seismic cycles offer potential routes forward for improving the science of forecasting seismic risk.
Emerging research between natural and social scientists is underway using ground and satellite technology to
identify geological signals of seismic activity before a fault moves during an earthquake220.Yet it is unlikely that
IEVXLUYEOIW[MPPFIJSVIGEWX[MXLWYJ½GMIRXGSR½HIRGIXSTVSZMHIVIPMEFPI[EVRMRKW[MXLMRXLIRI\X]IEVW
4.2.5 Biological hazards
The hazards considered here include infectious diseases of humans, livestock and plants. The ability of scientists
to forecast the location, severity and timing of disease outbreaks is determined primarily by how well the
biology of the causative agent is understood. This is at its best for infections that are well established and at its
worst for infectious agents that have very recently crossed species barriers or evolved new attributes such as
drug resistance.
8LIEFMPMX]XSVIEHKIRIWIUYIRGIWUYMGOP]ERHGLIETP]MWVIZSPYXMSRMWMRKXLIHIXIGXMSRERHMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJ
infectious agents. However, to understand how fast an infection will spread requires knowledge of its gene
WIUYIRGIEW[IPPEWSXLIVJEGXSVW*SVI\EQTPI[LIR,2TERHIQMGMR¾YIR^EEVSWIJVSQW[MRIMRXLIWTVMRK
of 2009, its genome sequence was known before it had left its continent of origin. It was therefore known to be
ERSZIPMR¾YIR^E[MXLXLIMQTPMGEXMSRXLEXMX[SYPHWTVIEHXLVSYKLEMVFSVRIXVERWQMWWMSRERHXLEXQER]TISTPI
[SYPHLEZIRSMQQYRMX]=IXMX[EWYRORS[RMJ,2[SYPHVIPEXMZIXSSXLIVMR¾YIR^EWWTVIEHWPS[P]SV
UYMGOP]3XLIVYRORS[REWTIGXWSJXLITERHIQMGMRGPYHIH[LMGLTSTYPEXMSRKVSYTW[SYPHFIQSWXWYWGITXMFPI
to infection and how severe those infections would be.
%PPXLIWIUYIWXMSRW[IVIERW[IVIHF]SFWIVZMRKXLIHMZIVWM½GEXMSRSJXLIZMVYWEWMXWTVIEH221, analysing blood
WEQTPIWHVE[REXXLIIRHSJXLI½VWX[EZISJMRJIGXMSRW222 and retrospectively comparing estimates of the
number of people who had been infected with the number who had been ill223. These analyses could only
take place retrospectively, after the virus had been circulating in humans for several months. Improvements
in forecasting the spread of infection are being driven by progress in sharing information about outbreaks,
improved descriptions of how hosts mix, and systems for remote surveillance.
Human infections spread most effectively in densely populated urban areas. Populations who are particularly
vulnerable to infection live in informal settlements without adequate sanitation and safe drinking water224. The
elderly are also fast becoming the largest group at high risk during disease outbreaks. Increases in the speed and
frequency of global travel are important drivers of the spread of infection, and it is well documented that the
KPSFEPWTVIEHSJFSXL7%67 WII&S\ ERHXLI,2TERHIQMGMR¾YIR^EMRGPSWIP]JSPPS[IHXLIHIRWMX]
of travel across the global aviation network 225 226 .
The future occurrence of epidemics can be forecast in some pathogens whose biology is well understood.
These agents are, broadly speaking, those that are easiest to control, for example through vaccination. This has
been achieved for measles epidemics in the UK and New Zealand after widespread blood testing warned of the
build-up of large populations with no immunity to infection227. However, this is not the case for other agents,
219 Dragert, H. et al (2001).
220 University of Cambridge (2012).
221 Fraser, C. et al (2009).
222 Miller, E. et al (2010).
223 Kubiak, R.J. et al (2010).
224 Patel, R.B. and Burke T.F. (2009).
225 Hufnagel, L. et al (2004).
226 &ENEVHM4IXEP  
227 6SFIVXW1+ERH8SFMEW1-  
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TEVXMGYPEVP]XLSWIXLEXEVIPMOIP]XSGEYWITERHIQMGWJSV[LMGLWGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRKMWTSSV*SVI\EQTPIXLI
JYXYVIMRGMHIRGISJMR¾YIR^EWXMPPGERRSXFITVIHMGXIHFIGEYWIXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRQIEWYVIHMQQYRMX]
and the chance that individuals will become infected, infectious or sick is not well understood. For pathogens
that have recently started infecting humans it is possible to observe the severity of disease directly in infected
MRHMZMHYEPWFYXQYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSERXMGMTEXILS[MRJIGXMSR[MPPWTVIEHXLVSYKLXMQIERHWTEGIMRXLI
EFWIRGISJHEXEJVSQTEWXSYXFVIEOW8LIVIEVIQER]TSXIRXMEPXLVIEXWEQSRKYRMHIRXM½IHTEXLSKIRW QSWXP]
viruses) in wild animals that have not yet emerged as infections of humans. It is not yet possible to forecast
which of these may transmit into people and cause serious disease outbreaks as analysis of gene sequences does
not reveal which pathogens will infect people, transmit well and cause high morbidity or mortality. The ambition
to forecast epidemics before they arise is driving large-scale research programmes in the USA: the PREDICT
programme228WIIOWXSMHIRXMJ]RI[MRJIGXMSYWEKIRXWMRLMKLVMWO[MPHPMJITSTYPEXMSRWERHXLI4634,)'=
programme229 aims to characterise the natural evolution of viruses.
Box 4.3: SARS.
In the spring of 2003 ‘Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome‘ (SARS) emerged and within three weeks it had
WTVIEHJVSQ,SRK/SRKXSQSVIXLERGSYRXVMIWXLVSYKLEMVXVEZIP WII*MKYVI 3R1EVGLXLI
;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSRMWWYIHEKPSFEPLIEPXLEPIVXERHETTVS\MQEXIP]SRIQSRXLPEXIVXLIGEYWEXMZIEKIRX
SJXLIHMWIEWIXLI7%67GSVSREZMVYW[EWMHIRXM½IH8LIWTIIHSJXLIVIWTSRWI[EWVIQEVOEFPIIWTIGMEPP]
WMRGIXLIZMVYWLEHJEMPIHXSKVS[MRWXERHEVHPEFSVEXSV]GSRHMXMSRW8LII\MWXIRGISJXLIITMHIQMG½VWXGEQI
to light through a series of informal posts on an internet-based horizon scanning forum called ProMED mail.
These posts brought the existence of a serious epidemic in China to the attention of the world230. FluNet,
XLIKPSFEPW]WXIQJSVQSRMXSVMRKMR¾YIR^EZMVYWIW[EWGVYGMEPMRHIXIGXMRKIEVP]GEWIWERHMRMHIRXMJ]MRKXLI
GEYWEXMZIEKIRX-X[EWXLMWWEQIRIX[SVOSJPEFSVEXSVMIWXLEXMHIRXM½IHXLI,2TERHIQMGMR¾YIR^E
before it spread beyond the Americas. It is sobering to observe that even if the full gene sequence of the SARS
coronavirus had been known before the pandemic arose, its severity could not have been forecast.
3YXFVIEOWSJMRJIGXMSRMRPMZIWXSGOERHTPERXWEVIEPWSGETEFPISJGEYWMRKHMWEWXIVW6IGIRXSYXFVIEOW[LMGL
have had international consequences include foot-and-mouth disease and mad cow disease (bovine spongiform
encephalopathy). As for humans, it is the underlying density of hosts that creates the potential for disease
outbreaks. Changing diets in developing countries are driving increased stock densities, mostly in pig and poultry
TVSHYGXMSR*VSQXS%WMERTSYPXV]TVSHYGXMSRMRGVIEWIHF] ERHXLIVI[EWE MRGVIEWIMR
pork production worldwide231, creating large animal populations susceptible to infection. Similarly for plants,
EFSYX SJKPSFEPEKVMGYPXYVEPPERHMWGSZIVIHF]PEVKIP]KIRIXMGEPP]YRMJSVQ[LIEXQEM^IERHVMGI8LIWIGVSTW
are particularly susceptible to the emergence of aggressive new pathogen strains, the biggest threats being from
fungi and the fungus-like oomycetes232. Each of these crops already has both persistent and epidemic outbreaks of
infection (rice blast, caused by Magnaporthe oryzae, wheat-stem rust caused by Puccinia graminis and smut caused
by 9WXMPEKSQE]HMW) that cause substantial losses (see Figures 4.7a and 4.7b). Across all classes of pathogen (including
those that are well known, recently emerged in a new host species, and not yet emerged) forecasting the location,
severity and timing of disease outbreaks in livestock and in plants is much less developed than for humans.

228 PREDICT (2012).
229 DARPA (2012).
230 Madoff, L.C. (2004).
231 de Haan, C. et al (2010).
232 Fisher, M.C. et al (2012).
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*MKYVI  % VIXVSWTIGXMZI EREP]WMW SJ XLI HIRWMX] SJ GMZMP EZMEXMSR XVEJ½G TVSZIH XS FI ER I\GIPPIRX TVS\]
measure for forecasting the global spread of the SARS coronavirus.
This Figure shows 4,067 airports worldwide connected by more that 50,000 links. This network accounts for 99.9% of all traffic
on the worldwide air transportation network. Each line represents a direct connection between airports and the colour encodes
the number of passengers per day travelling between two airports.

Source: Brockmann, D. (2012).

*MKYVI  6MGI FPEWX % ERH [LIEXWXIQ VYWX & 
Figure (A) shows rice stem nodes infected with the rice blast pathogen and Figure (B) shows wheat infected with the wheatstem rust pathogen.
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B

)EVP]HIXIGXMSRERHMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJITMHIQMGWMRLYQERERHPMZIWXSGO
Aggregation of information about cases of infection is an important step in identifying epidemics. ProMED
mail and FluNet are only two of many global surveillance networks that have become important in the early
HIXIGXMSRERHMHIRXM½GEXMSRSJITMHIQMGW3XLIVMRXIVRIXFEWIHLSVM^SRWGERRMRKW]WXIQWJSVMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWI
MRGPYHI+4,-2,IEPXLQET&MSGEWXIV)TM7TMHIVERH)146)7M8LIWIRIX[SVOWEVIXVERWJSVQMRKXLIEZEMPEFMPMX]
SJMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXSYXFVIEOWSJMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWI)EVP]MHIRXM½GEXMSRSJRI[MRJIGXMSYWEKIRXWJSVI\EQTPI
the SARS (see Box 4.3) and Schmallenberg viruses, has greatly improved in recent decades. The Schmallenberg
ZMVYWERMRJIGXMSRSJWLIITERHGEXXPI[EW½VWXHIXIGXIHMR2SZIQFIV-XWGEYWEXMZIEKIRXERI[P]
HMWGSZIVIHZMVYW[EWMHIRXM½IHMRNYWXEJI[QSRXLW233.
4.2.5.2 Understanding patterns of mixing and transmission
Quantitative descriptions of human behaviour are now being used to improve predictions of the spread of
infections. Recently, patterns of air travel234 and data on daily contacts between people of different ages235 have
been used retrospectively to analyse the spread of infection. Data describing animal movements between farms
are now analysed to reveal the network of contacts among farms and the implications of those contacts for the
WTVIEHSJMRJIGXMSRWWYGLEWEZMERMR¾YIR^E236 . In time it is expected that these data will be built into tools that
give a much clearer understanding of the spread of infection under normal mixing patterns.
4.2.5.3 Remote surveillance
-RXIVRIXFEWIHWYVZIMPPERGIW]WXIQWEVIHIZIPSTMRKVETMHP]*SVI\EQTPIXLI+SSKPI¾YXVIRHWW]WXIQ[EW
EFPIXSHIXIGXMR¾YIR^EPMOIMPPRIWWXLVSYKLTEXXIVRWSJ[SVHYWIMRSRPMRIWIEVGLIRKMRIWSRIXSX[S[IIOW
FIJSVIXLISJ½GMEPWYVZIMPPERGI½KYVIW237. Mobile phone applications and software tools including, for example,
,IEPXLQET´W±3YXFVIEOW2IEV1I²ETT238 enable users to report new outbreaks. Mobile phone records
have the potential to facilitate analysis of how people move around, and if associated with biosensors could,
MRXMQITVSZMHIVIEPXMQILIEPXLQSRMXSVMRKXSMHIRXMJ]IEVP]GPMRMGEPWMKRWSJHMWIEWI4VMZEXIERHRSRTVS½X
collaborations239 240 have emerged in response to the demand for improved surveillance producing: for example,
new software tools241 that may be able to collect, and analyse near real-time data related to infectious disease
outbreaks. The use of satellite technology to determine environmental drivers of pathogen spread242 243 is
accelerating. Looking to the future, the launch of the next Sentinel satellites in 2013244 will deliver high resolution
data and improvements in remote surveillance techniques within the next ten to 15 years.
4.2.5.4 Future developments in disease risk modelling
4VIHMGXMRKXLIJYXYVIWTVIEHSJMRJIGXMSR[MPPVIQEMRHMJ½GYPXFIGEYWIMXVIUYMVIWETVSJSYRHYRHIVWXERHMRKSJ
XLITEXLSKIR´WMRXIVEGXMSRW[MXLMXWLSWXXLILSWX´WMRXIVEGXMSRW[MXLSXLIVLSWXWERHMRXIVEGXMSRWSJFSXLLSWX
and pathogen with the environment. Whilst there is some commonality among infectious processes, they are
a broad class of hazard. What may be learned from one disastrous outbreak cannot always be applied to the
RI\X*SVI\EQTPIHMJJIVIRXQSHIWSJXVERWQMWWMSRSVHMJJIVIRXKVSYTWEXLMKLVMWOLEZIQENSVMQTPMGEXMSRWJSV
the preparedness measures that should be taken. Infectious diseases are unique amongst disasters in that the
victims of disaster are also the substrate that allows the magnitude of the problem to grow. In the initial phases
of an epidemic, the more people are infected, the faster infection continues to spread. This positive-feedback
cycle means that predicting the future spread of infection will always be linked to understanding the distribution
of the populations at risk.
233 Hoffmann, B. et al (2012).
234 Hufangel, L. et al (2004).
235 Mossong, J. et al (2008).
236 Nickbakhsh, S. et al (2011).
237 +MRWFIVK.IXEP  
238 LXXT[[[LIEPXLQETSVKIRK
239 LXXT[[[MRWXIHHSVK
240 LXXT[[[KPSFEPZMVEPSVK
241 LXXT[[[MRWXIHHSVKXIGLRSPSKMIWZIIKMPS
242 Ford, T.E. et al (2009).
243 Islam, T. (2010).
244 Aschbacher, J. et al (2012).
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But there are reasons to be optimistic. Retrospective analyses of movements of people on large scales and
contacts between people on local scales have successfully explained the spread of diseases in the past245 246 . It
MWVIEWSREFPIXSEWWYQIXLEXWGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRK[MPPQEXYVIXSEWXEXI[LIVIMXMWTSWWMFPIXSJSVIGEWXXLI
future spread of infection. In the next few decades, when a novel, directly transmitted infection arises it will
be possible to forecast, from aviation patterns, when it will reach different parts of the world. However, it will
take many such events before the reliability of such forecasts is known. Although new techniques for tracking
pandemics and outbreaks are rapidly emerging, forecasting pandemics is inhibited by their rarity. Progress in
learning how to forecast them will, therefore, be slow, and improvements in understanding the extent to which
the forecasts themselves are or have the potential to be reliable will be slower still.
However, remote sensing has great potential for forecasting the spread of infections for which there is a large
and well-understood driving environmental component. Cholera is one example where remotely sensed
measures of sea-water properties can be used to forecast outbreaks. Equally promising is remote surveillance of
environmental conditions conducive to vector-borne spread of infection. Remote sensing of the presence of the
TEXLSKIRWXLIQWIPZIWMWTVSZMRKQYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPX[MXLEQENSV97TVSKVEQQIHIWMKRIHXSHIXIGXEGXWSJ
bioterrorism currently halted due to concerns about its feasibility. The third arm of remote sensing, syndromic
surveillance (which aggregates, analyses and disseminates public health data in real time), is promising and already
under way. This form of surveillance is closely associated with data derived from social media and may be
combined with targeted viral sampling during the early stages of outbreaks247 248.
%ZIV]WMKRM½GERXEHZERGIJSVTVIHMGXMRKHMWIEWIWTVIEH[SYPHFIRI[QIXLSHWJSVVETMHP]GLEVEGXIVMWMRKXLI
properties of infectious agents. Instead of having to wait for several months of spread to have occurred to
characterise a new pathogen, what is needed are in vitro bioassay tools that could reveal the phenotype of
the agent and predict the behaviour of a pathogen. It is not yet clear if or when such tools can be developed.

4.3 Measuring exposure and vulnerability
To understand the potential for disaster posed by a natural hazard the exposure and vulnerability of the
TSTYPEXMSRWERHEWWIXWEXVMWORIIHXSFIMHIRXM½IH8LIVIEVIQER]HMJJIVIRXHIXIVQMRERXWSJI\TSWYVIERH
vulnerability and those which are most important will depend heavily on local context. Therefore, efforts to collect
or update data on locally relevant determinants of exposure and vulnerability are critical to understanding risk 249.
4.3.1 Exposure
-RXLMW6ITSVX³I\TSWYVI´QIERWXLITVIWIRGISJTISTPIPMZIPMLSSHWIRZMVSRQIRXEPWIVZMGIWERHVIWSYVGIW
infrastructure; or economic, social, or cultural assets in places that could be adversely affected by a hazardous
event 250)WWIRXMEPP]XLMWHI½RMXMSRIRGSQTEWWIWXLIWTEXMEPERH[LIVITSWWMFPIXIQTSVEP JSVI\EQTPIWGLSSP
or work day) distribution of population and assets. There is broad consensus that asset and population density
should be measured when assessing exposure. Census data are the most common source of population
information, but analysis is constrained as it is limited to the highest resolution data. The quality, coverage and
time span between census records is a more general concern, while those most at risk of exposure are often in
HIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIW[MXLLMKLP]H]REQMGTSTYPEXMSRWERHXLIPIEWXVIPMEFPIGIRWYWHEXE3XLIVWSYVGIWSJHEXE
such as remotely sensed images of dwellings, are increasingly used to support or supplement census data251 252.
Rapid social analysis based on ground-level surveys is another viable alternative253, including self-assessment and
participatory approaches254.
245 Hufangel, L. et al (2004).
246 Mossong J. et al (2008).
247 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2012).
248 Lipsitch, M. et al (2009).
249 European Commission (2010).
250 IPCC (2012).
251 Miller, R.B and Small, C. (2003).
252 Kienberger, S. and Zeil, P. (2005).
253 Birkmann, J. et al (2007)
254 Wisner, B. (2006).
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*MKYVI4STYPEXMSRHIRWMX]
This Figure shows population density in different areas of the world based on data from 2010. Population density was one of
two proxy indicators (the other was GDP) that were used in the first UN project to calculate worldwide hazard exposure at the
sub-national level.
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7SYVGI'IRXIVJSV-RXIVREXMSREP)EVXL7GMIRGI-RJSVQEXMSR2IX[SVO  
At the global level, the assessment of disaster risk with resolution at the national scale has included models
that measure population exposure (shown in Figure 4.8 above) and focus on mortality risk (for example, The
Disaster Risk Index 255). This approach is useful for global institutions such as the UN and could be used to track,
albeit crudely, the outcomes of investments in disaster risk reduction (DRR) over time. Alternative approaches,
EPWSYWIHEXXLIKPSFEPPIZIPEMQXSTVSHYGIEWWIWWQIRXWXLEXMRGPYHI+(4EWETVS\]JSVI\TSWIHEWWIXW*SV
I\EQTPIXLI;SVPH&ERO´W+PSFEP2EXYVEP(MWEWXIV6MWO,SXWTSXWTVSNIGX 256MRGPYHIW+(4ERH+(4TIVGETMXE
EW[IPPEWTSTYPEXMSRI\TSWIHXSGEPGYPEXIHMJJIVIRXMEPVMWOQETW-RWYVERGI½VQW´QSHIPWSJI\TSWIHEWWIXWGER
have high resolution, but their coverage is rather limited.
4.3.2 Vulnerability
-RXLMW6ITSVX³ZYPRIVEFMPMX]´QIERWXLIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWERHGMVGYQWXERGIWSJEGSQQYRMX]W]WXIQSVEWWIXXLEX
render it susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard257. It is important to note that vulnerability includes
those capacities and institutional contexts that allow coping and adaptation.
(MZIVWMX]MRWSGMEPGSRXI\XERHGYPXYVEPZEPYIWQIERXLEXXLIVIEVIQYPXMTPI[E]WSJHI½RMRKZYPRIVEFMPMX]8LI
EFWIRGISJEYRMZIVWEPP]EKVIIHHI½RMXMSRMR¾YIRGIWLS[ZYPRIVEFMPMX]MWQIEWYVIH*VIUYIRXP]XLIHI½RMXMSR
which is used determines the parameters of measurement, including the type of data collected, methods of data

255 Peduzzi, P. et al (2009).
256 Dilley, M. et al (2005).
257 UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2009).
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GSPPIGXMSRWYFWIUYIRXEWWIWWQIRXWERHYPXMQEXIP][LSMWMHIRXM½IHEW³ZYPRIVEFPI´ 258. Consequently, there is a
VERKISJEWWIWWQIRXXSSPW[LMGLEVIHMJ½GYPXXSEKKVIKEXISVGSQTEVI
Many assessments of vulnerability in low-income, at-risk communities are undertaken as a partnership between
GSQQYRMXMIWEXVMWOERHLYQERMXEVMERSVHIZIPSTQIRXEP2+3W,IVITVMSVMXMIWEVIKIRIVEPP]KMZIRXSVEMWMRK
risk awareness and building organisational capacity and only a few local studies and assessments have used
W]WXIQEXMGXIGLRMUYIWJSVVIGSVHMRKKIRIVEXMRKERHEREP]WMRKHEXE8LIWGMIRXM½GPMXIVEXYVISRZYPRIVEFMPMX]MW
WGEVGIFYXKVS[MRKVETMHP])QTMVMGEPEREP]WMWMWXLIVIJSVISRP]MRHMGEXMZISJXLIVSPITPE]IHF]WTIGM½GHVMZIVWSJ
vulnerability. Yet there is consensus on the core components of vulnerability, which are summarised below:
 Knowledge: information, education and skills.
 Physical: lack of capacity of buildings and critical infrastructure to withstand hazard impacts.
 Environmental: the inability of ecosystems to deliver ecosystem services including hazard protection.
 Social: demographic including health status, gender, age, psychological variables and belief systems.
 Economic: individual, household and collective assets and entitlements.
 Institutional: weak or absent legal and cultural rules that determine behaviour e.g. the existence of building
codes and compliance with these.
 Political: inadequate rule of law, representation and responsiveness in governance systems.
Vulnerability assessments vary in their scope and purpose. Some259 adopt a geographical approach, focusing
SRZYPRIVEFMPMX]MRYVFEREVIEW3XLIVW260JSGYWSREWTIGM½GWIGXSVWYGLEWLIEPXLSVEKVMGYPXYVI-XJSPPS[W
that in some circumstances the vulnerability of, for example, crops will be more salient than that of health
infrastructure. No one approach therefore captures all aspects of vulnerability. It is important that local
communities and decision makers are involved in determining which components of vulnerability are most
VIPIZERXXSXLIMVHIWMVIHSYXGSQIWERHHI½RMRKEWIXSJVIPIZERXQIXVMGWXLEXEVIEPMKRIHEGGSVHMRKP]8EFPI
shows three approaches that can be taken and their data requirements.
³:YPRIVEFMPMX]EWHITVMZEXMSR´MWHIXIVQMRIHF]XLIHMWXVMFYXMSRSJGETMXEPEWWIXW LYQERWSGMEPTL]WMGEP½RERGMEP
or natural) and underlying entitlements261³:YPRIVEFMPMX]EWI\TSWYVI´JSGYWIWSRXLIVSPISJOI]HIQSKVETLMG
variables including age and gender and is a useful model where detailed socio-economic or government data
EVIYREZEMPEFPI,S[IZIVMXSZIVPETWWMKRM½GERXP][MXLQIEWYVIQIRXWSJI\TSWYVI³:YPRIVEFMPMX]EWGETEGMX]
KET´VIGSKRMWIWXLIVSPISJKSZIVRERGIGYPXYVIERHMRWXMXYXMSRWEWHVMZIVWSJZYPRIVEFMPMX]-XIQTLEWMWIWW]WXIQW
rather than individuals. This last approach is in its infancy but can be useful for understanding the adaptive
capacity of organisations and governments262.

258 3´&VMIR%IXEP  
259 World Bank (2011b).
260 ;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR  
261 1SWIV'32  
262 Cutter, S.L. et al (2003).
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Table 4.2 Comparison of three approaches to the measurement of vulnerability described in the academic
literature.
Type of vulnerability

Method of data
collection

Data collected

Example of measure

Implications for
modelling vulnerability

‘Vulnerability as
HITVMZEXMSR´

Community-based
or participatory
vulnerability mapping

Village- or
community- level
maps

Cuban approach to
risk reduction263

+SSHUYEPMX] WQEPP
scale) data

Participatory disaster
risk reduction264

(MJ½GYPXXSWGEPIYTXS
national level

US vulnerability to
sea level rise265

+SSHGVSWWREXMSREP
assessment

Brooks et al266
IPCC assessments267

Lack of understanding
of deprivation of
WTIGM½GKVSYTW

Afghanistan National
Risk and Vulnerability
%WWIWWQIRX268

Includes scope for
modelling adaptive
capacity

IADB Americas
Indexing
Programme269

Some scope for crossnational assessment of
capacity

‘Vulnerability as
I\TSWYVI´

National social
statistics, census data
Remote sensed data

‘Vulnerability as
GETEGMX]KET´

EM-DAT type data
e.g. percentage
affected; number of
fatalities per area or
population group.

National income
statistics

+SZIVRERGIERH
corruption indices

Level of corruption

Poverty measures

3VKERMWEXMSREPGVMWMW
contingency planning

3VKERMWEXMSREPJSVQ
and scope for learning

Adaptive risk
management
assessment

Lack of understanding
of deprivation of
WTIGM½GKVSYTW

These differences help to explain why there is no agreed metric for the universal assessment of vulnerability
despite the increasing number of methodologies270 271 272. Nevertheless, assessing vulnerability is a practical task
which has to be undertaken if disaster risk is to be forecast. Recent studies have drawn together information on
global hazards, exposure and vulnerability to draw up global multiple hazard risk maps. The Disaster Risk Index
map273UYERXM½IWZYPRIVEFMPMX]YWMRKEWIVMIWSJWSGMSIGSRSQMGERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPZEVMEFPIW+(4TYVGLEWMRK
TS[IVTEVMX]TIVGETMXEERHPERHHMWXVMFYXMSRXSYVFEREVEFPIERHJSVIWXYWI8LI+PSFEP,SXWTSXWVITSVX 274
calculates vulnerability on the basis of historical mortality and economic loss data (see Figure 4.9). The report
calculates an index of vulnerability to mortality or economic loss for each of six hazard types, seven regions
and four wealth groups. The World Risk Index 275 calculates vulnerability as a function of susceptibility (status of
infrastructure economy and nutrition), coping capacity (governance, disaster preparedness etc.) and adaptive
capacity with equal weights to each of the three. Though they are useful for giving a global overview, these
assessments cannot provide the detailed, tailored risk forecast that local decision makers need.

263 8LSQTWSR1ERH+EZMVME-  
264 Mercer, J. et al (2008).
265 Thieler, E.R. and Hammar-Klose, E.S. (1999).
266 Brooks, N. et al (2005).
267 Watson, R.T. et al (1997).
268 -'32-RWXMXYXI  
269 'EVHSRE3  
270 Füssel, H-M. (2007).
271 Polsky, C. et al (2007).
272 Turner, B.L. et al (2003).
273 Peduzzi, P. et al (2009).
274 Dilley, M. et al (2005).
275 United Nations University (2012).
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4.3.3 Toward better exposure and vulnerability measurements
The skills in forecasting natural hazards discussed above can only be exploited for disaster risk forecasting
if exposure and vulnerability are also assessed. Assessing exposure and risk using centrally collated data is
relatively straightforward. If no other information is available, a risk forecast can be made, but there is an implicit
assumption that all the exposed people or assets would be equally affected by an anticipated hazard. More
VI½RIHVMWOJSVIGEWXWGERFIQEHIF]MRGPYHMRKQIXVMGWJSVZYPRIVEFMPMX][LMGLVI¾IGXPSGEPP]VIPIZERXQIEWYVIW
of deprivation and measures which capture the impact of local governance capacity.
This broad approach to measuring the human dimensions of risk offers scope for moving beyond the impasse of
generic data requirements and the contextual and contingent nature of vulnerability. It combines the different
strengths of centralised and local data when local context and detail is the over-riding concern. This is a theme
that is developed further in the discussion of risk modelling in the next section.

4.4 From hazard, exposure and vulnerability to risk forecasts
Disaster risk is understood as a combination of hazard, exposure and vulnerability. Each of these determinants
has been considered in turn, highlighting that approaches to measuring them are diverse and imperfect. The
science of natural hazards is inherently global. The physical laws that govern the weather are fundamental, and
one set of weather models can therefore work anywhere. It follows that modelling hazards is generally a topdown process that involves forecasting hazards along three broad dimensions: timing, location and severity.
In contrast, efforts to estimate exposure and vulnerability have largely focused on creating indices and metrics
to characterise and map changes in disaster risk at the local level. It has been argued that useful measures of
ZYPRIVEFMPMX]ERHI\TSWYVIRIIHXSVI¾IGXPSGEPTVMSVMXMIWERHGSRXI\X*SVI\EQTPIXLILIEPXLERHWYVZMZEP
SJPMZIWXSGOQE]LEZITEVXMGYPEVWMKRM½GERGIJSVXLIPSRKXIVQWYVZMZEPERHTVSWTIVMX]SJEPS[MRGSQIJEQMP]
in an area vulnerable to drought, whereas the same livestock may well have a much lesser importance in an
industrialised or higher income setting.
The production of a risk forecast requires the development of a risk model which combines global estimates
of natural hazard frequency with locally relevant measures of exposure and vulnerability. Such a model would
be able to generate probabilistic forecasts of risk. However, risk models require data and data required for
JSVIGEWXMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOEVIHI½GMIRXMRXLVII[E]W*MVWXXLI]EVIYRIZIRMRGSZIVEKIERHUYEPMX]7IGSRH
they are largely static and hence do not account for changes in vulnerability and exposure. Third, generating
modelling power from historical data is impeded by the rarity of disasters.
4.4.1 Insights from catastrophe risk modelling
In the early 1980s, the standard approach to pricing catastrophe risk in the insurance industry was to employ
historical time-series data. The largest known loss, expressed in terms of the percentage of the value of the
I\TSWYVI[SYPHFIXIVQIHXLITVSFEFPIQE\MQYQPSWWSV 410 EPXLSYKLXLIEGXYEPTVSFEFMPMX]QMKLXRSX
FIWTIGM½IH 
6IP]MRKSRLMWXSVMGEPHEXELEWPMQMXEXMSRW[LIRJSVIGEWXMRKGYVVIRXERHJYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWO3FWIVZEXMSRWQE]
only be available for short time scales, and unavailable in some countries. The record may often not include the
highest impact extremes. There will be no accounting for shifts through time in the distribution of the exposure
or its susceptibility to loss. Nevertheless, at a coarse scale, this simple approach based on the historical records
of past disasters can be used for mapping risk (see Figure 4.9). However, it is inevitable that some risk hot spots
QE]FIWMKRM½GERXP]YRHIVIWXMQEXIH
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Figure 4.9: The Global Disaster Hotspots map for disaster mortality risk.
This Figure is derived from the first United Nations project to map global disaster risks for multiple natural hazards (earthquakes,
volcanoes, floods, drought, landslides and cyclones) at the sub-national scale. Mortality risk was calculated as a function of the
expected hazard frequency and expected losses per hazard event.

Risk deciles
Q 1st – 4th
Q 5th – 7th
Q 8th – 10th

7SYVGI(MPPI]1IXEP  
Looking beyond historical data for modelling future risk, a researcher working in the insurance industry
proposed a probabilistic approach to modelling catastrophe insurance risk 276 8LI½VWXWMQTPITVSFEFMPMWXMGQSHIP
for hurricane wind damage was developed in 1985. Yet it was not until the industry incurred large losses in the
early 1990s that insurance and reinsurance companies adopted the probabilistic approach to estimating their
expected catastrophe losses. This approach, known as catastrophe risk modelling, changed the way that insurers
managed risk and enabled them to price insurance and reinsurance products for rare, high-impact events. It also
fostered a revolution in data collection and underwriting procedures within insurance companies. The approach
was so valuable to insurers that it spawned a commercial catastrophe modelling industry.
4.4.1.1 Composition and operation of catastrophe risk models
'EXEWXVSTLIQSHIPWEVIFEWIHSREWIVMIWSJWITEVEXIGSQTSRIRX³QSHYPIW´EWXSGLEWXMGQSHYPIGSQTVMWMRK
a large number of potential events, a hazard module that provides the high resolution reconstruction of each
event in terms of the hazard agent(s), an exposure module that concerns the exposed buildings or people in the
path of the hazard, a vulnerability module that concerns how the hazard turns into loss for that exposure, and a
½RERGMEPQSHYPIXLEXHIPMZIVWSYXTYXWSJVMWOUYERXM½GEXMSR
8LIWXSGLEWXMGQSHYPIMRGPYHIWEVITVIWIRXEXMSRSJEZIV][MHIVERKISJTSXIRXMEP³IZIRXW´WYGLEWLYVVMGERIW
(along their whole track), earthquake sizes and locations, windstorms, outbreaks of severe thunderstorms or
ITMWSHIWSJ¾SSHMRK*SVL]HVSQIXISVSPSKMGEPLE^EVHWXLIWIIZIRXWIXWEVIKIRIVEXIHXLVSYKLWSQIGSQFMREXMSR
SJ+PSFEP'MVGYPEXMSR'PMQEXIQSHIPW VYRJSVWMQYPEXMSR]IEVWSVQSVI ERHXLIWXEXMWXMGEPEREP]WMWSJXLI
FILEZMSYVWSJTEWXIZIRXW-RHMZMHYEP+PSFEP'MVGYPEXMSR'PMQEXIQSHIPWKMZIHMJJIVIRXTSTYPEXMSRWSJI\XVIQIW
and because all such models tend to have biases, such as under-representing storm intensity, or misplacing the
276 *VMIHQER(+  
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tracks of storms, outputs will require statistical correction. This requires calibration against historical weather
³VIEREP]WMW´HEXEEWI\MWXWJSV97LYVVMGERIWERHXSVREHSIWEW[IPPEWLMWXSVMGEPIZIRXVIGSRWXVYGXMSRWFEWIHSR
XLIEGXYEPQIEWYVIQIRXSJ[MRHWTIIHW¾SSHLIMKLXWVMZIV¾S[WERHWXVSRKQSXMSRHEXE
3RII\EQTPISJELMKLUYEPMX]VIEREP]WMWHEXEWIXMW,96(%8[LMGLGSRXEMRWVIGSVHWSJEPPXVSTMGEPWXSVQW
ERHLYVVMGERIWORS[RMRXLI%XPERXMGFEGOXS4VSNIGXWLEZIFIIRYRHIVXEOIRXSMQTVSZIERHI\XIRH
this database277 and there is continuing discussion278 279 about how best to further improve the understanding
SJI\XVIQIIZIRXSGGYVVIRGI8LIWILEZIGSRGPYHIHXLEX³SFWIVZEXMSR[MRHS[W´ ERHXLIEXXIRHERXHEXE
SRI\XVIQIIZIRXW SJEXPIEWXX[SXSXLVIIHIGEHIWEVIVIUYMVIHXSEWWIWWXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJWGMIRXM½GERH
catastrophe models.
Accurate windspeed measurements are typically only available for the past 20-40 years and therefore require
extrapolation to explore the calibration of the characteristics of extreme storms. Very high resolution data,
WYGLEWQYPXMTPI³¾MKLXXVERWIGX´[MRHWTIIHTVS½PIWEGVSWWLYVVMGERI[MRH½IPHWSVLMKLVIWSPYXMSRGSEWXEPLIMKLXW
SJXWYREQMWSVWXSVQWYVKI¾SSHWQE]X]TMGEPP]SRP]FIEZEMPEFPIJSVEHIGEHISVPIWW)EGLWMQYPEXIHIZIRXMWMR
XYVRVITVIWIRXIHEWELE^EVH³JSSXTVMRX´[LMGLJSVE[MRHWXSVQ[SYPHFIXLILMKLIWX[MRHWTIIHMRXLITEWWEKI
of the storm at each location. A hurricane could be represented as separate footprints for wind, storm-surge
¾SSHLIMKLXERHMRPERH¾SSHMRK
Vulnerability functions then turn the hazard value into expected loss according to the nature of the exposed
assets (such as buildings, cars or industrial plant) at that location. The insurer enters details of their insured
EWWIXWMRXSXLIQSHIPERHXLIRXLIQSHIPGEPGYPEXIWXLIPSWWIWJVSQIEGLIZIRXWTIGM½GXSXLEXTSVXJSPMS8LI
catastrophe model then simulates multiple years of combinations of events, including, where appropriate, event
clustering, as seen in windstorms and hurricanes (when several storms can be generated close to one another in
time with similar tracks).
%XIZIV]WXEKISJXLMWTVSGIWWXLIVIEVIYRGIVXEMRXMIWERHWMKRM½GERXPSWWWIRWMXMZMXMIW;LIVIZIVTSWWMFPI
modellers attempt independent calibration of their datasets. Vulnerability functions are developed and tested
with actual claims data. However, there may have been no recent event in that region to have tested the
performance of the building stock.
The event losses are ranked from largest to smallest, and the cumulative loss exceedance probability calculated
(based on the individual event probabilities). The loss for each simulated event or each simulated year is
represented as a mean with an uncertainty distribution. Part of this uncertainty is correlated across all events
MRXLIQSHIP-JXLIJSGYWMWSRXLIPEVKIWXIZIRXPSWWMRXLI]IEVXLIRXLI3GGYVVIRGI)\GIIHERGI4VSFEFMPMX]
3)4 0SWWGYVZIMWIQTPS]IH-JXLIGSRGIVRMW[MXLXLIXSXEPPSWWMRXLI]IEVXLIRMXMWXLI%KKVIKEXI
Exceedance Probability or AEP curve.
4.4.1.2 Utility and limitations of catastrophe models
The use of probabilistic catastrophe loss models has become established in the regulation of the sector
within the Solvency II procedures. Insurance entities are now expected to evaluate their maximum probable
PSWWXSREXYVEPGEXEWXVSTLIWEXEMR]IEVVIXYVRTIVMSHERHEGGIWWWYJ½GMIRXGETMXEPHMVIGXP]SVXLVSYKL
reinsurance, to tolerate this level of loss. As part of their regular operations insurers will also know their annual
EZIVEKII\TIGXIHPSWWXSHMWEWXIVW8LIIZIRXWSJ[LMGLPIHXSSZIV97FMPPMSRMRMRWYVERGIMRHYWXV]
PSWWIW[SVPH[MHIMPPYWXVEXIHXLIFIRI½XWERHPMQMXEXMSRWSJGEXEWXVSTLIVMWOQSHIPW9RPMOIMRTVIZMSYWHIGEHIW
XLIMRHYWXV][EWWYJ½GMIRXP]GETMXEPMWIHXSQEREKIXLIWIIZIRXWERHXLIQEVOIXLEWGSRXMRYIHXSSTIVEXI
[MXLSYXWMKRM½GERXHMWXVIWW8LMWMWPEVKIP]HYIXSXLIHMWGMTPMRIXLEXGEXEWXVSTLIQSHIPPMRKLEWFVSYKLXXSXLI
sector through rigour in managing and pricing such risks on a rational basis.

277 Hagen, A.B. et al (2012).
278 7IS.ERH1ELYP3  
279 Pielke, R.A. (2009).
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=IXIZIRXWMRVIZIEPIHWSQIPMQMXEXMSRWSJXLIEZEMPEFPIQSHIPW-RXLI8LEM¾SSHWMRWYVIHEWWIXW[IVI
concentrated in a few industry parks which were not covered by the models available. In the Christchurch,
New Zealand earthquakes losses exceeded modelled estimates, principally due to widespread liquefaction. In
.ETERSJ½GMEPKSZIVRQIRXIEVXLUYEOILE^EVHQSHIPWGSRWMHIVIHQE\MQYQQEKRMXYHIWSRXLI4EGM½GGSEWXXS
be almost 20 times lower than those experienced in the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake. These events highlight that
GEXEWXVSTLIQSHIPWPMOIXLIWGMIRGISR[LMGLXLI]EVIFEWIHLEZI³FPMRHWTSXW´and remain imperfect280 281.
4.4.1.3 New developments in catastrophe risk modelling
2I[ZIVWMSRWSJQSHIPWEHHVIWWMRKEPPXLIMWWYIWMHIRXM½IHMREVIYRHIVHIZIPSTQIRX1SHIPPIVWLEZI
also pioneered research282 in certain areas, for example modelling the extratropical transitioning of hurricanes,
I\IQTPM½IHF]XLI[MRH½IPHERHWXSVQWYVKISJ,YVVMGERI7ERH]SJ'SQQIVGMEPGEXEWXVSTLIQSHIPW
are costly and only cover countries and hazards with developed or expanding insurance markets. The decisions
taken within all the stages of the modelling may not be explicit and necessarily make simplifying assumptions.
However, there are an increasing number of initiatives to broaden the base of catastrophe modelling, whether
STIRWSYVGIMRMXMEXMZIWWYGLEWXLI+PSFEP)EVXLUYEOI1SHIP283, or work undertaken for the World Bank in
support of the expansion of risk transfer instruments to countries such as Turkey and Mexico. Catastrophe
QSHIPWGSRXMRYIXSIZSPZIXSVI¾IGXRI[ORS[PIHKISJGEXEWXVSTLIWRI[GPEMQWI\TIVMIRGIERHRI[WGMIRXM½G
understanding. There is scope for expanding their application beyond the insurance industry to risk forecasting
MREVIEWVIPIZERXXSHMWEWXIVVMWOVIHYGXMSR8SHSXLMWXLVIIWTIGM½GKETW[SYPHRIIHXSFIEHHVIWWIH
 8MQI+IRIVEPP]MRWYVIVWEVISRP]GSRGIVRIH[MXLEZIVEKIVMWOSZIVE]IEVVEXLIVXLERWTIGM½GEPP][LIR
a loss will occur. For other decision makers concerned with disasters, short- and medium-term risk
forecasts are vital.
 7GSTISJMQTEGX8LIHMVIGXERHMRHMVIGXPSWWIWMR¾MGXIHF]HMWEWXIVWMRGPYHMRKPSWWSJPMJIEVIQSVIHMZIVWI
XLERXLIMRWYVIHEWWIXWXLEXEVIX]TMGEPP]YWIHXSIWXMQEXIVMWOERH³I\TIGXIH´PSWWIWMRXLIMRWYVERGI
industry. The populations most at risk from natural hazards are those for whom data quality and coverage
EVITSSVIWX*YVXLIVQSVIQER]SJXLIMRHMVIGXMQTEGXW JSVI\EQTPIXVEHIHMWVYTXMSR MR¾MGXELMKLGSWX
but are poorly monitored.
 7GSTISJSFNIGXMZIW-RWYVIVWEVIHVMZIRF]ZIV]WTIGM½GSFNIGXMZIWVIPEXMRKXSTVS½XEFMPMX]ERH½RERGMEP
WYVZMZEP8LMWMQTIVEXMZIQIERWXLEXXLI]LEZIXSTVMGIVMWOTVIQMYQWXSTVSZMHIWYJ½GMIRXGETMXEPXS
pay future claims and their shareholders. In contrast, decision makers concerned with disasters have to
balance competing spending priorities, consider all populations at risk from natural hazards and rarely
have access to records of exposure and vulnerability.
Improved social science understanding of the nature of vulnerability and exposure, particularly the full range
of disaster impacts, can respond to the second gap described above. The preceding sections have set out how
science-based models of natural hazards can provide insights into the reliability of forecasts and sometimes
deliver valuable information about when a hazard will occur. The process of decision making and the weighting
KMZIRXSGSQTIXMRKSFNIGXMZIWMWGSRWMHIVIHMR'LETXIV
4.4.2 Co-ordinating earth observation systems
In order to address data gaps for hazards, exposure and vulnerability, new approaches and partnerships are
needed. Emerging technologies such as the next generation of satellites for all types of hazard show great
TSXIRXMEPEWHSIWNSMRX[SVOMRKFIX[IIRKSZIVRQIRXWXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVERHPSGEPGSQQYRMXMIW(EXEVIPIZERX
to natural hazards can be collected through centralised activities, such as earth observation satellites and
RIX[SVOWSJHIHMGEXIHWIRWSVW-RIEVXLSFWIVZEXMSRXLI+VSYTSR)EVXL3FWIVZEXMSRWLEWFVSYKLXXSKIXLIV
280 International Association of Insurance Supervisors (2012).
281 'LjZI^0zTI^+ERH>SPJEKLEVM1  
282 +VSWWM4  
283 Pinho, R. (2012).
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XLIIJJSVXWSJQSVIXLERREXMSREPKSZIVRQIRXWERHMRXIVREXMSREPEKIRGMIWXSFYMPHE+PSFEP)EVXL
3FWIVZEXMSR7]WXIQSJ7]WXIQW2848LVSYKLXLIMV³-RXIVREXMSREP'LEVXIV´ 285 this group provides satellite data to
those affected by disasters, but its terms prevent data being made available for disaster risk reduction. This form
of global co-ordination should be enhanced to improve links between the space industry, natural scientists and
humanitarians286 3TTSVXYRMXMIWJSVKPSFEPGSPPEFSVEXMSRWLSYPHGSRXMRYIXSIQIVKIXLVSYKLXLI9274-()6
programme287SRISFNIGXMZISJ[LMGLMWXSFVMRKXSKIXLIVIEVXLSFWIVZEXMSRHEXEERHWEXIPPMXIXIGLRSPSK][MXL
social media.
4.4.3 Social media
-JXLITSXIRXMEPFIRI½XWSJWSGMEPVIWTSRWIWXSLE^EVHWEVIXSFILEVRIWWIHHEXEKIRIVEXIHJVSQWSGMEPQIHMERIIH
XSFIMQTVSZIH*SVI\EQTPI8[MXXIVLEWFIIRYWIHXSQSRMXSVWIMWQMGVMWO3RIWXYH]288 used machine learning
algorithms to monitor and stratify tweets (based on content, location and timestamp) and detect earthquakes
in Japan above a certain level of seismic intensity289. Drawing on internet data, the researchers developed an
IEVXLUYEOIVITSVXMRKW]WXIQIREFPMRKVIKMWXIVIHYWIVWXSVIGIMZIRSXM½GEXMSRWFIJSVISJ½GMEP[EVRMRKW
Studies290 291 suggest that access to near real-time estimates of epidemic activity can provide rapid surveillance
MRJSVQEXMSRMRXLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJERSYXFVIEOERHIZIREGLMIZIWXEXMWXMGEPP]WMKRM½GERXGSVVIPEXMSRW292 with
SJ½GMEPGEWIIWXMQEXIW%9/WXYH]293 combined textual analysis of Twitter with calibrated data from the Health
4VSXIGXMSR%KIRG] ,4% XSFYMPHE³¾YWGSVI´4MPSXIHJSV½ZIQSRXLWHYVMRKXLI,2TERHIQMGXLI¾YWGSVI
SFXEMRIHEWXEXMWXMGEPP]WMKRM½GERXGSVVIPEXMSR[MXL,4%IWXMQEXIW
2SX[MXLWXERHMRKXLMW½RHMRKXLIVIEVIZEPMHGSRGIVRWEFSYXXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJHEXEHIVMZIHJVSQWSGMEPQIHME
*SVI\EQTPIXLI]GERFITSSVEXHMWXMRKYMWLMRKMR¾YIR^EJVSQVIWTMVEXSV]GSQTPEMRXW[MXLWMQMPEVW]QTXSQW
Crowd-sourced data are intermittent and can be biased. The high number of heterogeneous users involved in
generating these data offers potentially useful information but raises concerns about accuracy and relevance.
For example, the volume of data generated following disasters (following the Tohoku Tsunami more than 5,000
tweets were generated every second294) requires improved technology for data aggregation.
Addressing challenges related to the volume and reliability of data from social media is required if the full
potential of the technology is to be realised. In response to these opportunities, the Qatar Computing Research
Institute (QCRI) is carrying out research on how to use automated methods to extract, monitor and aggregate
information from social media platforms and build a platform to verify crowd-sourced data295.
4.4.4 Integrating local knowledge
-RXIKVEXMRKPSGEPORS[PIHKISJHMWEWXIVVMWO[MXLQSHIPPIHWGMIRXM½GHEXEMWMQTSVXERXJSVTVSHYGMRKVMWO
JSVIGEWXW3ZIVXMQIWSGMIXMIWLEZIEHETXIHXSPMZMRKMRLE^EVHSYWGSRHMXMSRWSJXIRMRMRKIRMSYW[E]WF]YWMRK
IRZMVSRQIRXEPMRHMGEXSVWEWIEVP][EVRMRKW*SVI\EQTPIWIZIVEPMRHMKIRSYWKVSYTWMRGPYHMRKXLI3RKI1SOIR
ERH7MQIYPYIRWWYVZMZIHXLI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQMEWEVIWYPXSJMRHMKIRSYWORS[PIHKIHIZIPSTIHSZIV
generations of living in coastal areas exposed to seismic risk 296 . Responding to ground shaking and the exposed
WIE¾SSVJI[IVXLERXIRSYXSJ7MQIYPYIRWHMIHERHEPXLSYKLXLIMVZMPPEKIW[IVIHIWXVS]IHRIMXLIV
1SOIRRSVXLI3RKIWYJJIVIHJEXEPMXMIW297.

284 LXXT[[[IEVXLSFWIVZEXMSRWSVKEFSYXCKISWLXQP
285 LXXT[[[HMWEWXIVWGLEVXIVSVK[IFGLEVXIVLSQI
286 Hughes, R. et al (2012).
287 LXXT[[[YRWTMHIVSVK
288 Sakaki, T. et al (2010).
289 1SVIXLER SJIEVXLUYEOIWVITSVXIHF]XLI.ETER1IXISVSPSKMGEP%KIRG]SJWIMWQMGMRXIRWMX]WGEPISVQSVI
290 Chunara, R. et al (2012).
291 +MRWFIVK.IXEP  
292 Culotta, A. (2010).
293 Lampos, T. et al (2010).
294 LXXT[[[ZSWXYOSVKMRXVERIXXEKGVMWMWQETTMRK
295 LXXT[[[UGVMUEWSGMEPGSQTYXMRK
296 McAdoo, B.L. (2006).
297 UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (2008).
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Early warning systems based on indigenous knowledge have been revived in Asia where they have been
successfully used in parallel with modern mechanisms. For example, in Pangasinan (the north-western province
SJXLI4LMPMTTMRIW ZMPPEKIVWYWIWXEJJKEYKIWEW¾SSHVMWOQEVOIVWMRGVMXMGEPPSGEXMSRWMRGSQFMREXMSR[MXLXLI
kanungkung, a bamboo instrument traditionally used to relay community messages298.
Increasingly, the value of traditional knowledge is being harnessed through partnerships between local groups
and international organisations. Information provided by seasonal climate forecasts produced by meteorological
agencies has been integrated with indigenous knowledge-based seasonal forecasts. A notable example is the
Climate Change Adaptation in Africa (CCAA) programme funded by DFID and the International Development
Research Centre of Canada2994VSNIGXWFVMRKXSKIXLIVMRHMKIRSYWI\TIVXWMRJSVIGEWXMRKERHQIXISVSPSKMWXWXS
produce consensus forecasts, and both reliability and acceptance of forecasts have improved as a consequence.
In urban and rural areas local knowledge is the basis for community-based risk mapping. The use of local
knowledge and involvement of local participants not only improves the information content of risk maps but is
EPWSEQIGLERMWQJSVKIRIVEXMRKPSGEPTEVXMGMTEXMSRS[RIVWLMTERHE[EVIRIWW*SVI\EQTPIE92-')*TVSNIGX300
in Rio de Janiero involved teenagers using kites with cameras to take aerial photographs identifying problems
in their localities, including blocked drains and obstacles to evacuation. Tagged with global positioning system
co-ordinates, the photographs provided researchers with near real-time spatial data enabling them to identify
areas of vulnerability.
Remote detection carried out by local communities has also been used to identify sanitation problems in rural
areas of Tanzania. 1ENM1EXSRI301 ±VEMWMRKXLI[EXIVTVIWWYVI² IREFPIWVIWMHIRXWXSWIRH717QIWWEKIWXSPSGEP
district engineers and local media outlets providing information on broken public water infrastructure. In doing
so, the media and residents can help local authorities to monitor water supplies cheaply and remotely as well
EWTVIWWYVIXLIQMRXSVIWTSRHMRKXSTVSFPIQW%WMQMPEVTVSNIGX302 in Hubli, India, enables local communities
to track and verify the delivery of piped public water supplies (via SMS), holding local authorities to account for
disruptions in supply and reducing the cost of monitoring.
,S[IZIVTEVXMGMTEXSV]TVSNIGXWMRGPYHMRKVMWOQETTMRKERHVIQSXIHIXIGXMSRSJXIRJEGIEXIRWMSRFIX[IIRXLI
HIWMVIJSVWGMIRXM½GVMKSYV XSMRJSVQIRKMRIIVMRKXSQMXMKEXILE^EVHW ERHIEWISJYWIERHTEVXMGMTEXMSRMRHEXE
analysis (which enhances local ownership and use). It is important to be clear about the aims of participatory
TVSNIGXWERHXLIEGGIWWMFMPMX]SJHEXE303 304.
3RISJXLIGYVVIRX[IEORIWWIWSJ(66MRZIWXQIRXMWXLIPEGOSJIJJIGXMZIMRXIKVEXMSRSJREXMSREPTSPMG]ERH
TVEGXMGI[MXLXLIMRZIWXQIRXWEXVIKMSREPERHHMWXVMGXPIZIP8LMWHI½GMIRG]MWGSQTSYRHIHF]EJEMPYVIXS
communicate with local community leaders and harness their knowledge, often in circumstances where
resources are scarce305.
4.4.5 Data convergence
New and improved data collection methods are required to reduce disaster risk 306 . This should involve
collation, standardisation and sharing of existing data. Crucially, data convergence is needed so that models
are interoperable307. Interoperability requires co-operation to determine how producers and users of data
(national and local governments, communities and individuals) can interface with each other. This will require
XLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJWSJX[EVIXLEXGERMRXIVJEGIFIX[IIRLE^EVHWTIGM½GQSHIPWERHFIX[IIRLE^EVHERH
298 Victoria, L.P. (2008).
299 >MIVZSKIP+ERH3TIVI%  
300 92'LMPHVIR´W*YRH  
301 USAID (2012).
302 Kumpel, E. et al (2012).
303 Pelling, M. (2007).
304 ZER6MIX+ERHZER2MIOIVO(  
305 Disasters Emergency Committee (2012).
306 Atkinson, P. et al (2012).
307 92+PSFEP4YPWI  
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risk models (which include measures of vulnerability and exposure) so that standardised output data can
be produced and used by local decision makers. Closely linked to this is the need for skills which entail an
YRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIMRXIVJEGMRKQSHIPWXS³VIEPMX]GLIGO´XLIGSQFMRIHSYXTYXW
-RGVIEWMRKP]REXMSREPERHMRXIVREXMSREP³STIRHEXE´MRMXMEXMZIW308 (see Box 4.4) are seeking to improve the use and
value of government datasets by sharing them not only with individuals and organisations but between national
WXEXMWXMGEPSJ½GIW*SVI\EQTPI9/+SZIVRQIRX EWGSGLEMVJSV LEWEPVIEH]MHIRXM½IHERYQFIVSJ
TVMSVMXMIWJSVXLI3TIR+SZIVRQIRX4EVXRIVWLMT309 including the need to increase the uptake of technological
solutions for using open data310-QTVSZMRKXLIMRXIVSTIVEFMPMX]SJHEXEMWERMQTSVXERXSFNIGXMZISJIJJSVXW311 to
move toward linked open government data312, an approach which seeks to provide government datasets that
are open (publicly accessible though various applications), modular (can be combined with other data sources)
and scalable313. Though open data initiatives to improve disaster risk reduction have produced some valuable
outputs, their application has been impeded by limited interoperability.
Box 4.4: Cross-sector collaboration on risk modelling.
The adoption of catastrophe risk modelling by the insurance industry has catalysed a range of collaborative
initiatives between industry and academia (e.g. the Risk Prediction Initiative, Lighthill Risk Network and Willis
Research Network).The emergence of a range of open risk modelling and mapping initiatives driven by
TYFPMGTVMZEXIERHEGEHIQMGGSQQYRMXMIWLEZIHIZIPSTIHVIGIRXP]8LIWIMRGPYHIJSVI\EQTPIXLI+PSFEP
)EVXLUYEOI1SHIP +)1 *SYRHEXMSR3143TIR(EXEJSV6IWMPMIRGI-RMXMEXMZI315, CAPRA316XLI3TIR+ISWTEXMEP
Consortium317 3+' ERHXLI4EGM½G6MWO-RJSVQEXMSR7]WXIQ 4%6-7 318+)1ERH3+'LEZIWYGGIWWJYPP]
shared interoperable spatial and exposure data with a range of organisations. PARIS provides a regional
TPEXJSVQJSV4EGM½GGSYRXVMIWXSTSSPVMWOMRJSVQEXMSRMRGPYHMRKLE^EVHQETW½IPHWYVZI]WERHMRJSVQEXMSR
on infrastructure exposure. CAPRA integrates data on exposure, vulnerability and natural hazards and has been
used to build a risk model319 which combines historical disaster loss data with modelled data to measure future
disaster losses in Columbia, Nepal and Mexico.
Recognising the potential value of risk-related data, national governments including the UK 320 and Kenya321
have launched open data initiatives. Even though data transparency and accountability have improved through
XLIWIMRMXMEXMZIWXLIVIEVIFEVVMIVWVIPEXIHXSMRXIPPIGXYEPTVSTIVX]ERHGSQQIVGMEPGSR½HIRXMEPMX]1YGLSJXLI
data that could describe exposure to hazards is proprietary. Call Record Data (CRD), for example, provides
information on mobile phone use, including the location of the caller. Yet CRD is owned by private companies
and hence the data are generally unavailable. Numerous public sector organisations continue to operate costrecovery business models for data sales or licensing and commercial interest means that only a small volume of
the large amount of data held by insurance and reinsurance companies is made available for public consumption.
The absence of standardised data collection and the interoperability of datasets often prevent users from
sharing information3228SEHHVIWWXLMWWXERHEVHJSVQEXW'SQQSR3TIVEXMSREP(EXEWIXWSV'SQQSR%PIVXMRK
Protocols which are compatible across a range of information systems are required323.

308 World Bank (2012b).
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317 LXXT[[[STIRKISWTEXMEPSVK
318 LXXTTEVMWWSTEGSVK
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)UYEPP]MQTSVXERXKSZIVRQIRXWRIIHXSI\EQMRIPIKEPERHVIKYPEXSV]FEVVMIVWXS½RH[E]WSJQEOMRKQSFMPI
data available in a useful aggregate way, without compromising individual privacy. Mobile phone operators could
respond to the need for improved data by making mobile data available in forms that are useful to those seeking
to address disaster risk.
Similarly, access to information on physical infrastructure can be impeded by proprietary obstacles. For example,
private hospitals in Tokyo have been reluctant to share information for government risk assessments324. In the
+YPJSJ1I\MGSXLI97+SZIVRQIRXTVSHYGIWVMWOQETW[LMGLEVIRSXTYFPMGP]EZEMPEFPIHYIXSJIEVWXLEXXLI]
would reduce property prices325. For markets to function without adverse selection326 and moral hazard327 both
the insurer and the insured require perfect information. These are valid commercial and public policy concerns
which can be overcome through mechanisms that incentivise and provide opportunities for the sharing of risk
information. There may also be legal and ethical concerns related to data privacy, which governments are well
placed to address.
If hazard and risk-related data can be made freely available for local decision makers to analyse and use,
XIGLRSPSKMIWWYGLEW³GPSYHGSQTYXMRK´ERHTS[IVJYPQSFMPIHIZMGIWQE]TVSZMHIEWSPYXMSRXSXLIGSQTYXEXMSREP
needs of some aspects of risk forecasting. The advent of cloud computing could expand access to digital
information. The business model behind cloud computing (digital storage is largely provided free of charge but
high performance computer processing is charged for) should make processing services accessible at a low cost.
Historically, research on large datasets using high performance computing has only been accessible to well
½RERGIHVIWIEVGLKVSYTW)RLERGMRKEGGIWWXSHEXEWIXWERHQSHIPSYXTYXWJVSQLMKLTIVJSVQERGIGSQTYXIV
processing to a wider range of organisations and users will raise issues about intellectual property and responsibility
JSVQSHIPJSVIGEWXW[LMGL[MPPLEZIXSFIEHHVIWWIH=IXXLITSXIRXMEPFIRI½XWSJFVSEHGSPPEFSVEXMSREGVSWW
diverse providers and consumers of risk models are so great that solving these problems is worthwhile.
The computational needs of hazard forecasting will probably remain beyond the reach of those without high
performance computing. However, model outputs providing near real-time assessment of hazard forecasts
(similar to weather forecasts) may be readily available. Skilled local decision makers could combine the outputs of
hazard models with local measures of vulnerability and exposure to provide tailored risk forecasts that respond
to disaster impacts at the local level over a range of timescales. This challenge is the focus of the next section.

4.5 Producing useful risk forecasts
For risk forecasts to be useful and inform action they should highlight the possible impacts that are most
important to local decision makers (be they in government, private companies or communities) so that they can
VIWTSRH*SVI\EQTPIIWXMQEXIWSJVEMRJEPPSV[MRHWTIIHTIVWIQE]RSXFIYWIJYPFYXXLIPMOIPMLSSHSJ¾YZMEPSV
WXSVQWYVKI¾SSHMRKSV[MRHHEQEKIXSTVSTIVXMIWGERLIPTXSMRJSVQMRHMZMHYEPWSJXLIPMOIP]GSRWIUYIRGIWSJ
action or inaction.
Similarly, information related to crop yield or the incidence of weather-related disease (such as malaria or
cholera328) can be used to clarify possible trade-offs or determine the resources required to prevent a potential
epidemic. In the case of crop yield, rainfall, temperature and sunshine duration have to be integrated into
a crop model, and the resulting probabilities will not be expressed in millimetres of daily rainfall, but rather
XSRRIWTIVLIGXEVISJGVST]MIPHERHYPXMQEXIP]MRXIVQWSJTVS½XPSWXSVQEPRSYVMWLIHGLMPHVIR8LITVIZMSYW
section showed that bringing together local scientists and their knowledge of disaster risk with international
324 3VKERMWEXMSRJSV)GSRSQMG'SSTIVEXMSRERH(IZIPSTQIRX  
325 World Bank and United Nations (2010).
326 Adverse selection occurs when either the insured or the insurer has more information than the other.
327 Moral hazard occurs when one party is unable to observe the actions (or omissions) of the other which increase the probability of a negative
SYXGSQI*SVI\EQTPILSYWILSPHWERH½VQWLEZIERMRGIRXMZIXSYRHIVMRZIWXMRHMWEWXIVTVSS½RK ERHMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIWLEZIERMRGIRXMZIXS
indemnify them) if all parties believe that government will provide compensation.
328 Ford, T.E. et al (2009).
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agencies offers an opportunity to integrate local knowledge with the power of modern science. The value of this
approach for improving risk forecasting is yet to be fully harnessed.
Collaborations between natural scientists will be required to understand and model multi-hazard risks.
Collaborations between natural and social scientists will enable the development of models that combine dynamic
measures of hazards, exposure and vulnerability into probabilistic risk forecasts. In turn, risk modellers will need
XS[SVO[MXLTVEGXMXMSRIVWWSXLEXXLIMVQSHIPWEVI½XJSVXLITYVTSWISJMRJSVQMRKHIGMWMSRWMRHMWEWXIVVMWO
reduction. These collaborations will require sustained co-operation across different disciplines such as meteorology
ERHEKVSRSQ]ERHXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJQSHIPWXLEXGSQFMRIHEXEJVSQZEVMSYW½IPHW*SVI\EQTPI%JVMGE6MWO
View329 aims to combine rainfall forecasts with agricultural models to forecast where crops will suffer water
stress. This information is combined with local vulnerability data to determine how many households would be
affected economically or by hunger. Users can access the model via a web interface and select appropriate
TEVEQIXIVWJSVXLIWMXYEXMSRXLI]EVIWIIOMRKXSQSHIP*SVI\EQTPIER)9TVSNIGXMWYWMRK%JVMGE6MWO:MI[
with high resolution rainfall and temperature input data to model future impacts of climate change330.
Although there are other examples of interdisciplinary work, few of them have produced substantive results.
3RII\GITXMSRMWL]HVSPSK][LIVIIRWIQFPI[IEXLIVJSVIGEWXWLEZIFIIRMRGSVTSVEXIHMRXSETTPMGEXMSRQSHIPW
to produce an understanding of the potential impact on river discharge.331 The need to turn hazard forecasts
into forecasts that can highlight potential impacts goes well beyond these natural science based-interpretations.
Information about potential hazards will have to be integrated with what is known about existing exposure
and vulnerability.
The imperative for risk models that can be used to inform decisions and direct action puts an onus on scientists
to understand the needs of decision makers and respond to them. Natural and social scientists need to produce
useful tools and learn how to interact with the decision makers who might use them. There is an equal onus on
decision makers to understand the potential for risk forecasting, take the time to specify what tools are needed
to support their decisions, and learn how to interact with the scientists who might produce such tools. To be
successful at the scale required will require a substantial shift in current cultural and institutional organisation to
encourage new ways of working between natural scientists, social scientists and decision makers. Box 4.5 gives
examples of how such collaborations can work.
To ensure the best possible estimates of future disaster risks requires concerted action. Previous experience in
VMWOQSHIPPMRKMRHMGEXIWXLEXXLI[E]JSV[EVHMWXSHI½RIWXERHEVHWSJMRXIVSTIVEFMPMX]WSXLEXHMJJIVIRXQSHIPW
can compete and co-operate in order to build tools able to generate reliable risk forecasts. This would ensure
that the outputs of different models can be combined and compared, and can be used as the inputs to other
models. Such interoperability needs to allow interfaces at multiple levels: between global and local descriptions,
between descriptions of natural versus social processes, between data and models, between forecasts and
HIGMWMSRQEOIVW8LEXOMRHSJSTIRRIWWERHMRXIVSTIVEFMPMX]MWWPS[P]HIZIPSTMRKMRXLI½IPH&YXPIEHIVWLMT
XSHI½RIVIUYMVIQIRXWJSVMRXIVSTIVEFMPMX]GSYPHVEHMGEPP]WTIIHYTXLITVSGIWWSJGVIEXMRKERMRXIPPIGXYEP
marketplace for the development of disaster risk models.

329 LXXT[[[EJVMGEVMWOZMI[SVK
330 LXXT[[[L^KHIQ[MQTEGXG
331 Webster, P.J. et al (2010).
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Box 4.5: Integrating science with indigenous knowledge to produce risk forecasts.
Drawing on previous work 332 333XLI-RXIVREXMSREP*IHIVEXMSRSJXLI6IH'VSWW6IH'VIWGIRXLEWVYR
workshops in Senegal, Kenya, Ethiopia and Uganda which brought together climate scientists, humanitarian
policy makers and representatives of at-risk communities334. Each involved two-way discussions (where
WGMIRXMWXWTVIWIRXXLIVIPIZERGISJWGMIRXM½GPIEVRMRKSVVMWOQEREKIQIRXXSSPWERHYWIVWJIIHFEGOXLIMV
YRHIVWXERHMRKERHTIVWTIGXMZIWSRTSXIRXMEPETTPMGEXMSRW TEVXMGMTEXMSRMRENSMRXYWIVTVSZMHIVJSVIGEWXMRK
KEQIERHENSMRXTVSZMHIVYWIVZMWMXXSXLIEXVMWOGSQQYRMX];SVOWLSTWLEZIPIHXSGSQQYRMX]VIUYIWXW
JSVWGMIRGIFEWIH¾SSH[EVRMRKWMQTVSZIHQIGLERMWQWJSVTVSZMHMRKIEVP][EVRMRKSJ¾SSHMRKJVSQ
national meteorological agencies to humanitarians and community leaders, and improved understanding
among scientists and experts of the type and format of climate information which at-risk communities
VIUYMVI(MEPSKYIFIX[IIRXLIYWIVWERHTVSZMHIVWSJEHZERGI¾SSHMRJSVQEXMSR[EWEPWSEGSVITEVXSJ
XLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJEQSRWSSRVMZIVMRI¾SSHJSVIGEWXW]WXIQJSV&ERKPEHIWL335. Application of the resulting
forecasts led to demonstrable improvements in preparedness at the national, district and community levels
JSVX[SQENSV¾SSHW[LMGLXSSOTPEGIMR

4.6 Summary
Scientific advances in disaster risk reduction have already helped save lives. For example,
improved forecasts of tropical cyclones have led to reductions in fatalities and early warning
systems have reduced flood damage336. In the next few decades, scientific advances in the
understanding of natural hazards can be expected to continue. Progress in data analysis
and advances in technology will play a role in this process. Just how fast and how far such
improvements will proceed is uncertain. However, if progress continues at the current rate
there will be increasingly reliable forecasts identifying the timing and location of some
future natural hazards. At the same time, more detailed descriptions of the locations of
people and assets, and of coping abilities that will allow better assessments of exposure and
vulnerability will become available. Together these three areas of development will improve
the forecasting of disaster risk and provide opportunities for effective disaster risk reduction.
The conclusions emerging from this section are as follows:
 Understanding disaster risk requires forecasts of natural hazards and of the exposure and
vulnerability of the people and assets which will be affected. Hazards and exposure are
amenable to descriptions that can be applied anywhere in the world. Vulnerability resists
global characterisation because it is driven by contextual factors and is therefore sensitive
to diverse social and cultural values.
 The current state of hazard forecasting is variable, but in the case of some hazards, such
as cyclones, forecasting skill is rapidly improving. The best forecasts in the future will be
reliable, probabilistic forecasts. However, gaps in forecasting ability will remain, notably
in predicting the timing and magnitude of earthquakes and disease outbreaks.
 Modelling of multiple, inter-related hazards where primary hazards (such as earthquakes)
can trigger secondary hazards (such as tsunami) is necessary and will require the
integration of data and models with varying degrees of uncertainty from multiple sources.
Historically, most risk analysis has been undertaken on a hazard-by-hazard basis.
332 LXXT[[[IPVLESVKHMEPSKYIW
333 LXXT[[[LYQERMXEVMERJYXYVIWSVKGSRXIRXI\GLERKI
334 Tall, A. (n.d.).
335 Fakruddin, S.H.M. (n.d.).
336 IPCC (2012), pp 487-582.
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 There is a need to develop easy interoperability between different models and datasets
to create a family of forward-looking, dynamics models that can forecast risks on multiple
spatial scales and time scales.
 Some hazard forecasting requires intense investment in resources such as
supercomputers. Co-operating to combine resources across national boundaries may prove
the rational way to meet these needs.
 The data gaps identified in Chapter 2, for example on the social and indirect impacts
of disasters have important implications for building reliable risk forecasts. However,
some data gaps can be filled by co-operation to improve the co-ordination of global
data collection initiatives. Local and distributed collection methods and technologies are
equally important and in need of co-ordination.
 Local drivers of hazards, locally relevant measures of exposure and vulnerability, local
community knowledge and local coping mechanisms can all be combined to produce
tailored forecasts.
 Risk forecasts need to consider a broad range of direct and indirect impacts across a wide
span of time scales if they are to reflect the broad and diverse impacts of disasters.
 The success of catastrophe risk modelling in the insurance industry provides a blueprint
for combining historical and modelled data to produce probabilistic forecasts of risk and
estimate future changes in hazard exposure and vulnerability.
 There is substantial scope for expanding the use of catastrophe risk modelling beyond
the insurance industry to improve risk forecasting in areas relevant to disaster risk
reduction. Existing partnerships between insurance companies and academia could be
strengthened to explore opportunities for sharing data and identifying the full range of
disaster impacts.
 There is great potential to generate improved estimates of future disaster risks, which
combine insights from the natural and social sciences. However, realising this potential
requires leadership to set standards, promote balanced competition and co-operation, and
define good practice.
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5. Decision making and acting on risk information

5.1 Introduction
The main premise of this Report is that the use of science can be expanded and used more effectively to
enable better decision making in disaster risk reduction (DRR). In Chapter 1 a generic three stage approach
JSVQEREKMRKVMWO[EWWIXSYXMR*MKYVI8LI½VWXWXEKIMRZSPZIWMHIRXMJ]MRKERHQIEWYVMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOERH
the second stage requires selecting options to transfer, avoid, reduce or accept it. This Chapter focuses on how
WGMIRXM½GHIZIPSTQIRXWGERMQTVSZIXLMWPEXXIVWXEKISJHIGMWMSRQEOMRK6IKEVHPIWWSJ[LIXLIVXLSWIHIGMWMSRW
EVIQEHIF]MRHMZMHYEPWGSQQYRMXMIWKSZIVRQIRXW2+3WGMZMPWSGMIX]SVXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVXLIVSPISJWGMIRGI
is vital337,S[IZIVMXMW[VSRKXSEWWYQIXLEXMQTVSZIHHIGMWMSRQEOMRK[MPPWMQTP]ERHREXYVEPP]¾S[JVSQ
MQTVSZIHJSVIGEWXW8LIVIEPWSRIIHWXSFIEGPIEVWGMIRXM½GYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIGSWXWERHFIRI½XWSJTSWWMFPI
EGXMSRWERHVSFYWXWGMIRXM½GEHZMGIXSMRJSVQXLIHIGMWMSRQEOMRKTVSGIWW
8LMW'LETXIVFIKMRWF]GSRWMHIVMRKXLIVERKISJEGXMSRWEZEMPEFPIERHXLIWGMIRXM½GVIWIEVGLXLEXHVMZIWXLIQ
7TIGM½GQIEWYVIWMHIRXM½IHMRGPYHIXLIYWISJ½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW XVERWJIVVMRKVMWO MRZIWXQIRXMRIEVP]
warning systems (avoiding risk), designing resilient infrastructure and restoring ecosystems (reducing risk).This
is followed by a discussion of the tools that can be used to weigh up the costs of taking action compared to
the losses that can be expected if there is none. How particular contexts (organisational, social and political)
affect the decision making process is then explored. Finally, the critical need to keep track of which forecasts are
reliable, which decision making processes have good outcomes, or which interventions are effective, is discussed.

5.2 Building resilience
-R'LETXIVHMWEWXIVVMWOMWFVSEHP]HI½RIHEWEJYRGXMSRSJXLIMRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIRLE^EVHI\TSWYVIERH
ZYPRIVEFMPMX]1ER]VIWIEVGLIVWERHTSPMG]QEOIVW½RHMXYWIJYPXSGSRWMHIVXLIMR¾YIRGISJVIWMPMIRGIEW[IPP
as exposure and vulnerability when describing risk338 339. There are many competing views on how resilience
WLSYPHFIHI½RIHERH[LEXJEGXSVWGSRXVMFYXIXSMXIZIRQSVIWSXLERJSVZYPRIVEFMPMX] WIIWIGXMSR 340. This
PEGOSJEKVIIQIRXTVIWIRXWEQENSVGLEPPIRKIJSVQIEWYVMRKVIWMPMIRGIEWHMJJIVIRXHI½RMXMSRW[MPPIRXEMPHMJJIVIRX
measurements341.
-RXLMW6ITSVXXLI-4''HI½RMXMSRJSVVIWMPMIRGIMWYWIH6IWMPMIRGIMWHI½RIHEWXLIEFMPMX]SJEW]WXIQERHMXW
component parts to anticipate, absorb, accommodate or recover from the effects of a hazardous event in a
XMQIP]ERHIJ½GMIRXQERRIVMRGPYHMRKXLVSYKLIRWYVMRKXLITVIWIVZEXMSRVIWXSVEXMSRSVMQTVSZIQIRXSJMXW
essential basic structures and functions342.
7SQIHI½RMXMSRWSJVIWMPMIRGIJSGYWSRXLIEFMPMX]SJEW]WXIQXSWIPJSVKERMWIPIEVRERHEHETXSZIVXMQI343. This
MWEHI½RMXMSRXLEXVIWSREXIW[MXLXLMW6ITSVX´WIQTLEWMWSRXLIVSPISJWGMIRGIMRFYMPHMRKVIWMPMIRGI&YX[LEXMW
needed are measures of resilience that have predictive value, telling decision makers whether a given system is

337 IPCC (2012) pp 487-582.
338 Brown, K. (2011).
339 Department for International Development (2012a).
340 Miller, F. et al (2010).
341 Birkmann, J. et al (2012).
342 IPCC (2012) p 5.
343 IPCC (2012) Chapter 8.
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likely to be resilient to a particular future shock, rather than collapsing or failing to recover. Theoretical work on
XLMWUYIWXMSRLEWFIKYRMRERYQFIVSJ½IPHW344 and has been recently applied to predict how likely ecosystems
are to collapse in the Yangtze basin345. More work is needed to build up reliable measures of resilience and to
incorporate them into risk models alongside information on hazard, exposure and vulnerability.
;LEXIZIVHI½RMXMSRMWYWIHVIWMPMIRGILEWQER]EWTIGXWERHQIEWYVMRKMXYWIJYPP][MPPMRZSPZIQIEWYVIQIRX
of individual drivers of disaster resilience, which will include social, economic, institutional, infrastructural and
community capacities346 347, and may vary widely depending on the local context. For example, the ability to
cope with disruption to piped water supplies will be enhanced if safe groundwater supplies are readily accessible.
Therefore, measuring groundwater supplies, as is starting to be done for Africa348GERQIEWYVISRIZIV]WTIGM½G
component of resilience. A useful measurement of resilience will combine a number of measurements that have
local importance. Like vulnerability (see section 4.3) local decision makers and communities should be involved
in determining the selection of these measurements, and in acquiring data on them.
%RMQTSVXERX½VWXWXITMWXSIWXEFPMWLFEWIPMRIWJSVQIEWYVIQIRXWSJVIWMPMIRGIERHYWIJYP[SVOMWWXEVXMRK
to be done in this area349. These baselines need to be extended in their geographical coverage, and their
values monitored over time, including any period following the occurrence of a natural hazard event. If the
measurements have predictive power, locations with higher measured resilience will have lower disaster impacts
than those with lower measured resilience. This information should be put in the public domain so that decision
makers can gain a better understanding of which measures of resilience correlate with particular outcomes.
3ZIVXMQIXLSWIQIEWYVIWXLEXTVSZIXSFIVIPMEFPIGERFIYWIHXSFYMPHYTEGSQTVILIRWMZITMGXYVISJ
locations where resilience is lowest. This is a long-term aim and will require sustained effort from researchers
XSKEXLIVHEXEIRKEKIQIRXJVSQPSGEPEYXLSVMXMIWERHGSQQYRMXMIWERHPSRKXIVQJYRHMRK8LIFIRI½X[MPPFI
an improved understanding of geographical variation in resilience, meaning that actions in response to risk can
be targeted more effectively.
-XMWMQTSVXERXXSRSXIXLEX[LMPIMRGVIEWMRKVIWMPMIRGIMWEPQSWXEP[E]WHIWMVEFPIXLIFIRI½XWSJHSMRKWS[MPPRSX
EP[E]WSYX[IMKLXLIGSWXW(IGMWMSRQEOIVWRIIHXSIZEPYEXI[LIRMRZIWXQIRXMRIRLERGIHVIWMPMIRGIMWNYWXM½IH

5.3 Options for risk management
Whether government ministers or subsistence farmers, people at risk from hazards identify and evaluate risks,
and decide whether to act on them. Risk management is a continual process which may be highly formalised,
largely subconscious or somewhere in between. If those making decisions could be provided with reliable risk
forecasts, what are the options for managing those risks?
The next sections examine some illustrative actions that people can take, explore how effective they are and
EWOLS[WGMIRGIQMKLXGSRXVMFYXIXSQEOMRKXLIQQSVIIJJIGXMZIMRXLIJYXYVI3TXMSRWJSVVMWOQEREKIQIRXJEPP
into four strategies:
 Transfer the risk: the person uses a mechanism to share at least part of the risk with another party, who
they hope is better placed to bear the risk.
 Avoid the risk: the person simply changes their circumstances so that the risk is no longer there, for
example by moving away from a volcano.

344 Scheffer, M. et al (2009).
345 Dearing, J.A. et al (2012).
346 Bruneau, M. et al (2003).
347 Norris, F.H. et al (2008).
348 MacDonald, A.M. et al (2012).
349 Cutter, S.L. et al (2010).
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 Reduce the risk: the person takes actions that reduce their exposure or vulnerability or increase their
resilience, so that the likelihood or magnitude of an impact is lessened or recovery after the impact is
improved.
 %GGITXXLIVMWOMRXLIEFWIRGISJEZMEFPIEPXIVREXMZISVMJXLIGSWXWSJEGXMSRSYX[IMKLXLIFIRI½XW
the person accepts the risk and deals with the impact if and when it arises.

5.4 Transferring risk
*VSQXLILSYWILSPHPIZIPXSXLIREXMSREPWGEPIXLIVIMWEVERKISJXVEHMXMSREPERHMRRSZEXMZI½RERGMEPQIGLERMWQW
JSVQEREKMRKVMWOW8EFPIWLS[WWSQISJXLI½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWXLEXGERFIYWIHXSTSSPVMWOWERH
underwrite potential losses. Four methods are considered below.
8EFPI  8VEHMXMSREP ERH QSHIVR ½RERGMEP QIGLERMWQW JSV QEREKMRK VMWOW EX HMJJIVIRX WGEPIW
8LMW8EFPIWLS[WWSQISJXLI½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWXLEXGERFIYWIHXSTSSPVMWOWERHYRHIV[VMXITSXIRXMEP
losses at the micro, intermediary and macro level.
Micro scale

Intermediary scale

Macro scale

Households, small and
medium sized enterprises
and farms

Financial institutions and
donor organisations

+SZIVRQIRXW

8VEHMXMSREPVMWO½RERGMRKQIGLERMWQW
Solidarity

+SZIVRQIRXEWWMWXERGI
humanitarian aid

+SZIVRQIRX
guarantees; bail outs

Bilateral and multilateral
assistance; EU solidarity fund

Savings and credit

Savings; micro-credit;
fungible assets; food
storage; money lenders

Emergency liquidity
funds

Budget allocation
IK*32()2 TSWXHMWEWXIV
credit

Informal risk sharing

Kinship and other mutual
arrangements; remittances

Traditional insurance
instruments

Diversions from other
budget programmes
Reinsurance

-RRSZEXMZI½RERGIQIGLERMWQW
New insurance
related instruments

Index-based crop and
livestock insurance;
weather hedges

Catastrophe bonds

7SZIVIMKRVMWO½RERGMRK
(e.g. catastrophe bonds);
contingent credit; regional
catastrophe insurance pools

7SYVGI%HETXIHJVSQ0MRRIVSSXL&E]IV.IXEP  
5.4.1 Local informal methods of transferring risk
Many people in developing countries typically live in very risky environments: they often experience droughts,
¾SSHWERHHIZEWXEXMRKLIEPXLSVTVMGIWLSGOW9WYEPP]VMWOWMRGIVXEMRVIKMSRWSVPSGEPMXMIWLEZIFIIRORS[RJSV
generations and societies have adapted to them, often in very ingenious ways.
Informal institutions for risk sharing are one form of these adaptations. The institution of contingent credit350
enables a debtor to postpone repayment of debt when he or she has suffered a shock, thereby shifting part of

350 Contingent credit is a loan facility that is made available in certain circumstances, for example when a disaster occurs.
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the risk to the creditor.351 For example, in the Shona culture of Zimbabwe a special form of contingent credit is
based on bride wealth. The payment of bride wealth (in the form of livestock) is drawn out over an extended
TIVMSHSJXIRHIGEHIW%WEVIWYPXQEVVMEKIWGVIEXIEGSQTPMGEXIHRIX[SVOSJGVIHMXSV XLIFVMHI´WJEQMP] ERH
HIFXSV XLIKVSSQ´WJEQMP] TSWMXMSRWMRXLIGSQQYRMX]8LIWITSWMXMSRWEVIGSRWMHIVIHGSRXMRKIRX%GVIHMXSV
responds to a negative shock by calling in a part of the outstanding debt, the unpaid part of the agreed bride
wealth. If the debtor himself has suffered a shock then the claim is passed on in the network until it arrives
at a debtor who is able to pay. Despite the uncomfortable implications of this practice, it is clearly a highly
sophisticated form of risk pooling at the village level352.
-R7SYXL/IVEPEMR-RHMEEVXMWEREP½WLIVQIRJEGMRKXLIVMWOSJI\XVIQILYRKIVIRKEKIMRVIGMTVSGEPGVIHMX
[LIVIF]WYFWMWXIRGIPSERWEVIKMZIRF]WYGGIWWJYP½WLIVQIRXSYRWYGGIWWJYP½WLIVQERYRHIVXLIYRHIVWXERHMRK
XLEXXLIFSVVS[IV[MPPWYTTSVXXLIGVIHMXSVWLSYPHLIFIWYFNIGXXSJYXYVIHMWXVIWW&I]SRHXLIX[SMRHMZMHYEPW
the community is also involved to ensure cheating does not occur and that creditors in need can receive
transfers in the event that debtors are unable to pay353.
Little is known about the use and scale of informal risk sharing mechanisms in urban areas. Yet there is evidence
of community savings groups which provide access to credit to low-income urban groups. National federations
SJWPYQH[IPPIVWLEZIFIIRIWXEFPMWLIHMRGSYRXVMIWEPPSJ[LMGLEVIQIQFIVWSJ7LEGO7PYQ([IPPIVW
International (SDI), a global non-governmental organisation354. Federations essentially function as a credit union
TVSZMHMRKMQQIHMEXIEGGIWWXSQIQFIVW´WEZMRKWERHXSIQIVKIRG]PSERW[LMGLLIPTXSTE]JSVXLIGSWXSJ
education or long-term loans to enable individuals to upgrade their housing.
Informal risk sharing institutions are diverse but they share a number of limitations. First, they typically cover
only small areas. As a result they can deal well with idiosyncratic risks, but not with covariant risks355 such as may
be associated with a drought or tsunami. Risk pooling at the local level then fails since most participants require
assistance at the same time. Second, these mechanisms are based on familiarity with the likelihood of the risks
GSRGIVRIH8LI]GERRSXGSTI[MXLVETMHGLERKIWYGLEWXLISRWIXSJ,-:%-(7[LIRXLIVIPIZERXHMWXVMFYXMSR
is still unknown. In a similar vein, climate change could reduce the effectiveness of these risk transfer mechanisms
WMKRM½GERXP]*MREPP]XLIWIMRJSVQEPQIGLERMWQWGERGSTI[MXLVIPEXMZIP]JVIUYIRXIZIRXWFYXFVIEOHS[RMRXLI
face of a rare event since the effectiveness of informal mechanisms must be frequently observed to establish
credibility356 357.
These traditional risk sharing mechanisms work at the local level because it is easy to verify whether claims are
legitimate. However, reliance on personal observation imposes a natural limit on the size of the risk pool. In the
absence of formal institutions such as credit rating agencies and legal enforcement a larger risk pool cannot be
JSVQIHVMWOWLEVMRKVIQEMRWPSGEPMJZIVM½GEXMSRVIQEMRWTIVWSREP9PXMQEXIP]PSGEPMRJSVQEPQIGLERMWQWSJVMWO
sharing are ill suited to deal with disasters.
5.4.2 Remittances
The problem of covariant risk is overcome when those living far from a disaster affected family member
provide support in the form of remittances358-RXLIZEPYISJVIQMXXERGIW[EW97FMPPMSR359. Just over
]IEVWPEXIVSJ½GMEPP]VIGSVHIHVIQMXXERGIWXSHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIWI\GIIHIH97FMPPMSR360. Annual
KVS[XLIWXMQEXIWSJEXPIEWX EVII\TIGXIHXSWIIVIQMXXERGI¾S[WMRGVIEWIXS97FMPPMSRF]*YRHW
VIGIMZIHJVSQQMKVERXW[SVOMRKEFVSEHEVIRS[XLIWIGSRHPEVKIWXWSYVGISJI\XIVREP½RERGIJSVHIZIPSTMRK
351 Udry, C. (1994).
352 Dekker, M. and Hoogeveen, H. (2002).
353 Platteau, J-P. and Abraham, A. (1987).
354 LXXT[[[WHMRIXSVK8LIQEMRSFNIGXMZISJ7(-MWXSPSFF]ERHEHZSGEXISRFILEPJSJMXWQIQFIVWXSGVIEXI³TVSTSSV´GMXMIW
355 A covariant risk is one that affects all or most of those in the risk pool at the same time.
356 Dercon, S. (2004).
357 Platteau, J-P. and Abraham, A. (1987).
358 Remittances are international transfers of money sent by emigrants (permanent or temporary) to recipients in their country of origin.
359 Aggarwal, R. et al (2006).
360 World Bank (2012a).
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countries (after foreign direct investment), twice the size of overseas development aid. A number of studies361 362
have shown that remittances can help to reduce the effects of disasters at both the macro and micro levels.
;LIVIGSYRXVMIWLEZIEPEVKIRYQFIVSJQMKVERXWVIQMXXERGIWMRGVIEWIF]97MRXLI]IEVSJEHMWEWXIVERH
F]EJYVXLIV97XLIJSPPS[MRK]IEVJSVIZIV]97MRGYVVIHMRHMVIGXHMWEWXIVPSWWIW364.

363

Drawing on a global survey of central banks, a recent World Bank study365MHIRXM½IHEVERKISJSFWXEGPIW[LMGL
continue to inhibit the use of remittances, including the prohibitive cost of transfer mechanisms (including
thresholds for sending payments via electronic transfers) and the absence of co-ordination and sharing of
data among central banks. The use of mobile technologies to send and receive funds could reduce this cost
and expand the geographic reach of remittance corridors to rural areas. Banks could take advantage of this
expanding market by facilitating payments and reducing transactions costs.
Diaspora bonds366 are another opportunity for capturing and channelling remittances and could provide a cheap
WSYVGISJ½RERGMRKVIGSRWXVYGXMSRJSPPS[MRKEHMWEWXIV4VIPMQMREV]IWXMQEXIWWYKKIWXXLEX7YF7ELEVER%JVMGER
GSYRXVMIWGSYPHVEMWIQSVIXLER97FMPPMSRJVSQMWWYMRKHMEWTSVEFSRHWERHIZIRQSVIF]WIGYVMXMWMRKJYXYVI
remittances367-RWYVERGITVSHYGXWXEVKIXIHEXGEXEWXVSTLIWLEZIEPWSFIIRMHIRXM½IHEWETSWWMFPI[E]XS
mobilise and channel remittances to vulnerable people where and when they are needed most368.
1SHIVR½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXW
1SHIVR½RERGMEPMRWXVYQIRXWGERSZIVGSQIXLIJYRHEQIRXEPPMQMXEXMSRSJMRJSVQEPVMWOWLEVMRKXLI]GEREGGIWW
QYGLPEVKIVVMWOTSSPWWSXLEXGSMRGMHIRXWLSGOWEXXLIPSGEPPIZIPFIGSQIPIWWWMKRM½GERXMRXLIPEVKIVTSSP369.
For example, if reinsurance makes risk sharing effectively global then even a severe drought can be managed.
,S[IZIVXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJMRWXMXYXMSRWXLEXTVSZMHIXLIJSYRHEXMSRJSVXLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJQSHIVR½RERGMEP
MRWXVYQIRXWMRHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIWJEGIWERYQFIVSJSFWXEGPIW*MVWXXLIMRWYVIV´WTVSQMWISJGSQTIRWEXMSR
is not credible if there is no well-functioning legal system to enforce the contract.370 Second, many potential
GPMIRXW½RHMXHMJ½GYPXXSYRHIVWXERHJSVQEPMRWYVERGIXLI]SJXIRWIIXLITVIQMYQEWEHITSWMXERHLIRGIJEMP
to understand why the contract must be renewed even if they have made no claim.371 372 Third, when informal
and formal risk sharing institutions co-exist then welfare improving formal insurance may fail: individuals have
no incentive to contribute although all parties would gain under full participation. Alternatively, where policy
MRXIVZIRXMSRW[SYPHMQTVSZIERMRHMZMHYEP´WTSWMXMSRSYXWMHISJXLIMRJSVQEPKVSYTXLIJSVQEPMRWXMXYXMSRQE]
³GVS[HSYX´XLIMRJSVQEPEVVERKIQIRX373 374 375*SVI\EQTPIQMGVS½RERGIMRWXMXYXMSRWGVIEXIHF]XLI1EPE[MER
+SZIVRQIRXMRXLIQMHWGVS[HIHSYXEGGIWWXSMRJSVQEPPSERW376 . In particular, participation in the most
[MHIWTVIEHQMGVS½RERGITVSKVEQQIMR1EPE[MLEHERIKEXMZIERHWMKRM½GERXIJJIGXSRFSVVS[MRKJVSQMRJSVQEP
WSYVGIWVIHYGMRKSREZIVEKIXLIEQSYRXXLEXQIQFIVWFSVVS[JVSQMRJSVQEPPIRHIVWF]QSVIXLER SJ
the average loan value.
Nevertheless, risk sharing instruments for hazards such as drought have developed rapidly and have attracted a
broad range of users, from farmers to national governments377. There are now 20 parametric insurance schemes
361 Yang, D. (2008).
362 Ratha, D. et al (2008).
363 Naude, W. and Bezuidenhout, H. (2012).
364 Mohapatra, S. et al (2012).
365 World Bank (2010a).
366 Diaspora bonds are bonds issued by a country to its own diaspora to tap into their assets in their adopted countries.
367 Ratha, D. et al (2008).
368 Benson, C. et al (2012b).
369 Linnerooth-Bayer, J. et al (2012).
370 In such circumstances local leaders who come out in support of an insurance initiative can confer the necessary credibility. For example, recently
a rural health insurance program in Nigeria was enthusiastically adopted because of strong support by the local emir whereas uptake of the same
product was quite low in neighbouring areas where no such support was given.
371 Platteau, J-P. (1997).
372 (I&SGO3ERH+IPEHI;  
373 Dercon, S. and Krishnan, P. (2002).
374 Ligon, E. (2002).
375 %PFEVVER4ERH%XXEREWMS3  
376 Disney, R. et al (2008).
377 Skees, J. et al (2004).
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in low- and middle-income countries, including China, Ethiopia, India, Malawi, Nicaragua, Peru, Ukraine and
Thailand378. Parametric insurance is a type of insurance that makes payment of claim conditional on a triggering
IZIRX*SVI\EQTPITE]QIRXWXSLSPHIVWSJGEXEWXVSTLIFSRHWEVIPMROIHF]EJSVQYPEXSER³MRHI\´EREKVIIH
QIEWYVISJVEMRJEPP[MRHWTIIH¾SSHWSVIEVXLUYEOIW7MRGIXLIMRHI\GERRSXIEWMP]FIQERMTYPEXIHMRHI\
insurance can deal with adverse selection and moral hazard problems more effectively than traditional crop
insurance. In addition, since the contract does not depend on individual circumstances, it can be widely and
cheaply marketed.
In the case of rainfall index insurance, initial enthusiasm has waned. It has become clear that the lack of
GSVVIPEXMSRFIX[IIRMRHMZMHYEPSYXGSQIWERHXLITIVJSVQERGISJXLIMRHI\ ³FEWMWVMWO´ GERQEOIMRHI\
insurance quite unattractive. This highlights the point made in Chapter 4: exposure and vulnerability are highly
dependent on local context, and looking solely at the hazard (such as wind speed), or at a general measure of
vulnerability, will not accurately forecast risk for an individual. This is a real problem for incentivising uptake of
MRWYVERGIWSQIGEPGYPEXMSRWIZIRWYKKIWXXLEXWSQIQENSVVEMRJEPPMRHI\MRWYVERGIGSRXVEGXWWLSYPHFIVIJYWIH
by a rational client379. Much more use could be made of reinsurance. An interesting example is Fonden, a natural
disaster relief fund in Mexico, which has bought cover for large earthquakes, partly through reinsurance and
partly through a catastrophe bond tied to a seismically based index380 .
To address disaster risk in developing countries, neither formal nor informal risk management work well in
isolation. Informal mechanisms are restricted in size because of their reliance on personal observation and
enforcement through repeated interaction. Formal mechanisms are handicapped by poor contract enforcement
ERHF]XLILMKLGSWXSJZIVM½GEXMSR-XWLSYPHFITSWWMFPIXSGSQFMRIXLIWXVIRKXLWSJXLIX[SW]WXIQWF]VIP]MRK
on informal systems for idiosyncratic risks (including basis risk) and using a formal contract to link the local risk
pool to a larger one. The formal contract then amounts to reinsurance.

5.5 Avoiding risk
5.5.1 Migration
8LSWIPMZMRKMRTSZIVX]SJXIRJEGIXLIQSWXHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRWEFSYXLS[XSQEREKILE^EVHW381. Migration is an
option that allows households to avoid the risk, but it can come with costs. The literature on environmentally
induced migration reveals a variety of risk avoidance strategies from temporary relocation to permanent
migration by some members of the household382 383. There is no clear consensus on the effectiveness of
QMKVEXMSREWEVMWOEZSMHERGIWXVEXIK][MXLWSQIVIWIEVGLIVWVITSVXMRKFIRI½XWERHSXLIVWMHIRXMJ]MRKGSWXW
Recent research suggests that voluntary migration may be an effective means of avoiding risk, although forced
migration is more indicative of a failure to adapt384.
However, as the Foresight report Migration and Global Environmental Change highlighted, there may also be
WMKRM½GERXQMKVEXMSRXS[EVHWEW[IPPEWE[E]JVSQLMKLVMWOPSGEXMSRW*SVI\EQTPIXLIVIQE]FIFIX[IIR
ERHQMPPMSREHHMXMSREPTISTPIPMZMRKMR¾SSHTPEMRWMRYVFEREVIEWMR%JVMGEERH%WMEF]YWMRKEWE
baseline3858LIVIJSVISRIJYXYVIIJJIGXSJQMKVEXMSRMR¾YIRGIHF]IRZMVSRQIRXEPGLERKIQMKLXFIXSMRGVIEWI
rather than avoid risk.

378 World Bank (2009).
379 Clarke, D. (2011).
380 0PS]H´W  
381 Sen, A. (1981).
382 Wisner, B. et al (2004).
383 Hunter, L.M.(2004).
384 Krishnamurthy, P.K. (2012).
385 Foresight (2011).
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5.5.2 Early warnings
For those who continue to live in exposed or vulnerable settings, early warnings can greatly reduce the impact
of natural hazards. Multiple lines of evidence demonstrate how early warnings have improved preparedness for
TSTYPEXMSRWXLVIEXIRIHF]¾SSHWERHWXSVQW
3RII\EQTPIMW']GPSRI7MHV[LMGLWXVYGOXLIWSYXL[IWXGSEWXSJ&ERKPEHIWLSR2SZIQFIV3R
PERHJEPP7MHV[EWEGEXIKSV]WXSVQ SRXLI7EJ½V7MQTWSRWGEPI386), with reported winds of up to 136mph
and storm surges of up to six metres387. Fortunately, the storm landed at low tide, reducing the height of the
storm surge waves in a relatively sparsely populated part of the country. Nevertheless, it was a storm of great
QEKRMXYHI]IXMXWMQTEGXW MRXIVQWSJMRNYVMIWERHHIEXLW [IVIQYGLPIWWWIZIVIXLERIEVPMIVIZIRXW
This notable success in DRR can be attributed to the Bangladesh Cyclone Preparedness Programme, a multiXMIVIHL]FVMHSVKERMWEXMSRXLEXMWETYFPMG2+3TEVXRIVWLMTFIX[IIRXLI&ERKPEHIWL6IH'VIWGIRX7SGMIX]
central government (principally the Disaster Management Bureau and the Meteorological Department) and local
government. Since 1972 this partnership has provided cyclone early warnings, delivered through emergency
telecommunications, and disseminated through local volunteers equipped with bicycles, megaphones and
TYFPMGEHHVIWWW]WXIQW3RISJMXWWXVIRKXLWMWXLIPEVKIRIX[SVOSJXVEMRIHPSGEPZSPYRXIIVW[LSEVIEFPIXS
disseminate a warning once it has been received. The number of volunteers, typically school teachers, social
workers, clergy and community leaders388, mobilised in coastal areas rose from 20,000 in 1991 to over 42,000
in 2007 when Cyclone Sidr struck. The role of the community networks in mobilising and training volunteers
appears to be important to the success of the Bangladesh programme. Community engagement has also
been vital to the development of an early warning system in Surat, India389, which also includes an integrated
QIXISVSPSKMGEPERHL]HVSPSKMGEPW]WXIQWSXLEXHYVMRK¾SSHWHEQ[EXIVWGERFIGSRXVSPPIHERHVIPIEWIH
where necessary.
5.5.2.1 Mobile communications for early warnings
Mobile information and communication technology (ICT) is increasingly used to prepare for and respond to
¾SSHMRKERHHVSYKLX*SVI\EQTPIXLI9/)RZMVSRQIRX%KIRG]TVSZMHIWJVII7LSVX1IWWEKI7IVZMGI 717 
QIWWEKIW[MXLHMVIGXEYXSQEXIH¾SSH[EVRMRKWXSQSVIXLERSRIQMPPMSRLSYWILSPHW%WMQMPEV717W]WXIQ
LEWFIIRTMPSXIHMR&ERKPEHIWL[LIVIPSGEPQSHIPPMRKERH¾SSHJSVIGEWXWLEZIFIIRYWIHXSTVSZMHI¾SSH
early warnings390. SMS messages have also been used to facilitate large scale logistical operations. For example,
in 2008 UNICEF and a private company (RapidSMS) used SMS to enhance the speed of food distribution in
response to drought in Ethiopia391.
Collaborative initiatives between the public and private sectors have also been developed in Africa in response
XS[IEXLIVVIPEXIHVMWOW-RXLI;SVPH1IXISVSPSKMGEP3VKERM^EXMSRXLI9/1IX3J½GI)VMGWWSRERHXLI
9KERHE(ITEVXQIRXSJ1IXISVSPSK][SVOIH[MXLXLI/EPERKEPE½WLMRKGSQQYRMX]XSGVIEXIEQSFMPI[IEXLIV
EPIVXWIVZMGI8LITVSNIGXMRZSPZIHXVEMRMRKPSGEPGSQQYRMX]VITVIWIRXEXMZIW[LSWYFWIUYIRXP][SVOIH[MXL
½WLIVQIRERHXVEHIVWXSIRWYVIXLEXXLI]YRHIVWXSSHLS[XSMRXIVTVIXERHVIWTSRHXSEPIVXWERHJSVIGEWXW
they received via text messages392.
Reuters Market Light (RML) has applied mobile technology to provide risk-related information in the agricultural
sector. RML provides localised market prices, weather forecasts and crop information via SMS messages to
more than 250,000 Indian farmers across 13 states in eight local languages393'SWXMRKVYTIIW 97 JSV
386 'EXIKSV]WXSVQW[MXL[MRHWSJQTLEVIGSRWMHIVIH³QMRMQEP´GEXIKSV][MXL[MRHWSJQTLEVIVEXIHQSHIVEXIGEXIKSV]WXSVQW
[MXL[MRHWSJQTLEVIGSRWMHIVIH³I\XIRWMZI´GEXIKSV]WXSVQW[MXL[MRHWSJQTLEVI³I\XVIQI´ERHGEXIKSV]WXSVQW[MXL
[MRHW"QTLEVIVIGSVHIHEW³GEXEWXVSTLMG´ EGGSVHMRKXSXLI972EXMSREP3GIERSKVETLMGERH%XQSWTLIVMG%HQMRMWXVEXMSR 
387 +SZIVRQIRXSJ4ISTPI´W6ITYFPMGSJ&ERKPEHIWL  
388 Haque, C.E. (1995).
389 Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (2012).
390 Penning-Rowsell, E. et al (2011).
391 United Nations Development Programme. (2012).
392 9/1IXIVSPSKMGEP3J½GI  
393 World Bank. (2012b).
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XLVIIQSRXLWXLIERXMGMTEXIHFIRI½XWSJ610[IVIXLVIIJSPH*EVQIVW´EFMPMX]XSRIKSXMEXITVMGIW[MXLFY]IVW
and identify the optimal market at which to sell their crops was expected to improve. The service was also
intended to help farmers increase agricultural productivity through the adoption of alternative seed varieties
and cultivation practices and avoid potential losses by responding to weather forecasts of storms394. Although
initial data suggested that these outcomes were met395, a randomised controlled trial found that the service
HMHRSXLEZIEWXEXMWXMGEPP]WMKRM½GERXIJJIGX396 . RML demonstrates the crucial role of evaluation in distinguishing
between effective and ineffective interventions in response to risk. Though randomised controlled trials are not
possible in many circumstances, all interventions that aim to reduce disaster risk should go through a testing and
evaluation period before large-scale investment and implementation takes place.
*I[IZEPYEXMSRWSJXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJQSFMPI-'8LEZIFIIRYRHIVXEOIR3RI[LMGLMRZSPZIH7EVZSHE]E
7VM0EROE´WPEVKIWX2+3IZEPYEXIH½ZIGSQQYRMGEXMSRXSSPWYWIHMRXWYREQMEJJIGXIHZMPPEKIW8LIVIWYPXW
WLS[IHXLEXEGSQFMREXMSRSJVEHMSWERHTLSRIW IMXLIV½\IHSVQSFMPI [EWXLIQSWXIJJIGXMZIJSV
communicating emergency alerts397.

5.6 Reducing risk
Many actions have the potential to reduce disaster risk, by reducing either the likelihood of a disaster occurring
or its impact. Most seek either to reduce exposure or vulnerability, or to enhance resilience. The range of
potential risk reduction measures is wide, and this Report therefore focuses on two areas: infrastructure and
ecosystems. Both have great potential to reduce the risk of disaster impact, and also for wider economic,
WSGMEPERHWYWXEMREFMPMX]VIPEXIHFIRI½XW8LIWIEVIX[SEVIEW[LMGLMPPYWXVEXISTTSVXYRMXMIWMRXLIJYXYVIJSV
government, private sector and civil society to reduce risk effectively. But they also highlight the variety in the
strength of evidence for effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of possible risk reduction measures, which range
from robust quantitative evaluations to plausible suggestions.
5.6.1 Resilient infrastructure
An increasingly important opportunity for reducing risk concerns infrastructure. When it is well designed,
infrastructure can alleviate the impact of natural hazards and, given a critical mass of people and resources,
KIRIVEXI[IEPXLXLVSYKLEXXVEGXMRKQMKVERXWTVMZEXI½VQWERHMRZIWXSVW398. The need for resilient infrastructure
is growing. The pressures of rapid urbanisation and population growth, particularly in East Asia and Latin
America, will increase the demand for the provision of new infrastructure. But increases in the frequency
and severity of some natural hazards in the future will lead to increased exposure of both new and existing
infrastructure to damage. This is particularly so as urban growth is often around cities whose historic roots
and location are associated with natural features (such as water availability) which present natural hazards399.
Moreover, the long life span of infrastructure and high costs of servicing can lead to inadequate maintenance and
increase its vulnerability. This can lead to circumstances in which ageing networks for transport and water have
XSSTIVEXIEXSVFI]SRHQE\MQYQHIWMKRGETEGMX]IZIRHYVMRK³RSVQEP´GSRHMXMSRWPIEZMRKXLIQYREFPIXSGSTI
with the impacts of extreme events.
If infrastructure is to cope with these risks, it will have to be resilient, designed to be resistant to a range
of impacts and able to function effectively during extreme events400. Resilience also requires a measure of
redundancy to be built into the asset and the services it provides401. Redundancy provides a ‘safe operating
WTEGI´JSVMRJVEWXVYGXYVIWSXLEXMXGER[MXLWXERHXLIMQTEGXWSJI\XVIQIIZIRXW
394 Mittal S. et al (2010).
395 1MXXEP7ERH8VMTEXLM+  
396 Fafchamps, M. and Minten, B. (2012).
397 92%WMEERH4EGM½G8VEMRMRK'IRXVI  
398 UN Habitat (2012).
399 University of Cambridge (2012).
400 +YXLVMI4ERH/SREVMW8  
401 'EFMRIX3J½GI  
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5.6.1.1 Incentivising resilient infrastructure
Clearly, building resilient infrastructure requires robust risk forecasts and understanding of the likely future
magnitude and types of impacts on infrastructure. Data will be required to estimate not only the direct
damage to physical assets but also secondary effects such as disruption to supply chains, business services and
displacement. Improvements in the quality and interoperability of data on disaster impacts and in risk forecasts
will assist with this process, as discussed more generally in Chapters 2 and 4.
However, clear incentives for private companies, or governments themselves, to provide investment to pay for
the costs of resilient infrastructure will be required to overcome two obstacles which frequently lead to market
JEMPYVI*MVWXIJ½GMIRG]ERHSTXMQMWEXMSRKIRIVEPP]XVYQTXLIEVKYQIRXXSTE]QSVIJSVFYMPHMRKMRVIWMPMIRGIXLI
FIRI½XWSJ[LMGLQMKLXRIZIVFIVIEPMWIH-XGERFIETEVXMGYPEVTVSFPIQJSVMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXLEXMWFYMPXF]TVMZEXI
½VQWSVF]KSZIVRQIRXWJEGMRKWLSVXXIVQFYHKIXEV]TVIWWYVIW8LIWIGSRHGSRWXVEMRXMWXIQTSVEP-RJVEWXVYGXYVI
requires sustained, long-term investment which typically exceeds political and commercial time horizons.
This also applies to changes in regulatory frameworks, which rarely occur at the same speed as the natural
replacement time of buildings. For example, even after the Kobe Earthquake in 2005 showed that compliance
[MXLMQTVSZIHFYMPHMRKGSHIWGSYPHVIHYGIIEVXLUYEOIHEQEKIETTVS\MQEXIP] SJFYMPHMRKWMR.ETERHMH
not have increased levels of seismic protection402. These buildings were built before the relevant standards were
tightened in 1981, and little progress is being made in improving their earthquake resistance.
+SZIVRQIRXWLEZIEVSPIXSTPE]MRGVIEXMRKXLITSPMG]JVEQI[SVO[LMGLTVSQSXIW VEXLIVXLERMRLMFMXW 
resilient infrastructure. Regulatory changes are and will continue to be an important area of reducing disaster
risk. For example, changes to urban planning regulations have included the development of new risk thresholds
or development controls to prevent construction in hazard-prone areas403'SWXFIRI½XEREP]WIWLEZI
LMKLPMKLXIHXLIZEPYISJ³WSJX´ETTVSEGLIWXLEXJSGYWSRXLIVIKYPEXSV]JVEQI[SVOVEXLIVXLERHMVIGXP]YTKVEHMRK
infrastructure404*SVI\EQTPIEREREP]WMWSJSTXMSRWXSVIHYGI¾SSHVMWOMR7EQSEJSYRHXLEXVIKYPEXMSRWXSWIX
QMRMQYQPIZIPWSR¾SSVLIMKLXWERHXE\MRGIRXMZIWJSVLSQIS[RIVW[IVIQSVIGSWXIJJIGXMZIXLERWXVYGXYVEP
measures405[LMPIEGEWIWXYH]MR+Y]ERE406WLS[IHXLEXXLIFIRI½XWSJVIZMWMRKFYMPHMRKGSHIWSYX[IMKLIH
those of upgrading drainage systems.
%XEQSVIHIXEMPIHPIZIPTSPMG]QEOIVWLEZIXSWIXI\TPMGMX]IX¾I\MFPIWXERHEVHWJSVRI[MRJVEWXVYGXYVI[LMGL
GERFIVIGEPMFVEXIHXSEGGSYRXJSVGLERKIWMRI\TSWYVIXSVMWO EWMHIRXM½IHJSVXLI9/MRXLI4MXX6IZMI[407 ).
*SVI\EQTPIMR2I[=SVO'MX]ETERIPSJWGMIRXM½GI\TIVXWERHEGMX]XEWOJSVGILEZIHIZIPSTIHEVMWOFEWIH
approach to urban planning4088LMWMRGPYHIW¾I\MFPIHIWMKRWXERHEVHW[LMGLGERFIVIGEPMFVEXIHXSEGGSYRXJSV
the impact of natural hazards and mechanisms for transferring risk to the insurance industry.
Most infrastructure is built by the private sector. In order to overcome the short-term budgetary pressure,
TVMZEXIMRZIWXSVWVIUYMVIMRGIRXMZIWERHXLIGSR½HIRGIXSMRZIWXMRHMWEWXIVVIWMPMIRXMRJVEWXVYGXYVI'VIEXMRKXLMW
IRZMVSRQIRXVIUYMVIWXLIVMKLXTSPMG]JVEQI[SVO8LIXIVQ³-RZIWXQIRXKVEHI´HIWGVMFIWXLIUYEPMX]SJTSPMG]
VIUYMVIHXSYRPSGOPEVKIGETMXEPMRZIWXQIRX¾S[W8LIVIUYMWMXITSPMG]HIWMKRLEWFIIRHIWGVMFIHEW³PSRKPSYH
ERHPIKEP´409³0SYH´EWMRGIRXMZIWRIIHXSQEOIEHMJJIVIRGIXSXLIFSXXSQPMRIERHMQTVSZIVIXYVRWXSQEOI
MRZIWXQIRXQSVIGSQQIVGMEPP]EXXVEGXMZI³PSRK´WSMXMWWYWXEMRIHJSVETIVMSHXLEXVI¾IGXWXLI½RERGMRKLSVM^SRW
SJETVSNIGXSVHIEPERH³PIKEP´[MXLEGPIEVPIKEPP]IWXEFPMWLIHVIKYPEXSV]JVEQI[SVOFEWIHEVSYRHFMRHMRK
XEVKIXWSVMQTPIQIRXEXMSRQIGLERMWQWXSFYMPHGSR½HIRGIXLEXXLIVIKMQIMWWXEFPIERHTVSZMHIWXLIFEWMWJSV
capital-intensive investments of long duration410.

402 +SZIVRQIRXSJ.ETER  
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404 +PSFEP*EGMPMX]JSV(MWEWXIV6MWO6IHYGXMSRERH6IGSZIV]  
405 )9¯734%'  
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407 Pitt, M. (2007).
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Long-term government commitment to infrastructure that is resilient to disasters can unlock private sector
innovation. For example, in response to successive earthquakes Japan introduced performance-based design
GVMXIVME [LMGL[IVIWYFWIUYIRXP]VIZMWIHJSVLMKLVMWIFYMPHMRKWXLVSYKLWGMIRXM½GTIIVVIZMI[411 WTIGM½GEPP]XS
provide an incentive for innovation in the use of earthquake-resistant materials and structures412.
5.6.1.2 Improving the economic case for resilient infrastructure
The perceived high costs of building in resilience can be reduced or offset by identifying opportunities which
SJJIVGSFIRI½XWERHFYMPHMRKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXLEXMWVIWMWXERXXSQYPXMTPILE^EVHW'SFIRI½XWEVIXLIEHHMXMSREP
IGSRSQMGKEMRWERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPFIRI½XWXLEXVIWYPXJVSQMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXLEXTIVJSVQWQYPXMTPIJYRGXMSRWERH
responds to multiple risks. There are also some options for increased resilience where different approaches may
result in higher resilience without additional cost.
For example, hospitals consume large amounts of electricity and the costs of energy in the Caribbean are
among the highest in the world. In response to these risks, the Department for International Development
MW½RERGMRKETVSNIGXXLEX[MPPMRZSPZIXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJHIWMKRKYMHIPMRIWJSVLSWTMXEPWXLEXEVIFSXLIRIVK]
IJ½GMIRXERHLE^EVHVIWMWXERX413.
The economic case is also strongest when design features provide resilience to multiple different types of
LE^EVHW3JXIRLS[IZIVMQTVSZMRKVIWMPMIRGIXSSRILE^EVHGERMRGVIEWIZYPRIVEFMPMX]XSERSXLIV*SVI\EQTPI
heavy structures are resistant to strong winds but can directly lead to fatalities during earthquakes, as shown in
the Haiti Earthquake in 2010. Conversely, light structures are resistant to seismic activity but are vulnerable to
the effects of hurricanes.
7XVIRKXLIRMRKXLIIGSRSQMGGEWIJSVPEVKIWGEPITVSNIGXWGEREPWSFIEGLMIZIHF]FYMPHMRKQYPXMJYRGXMSREP
MRJVEWXVYGXYVI*SVI\EQTPI/YEPE0YQTYV´WWXSVQ[EXIVXYRRIPVIHYGIWXLIMQTEGXSJ¾EWL¾SSHWERHXLI
GSWXWSJGSRKIWXMSR(IWMKRIHXSJYRGXMSRMRXLVIIGSRHMXMSRW RSVQEPQMRSV¾SSHWERHQENSV¾SSHW XLI
dual-purpose road tunnel channels storm water and reduces congestion: it has already diverted millions of
cubic metres of water414.
%RSXLIVETTVSEGLXSWIGYVMRKGSFIRI½XWMWXSFYMPHSVYTKVEHIMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRGVIQIRXEPP]2I[=SVO'MX]LEW
also responded to recent hazards415F]MRZIWXMRKMRQIEWYVIWXSMRGVIEWIXLIVIWMPMIRGISJMXWMRJVEWXVYGXYVI3ZIV
XLIRI\X]IEVWXLIGMX][MPPMRZIWXQSVIXLER97FMPPMSRMREVERKISJKVIIRQIEWYVIWXSVIHYGIXLIMQTEGX
of storm water416 (VE[MRKSREGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMW[LMGLLMKLPMKLXIHXLEXKVIIRMRJVEWXVYGXYVI W[EPIWKVIIR
roofs) is more cost-effective417 than grey infrastructure (tanks, tunnels and expansions) this modular approach is
HVMZIRF]XLISTTSVXYRMX]XSGETXYVIIRZMVSRQIRXEPERHIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWEXEPS[GSWXMRXLIWLSVXXIVQ

3OE^EOM/  
3VKERMWEXMSRJSV)GSRSQMG'SSTIVEXMSRERH(IZIPSTQIRX  
4ER%QIVMGER,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR  
Darby, A. (2007).
-R,YVVMGERI-VIRIWE[2I[=SVO'MX]EGXMZEXIMXWWXSVQWYVKIIZEGYEXMSRTPERJSVXLI½VWXXMQIERHWLYXHS[RMXWTYFPMGXVERWTSVXW]WXIQ
US Department of Energy (2012).
416 2I[=SVO'MX]+SZIVRQIRX  
417 Cost-effectiveness per measure was estimated by the number of gallons of diverted storm-water runoff and untreated sewage as a result of
GSQFMRIHWI[IVSZIV¾S[W
411
412
413
414
415
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5.6.1.3 The role of science
Science and engineering can respond to these challenges, most visibly by informing the manufacture and design
SJFYMPHMRKWXLEXSJJIVIGSRSQMGERHIRZMVSRQIRXEPFIRI½XWERH[LMGLEVIVIWMWXERXXSXLIMQTEGXWSJQYPXMTPI
LE^EVHW*SVI\EQTPIWMRGIMXWMRGITXMSRXLI,SWTMXEP7EJIX]-RHI\HIZIPSTIHF]XLI;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR
has been used to assess the safety of more than 1,400 hospitals across 30 countries in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Designed to determine whether a hospital will continue to function during an extreme event418, the
-RHI\´WETTPMGEXMSRLEWPIHXSXLIVIZMWMSRSJHIWMKRWXERHEVHWERHXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJWEJIVRI[LSWTMXEPW419. In
the coming decades, it will be important to provide systematic monitoring of the performance of buildings built
to different standards in the face of extreme events, to determine which standards are most effective.
*SVQEPWGMIRXM½GQIXLSHWGERFIYWIJYPP]GSQFMRIH[MXLXLII\TIVXMWIERHORS[PIHKIVIWMHMRKMRGSQQYRMXMIW
ERHXVEHMXMSREPGSRWXVYGXMSRXIGLRMUYIW3ZIVXMQIPSGEPTSTYPEXMSRWSFWIVZI[LMGLFYMPHMRKWWYVZMZILE^EVHW
and learn from their exposure to seismic activity. For example, evidence420SJE³WIMWQMGGYPXYVI´LEWFIIRJSYRH
MR0IJOEHE+VIIGI[LIVILSYWIWEVIFYMPX[MXLEHYEPXMQFIVJVEQIW]WXIQ
Similarly, a damage assessment of the 2005 Kashmir Earthquake found that houses built using traditional methods
[IVIQSVIVIWMWXERXXLER³QSHIVR´WXVYGXYVIWFYMPX[MXLFVMGOWWXSRIERHGIQIRXQSVXEV8MQFIVPEGIHQEWSRV]
XIGLRMUYIW ORS[REW8EU ERHXMQFIVJVEQIHWXVYGXYVIW[MXLQYHQSVXEVMR½PP ORS[REW(LENNM(I[EVM EVI
suited to the soft soils of the Kashmir region, reducing their seismic vulnerability421. Responding to this outcome,
the housing reconstruction process, led by the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority, led to
the rebuilding and redesign of more than 60,000 structures to improve their resistance to earthquakes. This
process involved local builders and promoted the use of traditional building techniques422.
8LYWFYMPHMRKVIWMPMIRXMRJVEWXVYGXYVIVIUYMVIWXLIHIZIPSTQIRXSJGSRXI\XWTIGM½GFYMPHMRKGSHIW[LMGLMRXIKVEXI
PSGEPORS[PIHKIERHQIXLSHWSJGSRWXVYGXMSR[MXLWGMIRXM½GI\TIVXMWI&YXMXMWGPIEVXLEXYRHIVWXERHMRKSRP]
the components of the systems will not predict the behaviour of the system as a whole, unless the interactions
between components are also understood. For example, for hospitals to function effectively they require energy
and transportation services. They are equally reliant on wastewater services and communication infrastructure.
Where these connections are tight and linear, hospitals (and other systems) are vulnerable to failure which
in turn can lead to the collapse of other systems. Some of these connections and the interdependence that
characterises them are shown in Figure 5.1.

418 8LI-RHI\EWWIWWIWQSVIXLERGSQTSRIRXW WXVYGXYVEPERHRSRWXVYGXYVEP ERHGPEWWM½IWXLIQMRXSXLVIIFVSEHGEXIKSVMIWSJWEJIX]¯,MKL
Average and Low.
419 4ER%QIVMGER,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR  
420 /EVEFEFE*:ERH+YXLVMI41  
421 Rai, D.C. and Murty, C.V.R. (2005).
422 World Bank (2010b).
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Figure 5.1: Dimensions of infrastructure interdependence.
This Figure shows the interdependence that characterises infrastructure systems and the wider environment in which they
are embedded. Various characteristics influence how infrastructure operates and responds to the impact of extreme events,
including the type of links (adaptive, linear etc.) both within and between different types of infrastructure and the type of
interdependencies (physical, geographical etc.) that exist between different systems.
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The Northeast Blackout of 2003 in the USA is a case in point. Back-up generators failed causing wastewater
XVIEXQIRXTPERXWXSWLYXHS[R[LMGLMRXYVRPIHGMX]EYXLSVMXMIWXSVIPIEWIIJ¾YIRXMRXS0EOI)VMIERH2I[=SVO
Harbour, contaminating public water supplies423. Designing infrastructure that adapts and responds to changes in
XLI[MHIVIRZMVSRQIRXF]IRWYVMRKXLEXGSRRIGXMSRWEVIPSSWIERHEHETXMZIWLSYPHFIETVMSVMX]3RI[E]XSHS
so is to build in redundancy by ensuring that there are contingencies in place (Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
plants424 for example) so that if infrastructure fails vital services can continue to function. For example, during
Hurricane Katrina, the Mississippi Baptist Medical Center was the only hospital in the Jackson metropolitan area
that continued to operate because it could switch from the power grid to its CHP station425. Several countries in
Latin America and the Caribbean are also diversifying their energy supplies through a combination of renewable
energy and distributed generation426 . This means that buildings are connected to the main transmission grid but
that energy is generated by small stations which are located close to the site of use. This contingency ensures
that infrastructure can adapt and respond to external shocks, be it the occurrence of a hurricane or volatility
associated with global energy prices.
423 US Department of Energy (2012).
424 CHP is the simultaneous generation of heat and power (usually electricity) in a single process.
425 Chamra, L. (2006).
426 Inter-American Development Bank (2011).
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A formal understanding of what determines the behaviour of the whole systems may come from a complex
adaptive systems (CAS) approach (see Box 5.1). Although a compelling and widely used analysis, there is little
HMVIGXIZMHIRGIXLEXW]WXIQWHIWMKRIHJSPPS[MRKE'%7ETTVSEGLEGXYEPP]TIVJSVQFIXXIV[LIRWYFNIGXIHXS
LE^EVHWERHSXLIVWLSGOW8LMWVI¾IGXWE[MHIVPEGOSJW]WXIQEXMGIZEPYEXMSRSJXLITIVJSVQERGISJHMJJIVIRX
infrastructure design approaches in disasters.
Box 5.1: Infrastructure as complex adaptive systems (CAS).
CAS is based on the understanding that the behaviour of successful resilient infrastructure systems is both
complex and adaptive. Complex means that the behaviour of individual components does not have a linear
effect on the behaviour of the entire system but their performance is interdependent. Adaptive means that
the components of the system are able to reorganise and adapt in response to an external shock. Initially
used to characterise the resilience of ecosystems in the 1970s, this approach was subsequently applied to the
brittleness of US energy systems427. Since then, it has been used to model the potential impacts of pandemic
MR¾YIR^E427 and the impacts of Hurricane Irene on infrastructure in the USA429, and to assess the safety and
responsiveness of hospitals in response to seismic risk in Italy430.
Key characteristics431 of complex adaptive systems include:
 Sub-optimality: This refers to the notion that an infrastructure system need not strive for perfection in
its services but can use spare capacity to respond to the risks associated with external shocks.
 (MZIVWMX];MXLMREGSQTPI\EHETXMZIW]WXIQZEVMIX]ERHHMZIVWMX]EVIIRGSYVEKIHEWXLMWHMZIVWM½IW
its internal strengths, weaknesses and coping mechanisms and thus increases its resilience to external
threats.
 Connectivity: The way that infrastructure systems are connected is as important as the systems
themselves. This is because the connections determine the nature of the interaction, feedback and
MRXIVHITIRHIRG]FIX[IIRW]WXIQWERHXLYWMR¾YIRGIXLIIQIVKIRXFILEZMSYVSJXLIIRXMVIW]WXIQ
 Nested systems: While a single water treatment plant can be considered a system, it is also part of a
wider water network system, which is in turn part of interrelated service systems, including energy and
transport, which interact with society and economy.
-RXLIJYXYVIGMX]EYXLSVMXMIW[SYPHFIRI½XJVSQXEOMRKEHYEPETTVSEGL*MVWXXLI]GSYPHGSQQMWWMSRERH
design infrastructure according to the best currently available evidence on how to build in resilience. But current
knowledge on what is effective is not strong. Therefore, the second, important element would be to evaluate
the performance of the infrastructure under challenging conditions and to adapt new developments accordingly.
There are isolated examples of this approach, for example the city of Da Nang in Vietnam. Urban development
LEHVEMWIHXLI[EXIVXEFPIERHWS¾SSHHIJIRGIW[IVIFYMPXXSTVSXIGXXLIGMX]9RJSVXYREXIP]¾SSH[EXIVW
FYMPHYTEVSYRHXLIFEVVMIVWERHGVIEXIPEVKIWGEPIHIWXVYGXMSR[LIRXLI]IZIRXYEPP]SZIV¾S[432. The city
EYXLSVMXMIWPIEVRIHJVSQXLI¾SSHWERHGSQQMWWMSRIHERI[L]HVSPSK]QSHIPXSMRJSVQXLIHIWMKRSJ
future developments. Interestingly, they also embarked on a programme of coastal mangrove regeneration433.

427 Lovins, A.B. and Lovins, L.H. (2001).
428 LXXT[[[WERHMEKSZRMWEGEREP]WIWREXMSREPTSTYPEXMSRIGSRSQMGERHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMQTEGXWSJTERHIQMGMR¾YIR^E[MXLWXVEXIKMG
VIGSQQIRHEXMSRW
429 LXXT[[[WERHMEKSZRMWEGEREP]WIWLYVVMGERIMVIRI
430 Miniati, R. and Iasio, C. (2012).
431 Fryer, P. (n.d.).
432 da Silva, J. et al (2012).
433 Asian Cities Climate Change Resilience Network (2012).
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;LMPIXLMWETTVSEGLMWIRGSYVEKMRKMXMWRSXXLIRSVQ3ZIVXLIRI\XXLVIIHIGEHIWQER]RI[ERHKVS[MRK
GMXMIW[MPPFYMPHQENSVMRJVEWXVYGXYVIJSVXLI½VWXXMQIERHXLMWMRJVEWXVYGXYVIQE]RSXFIWMKRM½GERXP]VIHIWMKRIH
for many more decades. This is both an opportunity and a threat: there is the possibility to create a large
RYQFIVSJGMXMIW[MXL¾I\MFPIERHVIWMPMIRXMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMJHIGMWMSRQEOIVWMRWMWXSRHMWEWXIVVIWMPMIRGIEWE
priority. But if infrastructure is built without much thought, or with too much emphasis on minimising costs,
many more cities will be saddled with infrastructure that increases the risk to their inhabitants.
5.6.2 Ecosystems for disaster risk reduction
Ecosystems provide vital services for the support, provision and regulation of human life. Many of these
WIVZMGIWQE]VIHYGIHMWEWXIVVMWO3ZIVXLITEWX]IEVWRYQIVSYWIGSW]WXIQWLEZIFIIRHIKVEHIHERH
some irreversibly so as a result of human activity. For example, aquaculture expansion has degraded coastal
ecosystems434 in Asia and the Caribbean, with Thailand having lost most of its mangroves as shrimp farming has
developed since 1975435+MZIRWYGLTVIWWYVIWHIQSRWXVEXMRKXLIZEPYISJIGSW]WXIQWMRVIHYGMRKHMWEWXIVVMWO
and developing approaches to safeguard and restore them is a matter of urgency. This section discusses progress
in these areas.
5.6.2.1 Evidence for effective reduction of risk
6IHYGXMSRSJHMWEWXIVVMWOVIUYMVIWXLIHIPMZIV]SJWIVZMGIWWYGLEW¾SSHTVSXIGXMSRSVGPIERHVMROMRK[EXIV
[LMGLVIHYGIXLITSXIRXMEPMQTEGXSJHMWEWXIVW8LIWI³½REPWIVZMGIW´GERFITVSZMHIHF]QERQEHIW]WXIQWJSV
I\EQTPIEWIE[EPPKMZMRKGSEWXEP¾SSHTVSXIGXMSR%PXIVREXMZIP]XLIWIWIVZMGIWGERFITVSZMHIHF]IGSW]WXIQW
WYGLEWGSEWXEPQERKVSZIWTVSZMHMRKGSEWXEP¾SSHTVSXIGXMSR
Providing these services through ecosystems may have some advantages over man-made measures. Ecosystem
services can be more cost-effective than structural measures436 8LI]GEREPWSTVSZMHIXLI³GSFIRI½XWHMWGYWWIH
above: for example, watershed restoration programmes can raise agricultural productivity and provide a stock
of timber that is an alternative source of livelihood when crops fail. A comparison of man-made and ecosystem
options for delivering the same service to reduce disaster risk can assist decision making.
;LMPIIGSW]WXIQWEVIRSXEWSPYXMSRXSEPPHMWEWXIVVMWOXLIVIMWIZMHIRGISJXLIMVFIRI½XMRHMVIGXP]VIHYGMRKXLI
MQTEGXSJE[MHIVERKISJLE^EVHW8LI-RHMER3GIER8WYREQMGSR½VQIHXLEXQERKVSZIWTVSXIGXGSEWXEP
populations and assets. Regions with degraded mangroves suffered higher losses and more damage to property
than those with dense mangroves and healthy marine ecosystems437 438 439. In Bolivia, community forestry in
HIKVEHIHERHSZIVKVE^IHVYVEPEVIEWWXEFMPMWIHWPSTIWVIHYGIHPERHWPMHIWERHHMZIVWM½IHPSGEPPMZIPMLSSHW440.
7MQMPEVFIRI½XWLEZIEPWSFIIRSFWIVZIHMR'LMRE441.
A growing body of literature has aimed to place economic values on the hazard mitigation service provided by
a range of ecosystems442 443 4448LIWIEVIX]TMGEPP]FEWIHSRXLI½RERGMEPLEVQXLEXPSWMRKXLILE^EVHTVSXIGXMSR
WIVZMGI[SYPHGEYWI*SVI\EQTPIXLI¾SSHEXXIRYEXMSRZEPYISJ1YXLYVENE[IPE1EVWLEREVIESJGSEWXEP
[IXPERHMRRSVXL7VM0EROELEWFIIRTPEGIHEXEVSYRH97TIVLIGXEVITIV]IEV445. Table 5.2 provides
½KYVIWJSVXLILE^EVHQMXMKEXMSRZEPYIJSVEVERKISJSXLIVIGSW]WXIQW;LMPWXXLIVIMWHIFEXIEFSYXXLI
methods used to value ecosystems, there is broad consensus that ecosystems provide substantial non-market
KSSHWERHXLIMVPSWWGERGEYWIWYFWXERXMEP½RERGMEPERHRSR½RERGMEPLEVQ
434 UN University and UN Environment Programme (2012).
435 Barbier, E. B. (2007).
436 Batker, D.P. et al (2010).
437 (ELHSYL+YIFEW*IXEP  
438 Harakunarak, A. and S. Aksornkoae (2005).
439 UN Environment Programme (2005).
440 Partnership for Environment and Disaster Risk Reduction (2010).
441 >LSRK[IM+IXEP  
442 Costanza, R. et al (1997).
443 Batker, D.P. et al (2010).
444 The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) (2010).
445 TEEB (2010).
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Table 5.2: Hazard mitigation value of ecosystems.
Ecosystem

)WXMQEXIHLE^EVHQMXMKEXMSRZEPYI 97 

Coral reefs (global)

9TXSTIVLIGXEVI]IEV446

0Y^RĂMGI¾SSHTPEMR '^IGL6ITYFPMG 

12,000447TIVLIGXEVI]IEV

Coastal wetlands (United States)

23.2 billion per year (total value)448

Coral reefs (Caribbean)

Between 700,000 and 2.2 billion per year (total value)449

%W[IPPEWTVSZMHMRK½REPWIVZMGIWXLEXQMXMKEXILE^EVHWHMVIGXP]IGSW]WXIQWQE]EPWSVIHYGIHMWEWXIVVMWO
indirectly by providing services that reduce vulnerability or increase resilience. These services include
provisioning services (for example, food, fuel and water); regulating services (for example, erosion control and
[EXIVTYVM½GEXMSR WYTTSVXMRKWIVZMGIW JSVI\EQTPIWSMPJSVQEXMSRERHRYXVMIRXG]GPMRK ERHGYPXYVEPWIVZMGIW
(for example, recreation and ecotourism)450. Natural ecosystems and wild foods can be substantial buffers
for local people in times of famine. Such services may also increase resilience by enabling people to switch to
alternative livelihoods. For example, between 1984 and 1998 the Bolivian Programa de Repoblamiento Forestal
463*36 TVSNIGXPIHXSEPEVKIWGEPIXVIITPERXMRKTVSNIGX[LMGLVIHYGIHXLIVMWOSJPERHWPMHIWF]MQTVSZMRK
slope stability451. Additionally, sale of timber provided alternative income sources for local families during
extended dry periods when agricultural activities cannot follow the usual schedule, increasing their resilience.
Whilst it often makes sense to use methods of ecosystem protection to reduce disaster risk, this approach does
carry direct and opportunity costs. Though seldom stated there may also be ecosystem disservices: natural
ZIKIXEXMSRGERJYRRIP½VIWMRXSWIXXPIQIRXWSVLEVFSYVTIWXW*SVI\EQTPIMR%WMEXLIQEMRQEPEVMEZIGXSVW
are associated with natural vegetation. Furthermore, the ecosystem may be damaged by the hazard, leaving
it unable to deliver the services that it would under normal conditions: a mangrove that absorbs some of the
shock of a tsunami may be too badly damaged to provide building materials afterwards. Again, it is important
JSVXLIGSWXWERHFIRI½XWSJIEGLWTIGM½GQIEWYVIXSFIGSRWMHIVIHERHJSVXLSWI[LMGLETTIEVXSLEZIXLI
KVIEXIWXFIRI½XJSVXLIPIEWXGSWXXSFIWIPIGXIH
5.6.2.2 Incentivising ecosystem management to reduce disaster risk
+MZIRXLITSXIRXMEPJSVYXMPMWMRKIGSW]WXIQWMRVIHYGMRKHMWEWXIVVMWOFSXLTSPMG]QEOIVWERHXLITVMZEXIWIGXSV
have sought to establish mechanisms to incentivise ecosystem management. The societal goods provided by
IGSW]WXIQWEVIX]TMGEPP]RSXGETXYVIHF]QEVOIXWERHXLYWVIUYMVIWTIGM½GIGSRSQMGMRXIVZIRXMSRWXSMRXIVREPMWI
XLIMVFIRI½XWSVRSRQEVOIXTSPMG]QIEWYVIW
4SPMG]VIWTSRWIWJEPPMRXS½ZIFVSEHGEXIKSVMIWTIREPXMIWTVIWGVMTXMSRTVSTIVX]VMKLXWTIVWYEWMSRERH
payments452. The right mix depends upon the local context, although all have the potential to work given the
right circumstances. For example, in the Caribbean 285 Marine Protected Areas have been designated to ensure
XLEXVIZIRYIW IWXMQEXIHEXFIX[IIR97FMPPMSRERH97FMPPMSR453 JVSQ½WLIVMIWXSYVMWQERHGSEWXEP
protection services are retained. Clearly, such protections are only effective if backed up by suitable penalties for
IGSW]WXIQHEQEKI%PWSXLIGSWXXSMRJVMRKIVWRIIHWXSSYX[IMKLER]IGSRSQMGFIRI½XXLEX[SYPHFIVIGIMZIH
from the infringement. For example, in China, pollution levies on industry have decreased in effectiveness as the
value of industrial output has increased while charges remain constant454.

446 TEEB (2010).
447 Pithard, D. (2008).
448 Costanza, R. et al (2008).
449 World Resources Institute (2012).
450 Partnership for Environment and Disaster Risk Reduction (2010).
451 Robledo, C. et al (2010).
452 Salzman, J. (2005).
453 World Resources Institute (2012).
454 US Environmental Protection Agency (2004).
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Increasingly, market-based mechanisms have gained traction at the international level, most notably Payments for
)GSW]WXIQ7IVZMGIW 4)7 %4)7WGLIQIMWEZSPYRXEV]GSRHMXMSREPEKVIIQIRXFIX[IIREXPIEWXSRI³WIPPIV´ERH
SRI³FY]IV´SZIVE[IPPHI½RIHIRZMVSRQIRXEPWIVZMGISVEPERHYWI[LMGLTVSHYGIWXLEXWIVZMGI455.
7MRGIMX½VWXIQIVKIHMR'SWXE6MGEMR4)7LEWFIIRYWIHXSQEREKIEPQSWXLIGXEVIWSJTVMZEXIP]
owned forest456 7IIOMRKXSLEVRIWWXLIMRHMVIGXFIRI½XWSJ[EXIVWLIHQEREKIQIRX)P7EPZEHSVLEWGVIEXIH
E4)7WGLIQIXSGSRXVSP¾SSHMRKERHVIHYGIXLIIJJIGXWSJREXYVEPLE^EVHW457. International PES programmes
PIHF]QYRMGMTEPKSZIVRQIRXWWYGLEW³;EXIVJSV'MXMIW´LEZIFIIRHIZIPSTIHERHXLITVMZEXIWIGXSVLEWEPWS
responded to the opportunities of PES458*SVMRWXERGI*SVIWX6) EVIMRWYVERGI½VQ IPMGMXIHXLIGSRXVMFYXMSRW
SJWLMTTMRKGSQTERMIWXSVIHYGI¾SSHMRKERHWMPXMRKMRXLI4EREQE'EREPERHEHHVIWWIHXLIGSQQIVGMEPVMWOW
associated with the threat of its closure459.
However, there are examples of failed PES programmes and even of counter-productive PES schemes that
have led to perverse incentives. For example, if landowners are credit constrained, receiving cash payments for
good behaviour on one parcel of land may provide the income needed to begin an environmentally harmful
YWISRERSXLIV;LIVIKSZIVRQIRXVITVIWIRXWXLI³FY]IV´W]WXIQWQE]FISTIRXSEFYWIJSVTSPMXMGEPKEMR*SV
I\EQTPIMR1I\MGS´W4E]QIRXWJSV,]HVSPSKMGEP7IVZMGIWTVSKVEQQIJYRHMRKXEVKIXW[IVIWLMJXIHE[E]JVSQ
SZIVI\TPSMXIH[EXIVWLIHWXS[EVHFVSEHIVGSZIVEKIXSQSVI[MHIP]HMWXVMFYXIHTVSKVEQQIFIRI½XW460.
There is a range of policy measures available to governments to enhance ecosystems to reduce disaster risk.
2SXEPPEVIEP[E]WIJJIGXMZIERHWSNYWXEW[MXLMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXLIMVTIVJSVQERGIWLSYPHFIGEVIJYPP]QSRMXSVIH
8LIVIEVIWMKRM½GERXEHHMXMSREPFIRI½XWXSQEMRXEMRMRKERHMQTVSZMRKIGSW]WXIQWEWXLI]GERTVSZMHIEVERKI
of valuable services alongside their role in reducing disaster risk. There is therefore a strong argument for
governments, communities and the private sector to work together to improve ecosystem resilience, and to
build in DRR according to the best currently available evidence.

5.7 Deciding whether to accept the risk
The remaining option is not to take any action, but to accept the risk of disaster instead. This is the rational
GSYVWIMJXLIGSWXWSJXEOMRKEGXMSRSYX[IMKLXLIFIRI½XWSJWSHSMRK8SHSXLMWVIUYMVIWQSVIXLERORS[PIHKI
of the risk posed. An analysis of the options available for risk reduction, their advantages and disadvantages, their
costs, and their likely effectiveness will all be necessary.
Acting before a disaster arrives usually means making decisions on the basis of probabilistic forecasts. Those are
QYGLQSVIHMJ½GYPXHIGMWMSRWXLERVIWTSRWIWXSGVMWIWXLEXEVIMRJYPPW[MRK,S[IZIVEWYFWXERXMEPPMXIVEXYVI
EHHVIWWIWXLIUYIWXMSRSJXLIFEPERGIFIX[IIRXLIGSWXWERHXLIFIRI½XWSJ(66ERH½RHWMRKIRIVEPXLEXJSV
every dollar invested, approximately four dollars are saved in terms of losses avoided461.
The most widely adopted technique for calculating whether an intervention is likely to be worthwhile is costFIRI½XEREP]WMW%GSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWJSVE(66TVSNIGXQMKLXMRZSPZI[IMKLMRKYT[LIXLIVXLIGSWXWSJER
MRZIWXQIRXMR¾SSHTVSXIGXMSR[SYPHFIQSVIPIWWSVIUYMZEPIRXXSXLIJYXYVIFIRI½XWMREZSMHIHHEQEKI
'SWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWEPWSEPPS[WJSVIWXMQEXMRKXLIVIPEXMZIQIVMXWSJEPXIVREXMZI(66STXMSRWJSVI\EQTPI
HMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJ¾SSHTVSXIGXMSR8LMWLEWTVSZMHIHIZMHIRGIXLEX(66GERTE]MRWSQIGMVGYQWXERGIW
*MKYVIWYQQEVMWIWGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WIW ERHVIZMI[WSJEREP]WIW JSV¾SSHVMWOTVIZIRXMSREVSYRH
the world.

455 Wunder. S (2007).
456 Sills, E. (2008).
457 Johnson, I. (2008).
458 *SSHERH%KVMGYPXYVEP3VKERM^EXMSR  
459 The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (2008).
460 %PM\+EVGME.IXEP  
461 Mechler, R. (2012).
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*MKYVI  'SWXFIRI½X VEXMSW SJ ¾SSH VMWO TVIZIRXMSR QIEWYVIW JVSQ  WXYHMIW JVSQ EVSYRH XLI [SVPH
This Figure shows the best estimates (or averages) and ranges of benefit-cost ratios from 13 analyses of flood risk prevention.
The benefit-cost ratio is an indicator which shows the overall value for money of a project. The ex-post evaluations (shown in
the top-half of the Figure) were performed after the project had been implemented whilst the appraisals are assessments that
were made before implementation. Although these cost-benefit analyses show a range of results, they suggest that, on average,
the benefits of investing in measures to address flood risk exceed the costs of doing so462.
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462 Multihazard Mitigation Council (2005).
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*SV¾SSHTVIZIRXMSRQIEWYVIWXLEXMRZSPZIYTKVEHIWSVVIMRJSVGIQIRXSJLEVHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXLIIZMHIRGIMW
substantial and supported by a body of robust evidence-based studies. By contrast, the economic case and
IZMHIRGIFEWIJSVWIMWQMGVIXVS½XXMRKMW[IEO7SXSSMWXLIIZMHIRGIJSVXEOMRKSYXMRWYVERGIJVSQXLITVMZEXI
sector on publically owned infrastructure. Similarly, evidence is scarce for preventative measures designed to
reduce the risk of drought, regardless of whether they involve changes to hard infrastructure or soft measures
such as such as contingency planning463.
(IWTMXIMXWHIQSRWXVEFPIYXMPMX]YWMRKGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWXSTVSZMHIIZMHIRGISJIJJIGXMZIRIWWGERFIJVEYKLX
with uncertainty for a number of reasons. First, there are likely to be gaps in the data. For example, calculating
XLII\TIGXIHFIRI½XSJE(66TVSNIGXVIUYMVIWERIWXMQEXISJXLIVIGYVVIRG]SJXLILE^EVH I\TIGXIHXMQI
before the next event) and of all the relevant direct and indirect effects of the hazard. Aggregating so much
MRJSVQEXMSRMRXSEYWIEFPIJSVQMRLSWXMPILE^EVHTVSRIIRZMVSRQIRXWMWHMJ½GYPX
7IGSRHXLISYXGSQISJEGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWMWKVIEXP]MR¾YIRGIHF]ZEPYINYHKIQIRXWSR[LEXHMWGSYRX
rate464XSETTP]XSERMRZIWXQIRXXLIXMQILSVM^SRSZIV[LMGLFIRI½XWERHGSWXWEVIIWXMQEXIHERHXLI
inclusion or exclusion of non-monetary outcomes such as loss of human life (see Box 5.2). There is no consensus
on any of these. The Stern Review used a social discount rate which gave equal weight to present and future
generations465, and was criticised for so doing466 . Decisions of whether to place a monetary value on human life
ERH[LEXXLEXQSRIXEV]ZEPYIWLSYPHFIEVIGLEPPIRKMRKERHMR¾YIRXMEP%GSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMWSJWIMWQMG
VIXVS½XXMRKJSVEX]TMGEPVIWMHIRXMEPFYMPHMRKMR-WXERFYPJSYRHXLEXXLIQIEWYVIW[IVISRP]FIRI½GMEPMJ97
million was included for each fatality prevented and the calculations took account of events that might occur
SZIVXIR]IEVWSVQSVI WII*MKYVI (MWFIRI½XWXLEXEVIEHMVIGXVIWYPXSJXLITVSNIGXEPWSWLSYPHFIXEOIR
EGGSYRXSJ*SVI\EQTPIEWXYH]SJXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJVMZIVIQFEROQIRXWMR-RHMEJSYRHXLIGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WMW
[EWZIV]WIRWMXMZIXS[LIXLIVHMWFIRI½XWWYGLEW[EXIVPSKKMRKGEYWIHF]XLSWIIQFEROQIRXW[IVIMRGPYHIHEW
part of the costs467.
8LMVHGSWXFIRI½XEREP]WIWEVIWIRWMXMZIXSXLIWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRSJXLIEWWIWWQIRX*SVI\EQTPI[MRHTVSS½RK
LSYWIWMR7X0YGMEMWFIRI½GMEPJSVWSQILMKLP]I\TSWIHLSYWIWFYXRSXSREZIVEKIEGVSWWEPPLSYWIW468.

463 Mechler, R. (2012).
464 (MWGSYRXMRKMWEXIGLRMUYIYWIHXSGSQTEVIGSWXWERHFIRI½XWXLEXSGGYVMRHMJJIVIRXXMQITIVMSHW8LIHMWGSYRXVEXIMWYWIHXSGSRZIVXEPPGSWXW
ERHFIRI½XWXS³TVIWIRXZEPYIW´WSXLEXXLI]GERFIGSQTEVIH
465 Stern, N. (2006).
466 Nordhaus, W. (2007).
467 Kull, D. et al (2008).
468 World Bank and United Nations (2010).
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*MKYVI  'SWXFIRI½X EREP]WMW JSV FVEGMRK ER ETEVXQIRX FYMPHMRK MR -WXERFYP JSV HMJJIVIRX XMQI LSVM^SRW
This Figure shows how the economic case for retrofitting one typical residential building to withstand earthquakes changes
depending on the time horizon over which costs and benefits are estimated and whether the value of human lives is included or
excluded. Only when earthquakes that might occur after ten years or more are considered and when fatalities avoided are
valued at US$1 million do the benefits of seismic retrofitting outweigh its costs.
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Box 5.2: Value of statistical life.
Although the inclusion of lives lost (or saved) is not standard practice in damage assessments, economic
analyses have shown how valuing human life can change the nature of investment decisions. There is no
consensus on the correct Value of Statistical Life (VSL). Nor is there universal agreement on the approach
that should be used to estimate such a value. Even in areas of public policy where the use of VSL is standard
practice, for example in transport and environment, a range of values is applied, as shown in Table 5.3. This
MWVI¾IGXIHMRXLIVERKISJ:70IWXMQEXIWXLEXEVIYWIHJSVEWMRKPILE^EVH IEVXLUYEOIW [LMGLVERKIJVSQ
97MR8YVOI]XSQSVIXLER97QMPPMSRMR.ETERERHIZIRLMKLIVMRXLI97%:EVMEFMPMX]MWPEVKIVWXMPP
in suggested VSL estimates for valuing mortality in the face of disaster risk in developed economies, which are
several orders of magnitude higher than those suggested for developing countries469.
8EFPI  )WXMQEXIW SJ XLI :EPYI SJ 7XEXMWXMGEP 0MJI :70 
This Table shows a range of VSL estimates that have been used in ex-post and ex-ante cost-benefit analyses, in appraisal
guidelines and to inform transport, health and environment policy.

Author and year of
study

Type of analysis

Type of hazard or risk

Location

Value of statistical life (VSL)
IWXMQEXI 97 *

Smyth, A.W. et al
(2004a)

Ex-ante costFIRI½XEREP]WMW
(CBA)

Earthquake

Istanbul

1,100,000

Smyth, A.W. et al
(2004b)

Ex-ante CBA

Earthquake

Istanbul

450,000

+LIWUYMIVI*IXEP
(2006)

Ex-ante CBA

Earthquake

Columbia

600,000

Rose, A. et al (2007)

Ex-ante CBA

)EVXLUYEOI¾SSHW
and hurricanes

USA

3,200,000

Hallegate, S. (2012)

Ex-ante CBA

Hydro-meteorological
hazards

Developing
countries

1,700,000

,SV[MGL+  

Ex-post CBA

Kobe Earthquake

Japan
2,100,000

Porter, K. et al
(2006)

Ex-post CBA

Northridge
Earthquake

USA

2,300,000

Kochi, I. et al (2006)

Meta-analysis

3GGYTEXMSREPVMWO

USA

5,600,000

Viscusi, W.K. and
Aldy, J.E. (2003)

Meta-analysis

3GGYTEXMSREPVMWO

Worldwide

8,700,000

0MRHLNIQ,IXEP
(2012)

Meta-analysis

Environment, health
and transport policies

USA

6,900,000

US EPA (2010)

Economic
appraisal
guidelines

Environment policy

USA

8,900,000

%PPIWXMQEXIWLEZIFIIRYTVEXIHYWMRKXLI97'SRWYQIV4VMGI-RHI\ 97&YVIEYSJ0EFSV7XEXMWXMGW JVSQEFEWI]IEV
SJ 97 
*

469 Cropper, M.L. and Sahin, S. (2009).
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-RGSRGPYWMSRIZMHIRGISJXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJLEVHMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSTVSXIGXEKEMRWX¾SSHWMWWXVSRKMJRSX
unequivocal. The economic case for other preventative measures is uncertain primarily because the data
needed to estimate the costs borne when hazards do turn into disasters is unavailable. There is clear evidence
XLEXGSRXMRKIRG]TPERRMRKJSVIZEGYEXMSRERHWLIPXIVGERFILMKLP]IJJIGXMZI IKMR&ERKPEHIWL´WVIWTSRWIXS
Cyclone Sidr470) although the evidence is less clear on the economic case, largely because data on costs incurred
and avoided are not available.
There are two important messages for decision makers. First, it is not the case that DDR measures are
uniformly more or less cost-effective than meeting the costs of a disaster after it occurs. The frequently quoted
WXEXIQIRXWXLEX³97MRZIWXIHMR(66]MIPHW97<SJFIRI½XW´EVIQMWPIEHMRKXLIFIRI½XWGPIEVP]HITIRHSR
what the funds are spent on. Each possible measure needs to be examined on its own merits.
7IGSRH[LMPIXLIVIEVIQER]XSSPWXLEXEVILIPTJYPXSEREP]WIXLIVIPEXMZIGSWXWERHFIRI½XWSJHMJJIVIRX
QIEWYVIWXLIVIMWRS³WMPZIVFYPPIX´XLEXMHIRXM½IWXLI³VMKLX´EGXMSRW;LIXLIVEQIEWYVIMWTVIJIVVIH[MPPHITIRH
SRXLIZEPYITPEGIHSRLYQERPMJIXLIHMWGSYRXVEXIERHXMQILSVM^SRYWIHERHXLIVERKISJGSWXWERHFIRI½XW
XLEXEVIMRGPYHIHMRXLIEREP]WMW(IGMWMSRQEOIVWWLSYPHRSXEGGITXGSWXFIRI½XVEXMSWYRGVMXMGEPP]ERHWGMIRXMWXW
TVITEVMRKXLIQWLSYPHQEOIMQTSVXERXEWWYQTXMSRWGPIEV8LMWETTVSEGLGSYPHPIEHXSQSVIVI½RIHERHYWIJYP
analyses being produced.
5.7.1 Decision making under uncertainty
3WXIRWMFP]KSZIVRQIRXMRZIWXQIRXWEVIQEHIFIGEYWIXLI]QEOIIGSRSQMGWIRWI=IX[LEX³QEOIWWIRWI´MR
the context of DRR is rarely clear and often ambiguous. Scenarios of future changes in hazards are, at best,
tentative. Tough choices and trade-offs will, therefore, have to be made. Decisions, for example, on long-lived
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIWYGLEW¾SSH[EPPWHEQWERHGVMXMGEPMRJVEWXVYGXYVIQMKLX³PSGOMR´JYXYVIVMWOWERHIZIRMRGVIEWI
costal vulnerability471. These are unlikely to be redesigned for several decades, and therefore if they are not
designed in a resilient way, risks will remain high for many years.
8LIVIMWETEVXMGYPEVTVSFPIQSJ³HIITYRGIVXEMRX]´[LIRMXMWRSXORS[RLS[VIPMEFPIMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXXLI
future is: there is uncertainty stated in the forecast, but also uncertainty about whether that forecast is reliable.
The example of the 2010-2011 drought in the Horn of Africa is instructive. It was characterised by the failure of
X[SGSRWIGYXMZIVEMR]WIEWSRW3GXSFIV(IGIQFIVERH1EVGL1E]8LIPS[IVXLERI\TIGXIHVEMRJEPP
MR3GXSFIV(IGIQFIVMRXLI,SVRSJ%JVMGE[EWTVIHMGXIHJVSQEFSYX.YP]SR[EVHWFYXXLIWIEWSREP
JSVIGEWXW[IVIRSXEFPIXSTVIHMGXXLI1EVGL1E]HI½GMX472. In the event, early warnings were not acted
upon and the forecast risk developed into a full-blown crisis473. But it is legitimate for decision makers to point
out that the forecasts were not completely reliable, and therefore how can they know whether to act on them?
In the long term, the solution to this deep uncertainty lies in building up track records of reliability, as discussed
in Chapter 4, so that decision makers know which forecasts to rely on and when. But this does not necessarily
mean that risk reduction should be delayed until better information is available, not least because the future will
VIQEMRYRGIVXEMRIZIRMJRS³HIITYRGIVXEMRX]´VIQEMRW6EXLIVTSPMG]QIEWYVIWGERFIHIWMKRIHWSXLEXXLI]
FYMPHMR¾I\MFMPMX]8LIVIWTSRWIXSXLI;IWX%JVMGE¾SSHWMR[EWKVIEXP]IRLERGIHFIGEYWIXLI][IVI
anticipated, and preliminary preparations were made ahead of a full response. This meant that the Red Cross
VIWTSRWI[EWQYGLJEWXIV X[SMRWXIEHSJHE]WXSVIEGLXLIEZIVEKIFIRI½GMEV] ERH GLIETIVXLERMR
2007474 475. While there is of course a cost to making advanced preparations, they enable decision makers to

470 Paul, B.K. (2009).
471 Ranger, N. (2012).
472 Dutra, E. et al (2012a).
473 Hillier, D. and Dempsey, B. (2012).
474 International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (2009).
475 Tall, A. et al (2012).
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respond to changing circumstances and avoid foreclosing options that may be needed in the future. Real options
theory (see Box 5.3) provides a formal framework for assessing and pricing today the value and cost of retaining
XLMWJYXYVI¾I\MFMPMX]8LMWGERFIYWIHXSEWWIWW[LIXLIVTVITEVEXSV]EGXMZMXMIWEVI[SVXLXLIGSWX
Box 5.3: A real options approach to decision making.
%VIEPSTXMSRWETTVSEGLYWIWQEXLIQEXMGEPXSSPWJSVZEPYMRK½RERGMEPSTXMSRWERHETTPMIWXLIQXSMRZIWXQIRX
STTSVXYRMXMIWXSIWXEFPMWLLS[QYGLWLSYPHFITEMHRS[XSOIITSTIRXLISTXMSRSJEFIRI½XMRXLI
future476 . The potential value of delaying or phasing an investment is acknowledged, providing a way to build
MR¾I\MFMPMX]XSEHIGMWMSR8LMWQIXLSHMWTEVXMGYPEVP]ZEPYEFPIMRGSRXI\XW[LIVIXLIVIMWYRGIVXEMRX]EFSYX
future risk477, i.e. where the accuracy of future risk information is not well known, as is the case for many
REXYVEPLE^EVHW-XMWEPWSYWIJYP[LIRMRJVEWXVYGXYVIWTIRHMWLMKLVIPEXMZIXSEGSYRXV]´W+(4SVTVSNIGXWLEZI
to be phased over time478.
There are only a few studies that have considered the application of real options analysis to investment
which reduces the risks associated with natural hazards. For example, it has been applied to climate change
adaptation to evaluate future sea level rise in Campeche, Mexico, where a case study found that costs of
GSRWXVYGXMRKE³LEVH´WIE[EPPXSTVSZMHITVSXIGXMSREKEMRWXEX[SQIXVIVMWIMRWIEPIZIP[IVIRSXNYWXM½IH
KMZIRXLII\TIGXIHPSWWSJPERHSZIVXLIRI\X]IEVW%WWYQMRKEHMWGSYRXVEXISJ IWXMQEXIWSJXLI
STXMSRZEPYIJSVQERKVSZIVIWXSVEXMSRVERKIHJVSQ97QMPPMSRXS97QMPPMSRTIVWUYEVIOMPSQIXVI 479.
In another example, the real options approach was applied to the Tagus River bridge in Lisbon, which was
designed to permit the addition of a railway deck, an option that was exercised 30 years after it was built480.
Useful insights come also from prospect theory, which considers which of two uncertain futures people
TVIJIVXLVSYKLIQTMVMGEPEREP]WMW8LIWII\TIVMQIRXWWLS[XLEX³TVSFEFMPMWXMGMRWYVERGI´XLEXVIHYGIWFYXHSIW
not eliminate, large future risks tends to be valued less than would be expected from most rational models.
8LIWIQIEWYVIWXIRHXSFIVINIGXIHMRJEZSYVSJ³XEOMRK]SYVGLERGIW´ERHEZSMHMRKXLIYTJVSRXGSWXSJVMWO
reduction4811SVIVIGIRXI\TIVMQIRXWLEZIGSR½VQIHXLMWERHWLS[RXLEXTISTPIHIQERHE HMWGSYRXMR
XLITVIQMYQXSGSQTIRWEXIJSVNYWXE GLERGIXLEXXLIMVPSWW[MPPRSXFIGSZIVIH482.
Few possible responses to disaster risk completely eliminate the chance of disaster losses. Floods may overtop a
barrier, insurers may default, improved building codes may not withstand the severest earthquake. So the future
risk is reduced, but not eliminated. The research above suggests an instinctive tendency to undervalue such
measures and opt instead for inaction. This behaviour is often seen when decision makers do not act on clear
risk forecasts. Decision makers should be aware of this instinctive tendency and therefore work to embed a
culture of decision making based on all available evidence.
5.7.2 Context for decision making
It is rare that decisions can be taken and implemented by an individual acting alone. Most decisions are made by
or within organisations, and in a political and social environment. These contexts need to be well understood
by decision makers to avoid unexpected and unintended consequences of their decisions that would result in
higher disaster risk.

476 Myers, S.C. (1977).
477 HM Treasury (2011).
478 Dobbes, L. (2012).
479 Scandizzo, L. (2011).
480 +IWRIV+%ERH.EVHMQ.  
481 Kahneman, D. and Tversky, A. (1979).
482 Wakker, P.P et al (1997).
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5.7.2.1 Organisational context
Individual decision makers work within institutions and the characteristics of those institutions have a
profound effect on the outcomes of the decisions which are taken. The term institution is broad in its reach,
encompassing: regulatory systems; organisational structures; behavioural norms which include social and cultural
aspects; and markets483&IGEYWIMRWXMXYXMSRWEVIWSHMZIVWIMXMWHMJ½GYPXXSQEOIJSVQEPGSQTEVMWSRWSJXLIMV
properties to illustrate the characteristics of those that are successful. This section therefore explores the
properties of successful and unsuccessful institutions through case studies484.
%KIRGMIWMRZSPZIHMR(66RIIHEGPIEVP]HI½RIHQERHEXI[MXLGPEVMX]SJTYVTSWIERHSVKERMWEXMSREPWXVYGXYVIW
which are tailored towards DRR. For example, in the Cayman Islands, the Emergency Powers Act (2006) sets
out the transition of powers in the event of a disaster. Power passes to the National Hurricane Committee
(NHC), a formal quasi government organisation, which assumes control of all activities related to response
and recovery. Before the onset of the hurricane season, the NHC undertakes annual simulation exercises
ERHIRWYVIWXLEXIQIVKIRG]TPERWEVIYTXSHEXI&]GPIEVP]HI½RMRKMRHMZMHYEPVSPIWERHVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW
FSXLMRXLIMQQIHMEXIVIWTSRWIXSERIQIVKIRG]ERHEW³FEGOYT´STXMSRWPMZIWMQYPEXMSRWEVIEOI]EWTIGX
of preparedness485 486 )JJIGXMZIRIWWLEWMQTVSZIH[LIVIEWTVIZMSYWP]MXXSSOLSYVWXSTVSXIGX SJ
government buildings, NHC exercises meant that all government buildings could be protected within 6 hours.
%HI½RMXMSRSJQERHEXIGERGSQIJVSQQER]WSYVGIW-RWYVERGIGSQTERMIWLEZIEGPIEVJSGYWHVMZIRF]
WLEVILSPHIVWXSLSPHIRSYKLGETMXEPXSVIQEMRWSPZIRXMRXLIJEGISJGPEMQWWSXLEXETVS½XMWQE\MQMWIH
8LMWLEWHVMZIRXLIQXSQEOII\XIRWMZIYWISJWGMIRXM½GJSVIGEWXWERHXSHIZIPSTRI[QIXLSHWJSVEWWIWWMRK
exposure and vulnerability in markets where buying insurance is a relatively new activity.
,S[IZIVRSXEPPMRWXMXYXMSRWLEZIXLIRIGIWWEV]GPEVMX]SJTYVTSWI3RISJXLIQER]GSRXVMFYXMRKJEGXSVWXS
XLIHMWEWXIVSYXGSQIMR2I[3VPIERW[EWXLIJEMPYVISJXLI*IHIVEP)QIVKIRG]1EREKIQIRX%KIRG] *)1% 
the body responsible for managing disasters at the federal level, to deliver emergency assistance quickly and
effectively487. Several authors488EVKYIXLEXXLMW[EWHYIXSEVIHMVIGXMSRSJ*)1%´WMRXIVIWXWXS[EVHWLSQIPERH
security and away from natural hazard management after the New York attack on 11 September 2001, creating
a lack of clarity about its function in respect to natural hazards.
-XMWKIRIVEPP]GSRWMHIVIHXLEXEHIKVIISJ¾I\MFMPMX]ERHEHETXEFMPMX]MWEPWSYWIJYPJSVMRWXMXYXMSRW%RSXLIV
GVMXMGMWQSJ*)1%[EWXLEXXLITSWXGIRXVEPMWIHREXYVISJXLIEYXLSVMX][IEOIRIHXLIEFMPMX]SJ½IPH
personnel to innovate and to apply initiative489. This criticism is in sharp contrast to the commendations to
XLI97'SEWX+YEVH[LSWISVKERMWEXMSRERHIJJIGXMZITIVWSRRIP[IVI[MHIP]WIIRXSLEZIWEZIHQER]PMZIW490.
3RIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGSJXLI97'SEWX+YEVH´WWYGGIWW[EWXLIMVTVITPERRIH¾I\MFMPMX]8LI97'SEWX+YEVH
WTIGM½GEPP]WXEXIWXLEX±TIVWSRRIPEVIXVEMRIHXSXEOIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]ERHEGXMSREWRIIHIH²491. This approach is also
seen in the Bangladesh Cyclone Preparedness Programme, and its successful evacuations discussed earlier in this
'LETXIV8LIREXYVEPI\XIRWMSRSJXLMWMW[LIRXLIGSQQYRMX]EXPEVKIVIEGX¾I\MFP][MXLSYXGIRXVEPSVKERMWEXMSR

483 North, D.C. (1991).
484 Tompkins, E.L. et al (2012).
485 Tompkins, E.L. (2005).
486 +SZIVRQIRXSJXLI'E]QER-WPERHW  
487 US House of Representatives (2006).
488 Schneider, S.K. (2005).
489 Baker, D. and Refsgaard, K. (2007).
490 US House of Representatives (2006).
491 97+SZIVRQIRX%GGSYRXEFMPMX]3J½GI  
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5.7.2.2 Social context
The social context can be both a positive and negative force in shaping disaster risk. Where governments are
EFPIXSIRKEKIGSQQYRMXMIWMQTEGXWGERFIWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGIH32)1- 'LMPI´WHMWEWXIVTVITEVIHRIWWERH
VIWTSRWISVKERMWEXMSR STIVEXIWEREXMSREPIEVXLUYEOIHVMPPGEPPIH±'LMPI4VITEVEHS²[MXLERIXLSWSJTVSQSXMRK
a culture of emergency preparedness in the community. In addition, Chile Preparado tests the response skills
of both the community and the local authorities, by simulating realistic scenarios. The Maule Earthquake in
February 2010 caused a tsunami of several metres height along a coastline where many tens of thousands of
people were at risk, but only about 124 people were killed by the tsunami. This was largely due to a high degree
of tsunami awareness, resulting from long-standing school tsunami awareness and education programmes,
signage showing evacuation routes and other measures492.
,S[IZIVWSGMEPGSRXI\XGEREPWSQEOIVMWOVIHYGXMSRQIEWYVIWPIWWIJJIGXMZI8LMW[EWI\IQTPM½IHMR8YVOI]
[LIVIEREXMSREPSJ½GMEPP]GSQTYPWSV]IEVXLUYEOIMRWYVERGIWGLIQI (%7/ LEWFIIRHIZIPSTIH-RXLI
TSSVIVVIKMSRSJ8YVOI][LIVIXLI:ER)EVXLUYEOIXSSOTPEGIMRXLIXEOIYT[EWSRP] 493, and so
QER][IVIRSXTVSXIGXIH1SWXSJJEGXSVW[LMGLMR¾YIRGI[LIXLIVTISTPITEVXMGMTEXIMRMRWYVERGIWGLIQIW
relate economic attractiveness of the latter. But trust also plays an important role. Evidence from farmers in
India, Africa and South America suggests that uptake of schemes is discouraged by a lack of understanding and
trust in insurance products and participating organisations494.
7MQYPEXMSRKEQIWXLVSYKL[LMGLJEVQIVWGERKEMR½VWXLERHI\TIVMIRGI[MXLEJYRGXMSRMRKMRWYVERGIQEVOIX
provide a potential means of improving understanding and developing trust. These have shown promise, but
current evidence suggests that they do not necessarily out-perform more conventional training practices495.
Individual behaviours can appear very perverse in the face of exemplary institutional efforts to assist. In the
%YWXVEPMER¾SSHWMRWSQIHVMZIVWMKRSVIH[EVRMRKERHVSEHGPSWYVIWMKRWERHHVSZIHMVIGXP]MRXSHERKIV496 .
In the USA, approximately 130,000 people did not evacuate after the Hurricane Katrina evacuation order497,
QER]SJ[LSQLEHPIWWXLER97TIVERRYQSV[IVIRSXJYPP]IQTPS]IHERHWS[IVITEVXMGYPEVP]
vulnerable498. A common reason given was that they underestimated the danger of the storm. Finding ways to
enable the poorest individuals in society to respond to early warning systems remains a challenge. It seems that
even direct experience of a disaster may not make evacuation more likely. Following the 2011 tsunami in Japan,
people living in the affected region said they would be much less likely to comply with an evacuation for a given
TVSNIGXIHXWYREQMLIMKLXXLERXLI]LEHFIIRFIJSVIXLIXWYREQMTIVLETWHYIXSQIHMEGSZIVEKIEWWSGMEXMRKXLI
danger with only extreme tsunami height499.
Systematic research in this area is rare, but it seems that engaging with communities can enhance effectiveness,
especially when persuading people of the need to evacuate. The examples of Bangladesh and Chile suggest
that if understanding and trust are established over many years, the community will be more able to respond
and adapt when crises occur. When individuals are asked to make isolated decisions they seem to fall back on
TIVWSREPI\TIVMIRGIQIHMEVITSVXWSVWYWTMGMSRW)WXEFPMWLMRKYRHIVWXERHMRKMWEPSRKXIVQTVSNIGXERHVIUYMVIW
commitment from governments and communities.

492 Earthquake Engineering Research Institute (2010).
493 DASK (2009).
494 Patt, A. et al (2009).
495 Patt, A. et al (2010).
496 Queensland Flood Commission of Inquiry (2011).
497 Colten, C.E. et al (2008).
498 Brodie, M. et al (2006).
499 3OM7ERH2ELE]EGLM/  
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5.7.2.3 Political and economic context
In many circumstances where hazards might strike, contextual factors and the wider decision making
environment determine the nature of a response to disasters. Effective decision making requires an
understanding of the political and economic context in which disaster risks are addressed. Analytical
studies in this area tend to focus at the country level, where most data on governance and economic
conditions are collected.
The number of disasters that countries experience is not simply a function of their wealth, as some very wealthy
countries (particularly the USA) experience many natural disasters. However, the number of deaths per disaster
is lower in wealthier countries500. Investments in disaster anticipation and risk reduction allow wealthier countries
to withstand shocks more effectively than poorer ones.
Democracies also suffer fewer deaths from disaster impacts than countries which are non-democratic.
Furthermore, countries with longer established democracies have been shown to have lower mortalities
arising from disasters than those where this system of government is more recently established501. There are
many properties of democracies that could explain these differences. Accountability to an electorate and the
existence of a free and critical media both serve to create incentives for politicians to protect those at risk 502.
Countries where corruption is lower also suffer fewer deaths in earthquakes (after allowing for a range of other
relevant factors)503 504. Deaths in earthquakes are particularly sensitive to corruption as unenforced building
codes can increase mortality risk 505.

5.8 Gathering the evidence
-RJSVQIHGLSMGIWMR(66GERSRP]FIQEHIMJEVIPIZERXFSH]SJIZMHIRGIMWEZEMPEFPI6SFYWXERHWTIGM½G
evidence is needed on the reliability of hazard forecasts, the effectiveness of interventions that aim to reduce
hazard impacts and the effective functioning of decision making processes.
Hazard forecasts from around the world need to be tracked to generate records which monitor their reliability.
This is a task that should be the responsibility of those who produce hazard forecasts, possibly collated by
an independent intermediary to act as an honest broker. However, decision makers who wish to use hazard
JSVIGEWXWEPWSLEZIEVSPIXSTPE]-JXLI]EVIXSFI³MRXIPPMKIRXGYWXSQIVW´SJQSHIVRLE^EVHJSVIGEWXWXLI]RIIH
to demand indicators of reliability for the forecasts they use.
Choosing between different options to intervene in a rational way requires careful balancing of the probability
of a hazard occurring, the probable impact and costs in the absence of any intervention, and the expected costs
and effectiveness of different options for intervening. Decision support tools already exist that can perform
XLIWIGEPGYPEXMSRWFYXRIIHXSFITSTYPEXIH[MXLVIPIZERXHEXE+EXLIVMRKMRJSVQEXMSRSRXLIGSWXWSJHMWEWXIVW
and the effectiveness of different interventions will need to be a shared task across many institutions. Much of
this work is already performed under the rubric of monitoring and evaluation but a concerted effort is needed
to make a shared repository for such information506 &IGEYWIQENSVHMWEWXIVWEVIKIRIVEPP]VEVIMRER]SRI
place, it is imperative that information about the effectiveness of different interventions should be shared across
institutions, and countries. This is a challenging and long-term goal.

500 Kahn, M.E (2005).
501 Keefer, P. et al (2011).
502 Besley, T. and Burgess, R. (2002).
503 Keefer, P. et al (2011).
504 Escaleras, M. et al (2007).
505 Kenny, C. (2012).
506 Kayabu, B. et al (2012).
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The development of evidence-based medicine is a useful model for how progress in assessing the effectiveness
SJHMWEWXIVVIPEXIHMRXIVZIRXMSRWGERFIEGGIPIVEXIH)ZMHIRGIFEWIHQIHMGMRIMWHI½RIHEW±XLIGSRWGMIRXMSYW
I\TPMGMXERHNYHMGMSYWYWISJGYVVIRXFIWXIZMHIRGIMRQEOMRKHIGMWMSRWEFSYXXLIGEVISJMRHMZMHYEPTEXMIRXW²507.
-RVIWTSRWIXSXLIHEYRXMRKXEWOSJPSGEXMRK³GYVVIRXFIWXIZMHIRGI´8LI'SGLVERI'SPPEFSVEXMSR[EWIWXEFPMWLIH
to provide systematic reviews of the evidence-base. Cochrane Reviews are internationally recognised as the
highest standard in evidence-based medicine508. A systematic review sets out to draw together all the evidence
EFSYXEWTIGM½IHVIWIEVGLUYIWXMSR&]IWXEFPMWLMRKI\TPMGMXW]WXIQEXMGQIXLSHWERHTVIWTIGM½IHGVMXIVMEJSV
inclusion, systematic reviews aim to minimise bias. By combining evidence from multiple sources, systematic
reviews can provide more reliable answers to questions than can each individual study. These are tools for
combining multiple studies of the same questions. A different set of tools is needed for rating quality of evidence
ERHWXVIRKXLSJVIGSQQIRHEXMSRWMRVIWIEVGLWXYHMIW+6%() +VEHMRKSJ6IGSQQIRHEXMSRW%WWIWWQIRX
Development and Evaluation) is a system for grading clinical evidence509 according to how likely it is that further
research will change the estimate of effectiveness. It provides a transparent and pragmatic tool for rating quality
of evidence and is increasingly adopted by organisations worldwide.
If organisations responsible for DRR adopted mechanisms for recording and sharing information about the
effectiveness of their interventions they would, over time, develop an evidence base that could support better
decision making for disaster preparedness.
Finally, institutions need to learn about their own decision making as they become intelligent customers of
modern methods of disaster risk forecasting. It is crucially important that the organisations that oversee the
actions of decision makers (government departments, funding agencies, commercial companies), or indeed the
HIGMWMSRQEOIVWXLIQWIPZIWHSRSXNYHKIXLIQIVMXSJHIGMWMSRWFEWIHSRP]SRSYXGSQIWMRETEVXMGYPEVGEWI
The very nature of probabilistic forecasting means that the value of the decisions may not become apparent
YRXMPQER]HIGMWMSRWLEZIFIIRQEHI-JEJSVIGEWXTVIHMGXWERIZIRX[MXLETVSFEFMPMX]SJ ERHXLIJSVIGEWX
W]WXIQMWVIPMEFPIXLIRMRX[SSYXSJIZIV]XIRSGGEWMSRW[LIRXLIIZIRXMWTVIHMGXIH[MXLTVSFEFMPMX]SJ 
the event should not occur. That is to say, if an event is forecast with high probability and these probabilities
are reliable, then the non-occurrence of the event should not be interpreted as a failure or false positive of the
forecast system. Indeed, the notion of a false positive should never arise in a reliable probability forecast system.
Nevertheless, decision makers will often need to use a probabilistic forecast to make a binary decision. Figure 5.4
shows the challenges of this: a probability threshold has been set for deciding to prepare for a malaria outbreak
IEGL]IEV8LIVIMWRS³VMKLX´XLVIWLSPHZEPYIXSYWIFYXMJQSVIPSRKXIVQVIGSVHWSJJSVIGEWXWERHSYXGSQIW
such as this one were available, decision makers could learn and improve their decision over time. In future,
scientists should routinely make available the track record of their predictions, and decision makers should insist
on knowing the past reliability of the forecast before relying on it.

507 Sackett. D.L. et al (1996).
508 +VMQWLE[.  
509 +Y]EXX+,IXEP  
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*MKYVI  4VSFEFMPMX] JSVIGEWXW SJ MRGMHIRGI SJ QEPEVME 
This Figure shows how researchers have used an arbitrary threshold to make deterministic predictions based on a probabilistic
model. The model was used to forecast the outbreak of malaria over a 30-year period during which there were six ‘hits’
(indicated by the dark green bars above the red line) when an outbreak was forecast and occurred, four ‘misses’ (indicated by
the dark green bars under the red line) and six ‘false alarms’ (the light green bars above the red line).
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&YMPHMRKYTEWYJ½GMIRXWEQTPIWM^IXSNYHKIXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWWSJHIGMWMSRWSVXLIVIPMEFMPMX]SJJSVIGEWXWGERFI
problematic when over, for example, a ten-year period the relevant decisions have only been made a small
number of times. This stresses the crucial importance that scientists and decision makers around the world
WLSYPHHSGYQIRXHIGMWMSRTVSGIWWIWIWTIGMEPP]MRWMXYEXMSRW[LIVIXLI]LEZIFIIRMRJSVQIHF]WGMIRXM½GHEXE
for example probabilistic weather or climate forecasts. The decision a dam manager makes in Mozambique on
whether to release water a week ahead of a storm is likely to be useful to a dam manager in Thailand faced with
XLIWEQIX]TISJHIGMWMSR8LIZEPYISJXLMWETTVSEGL[SYPHFII\TIGXIHXSFIGSQIETTEVIRX[LIRWYJ½GMIRX
cases around the world have been documented.
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This last aspect of gathering evidence, i.e. the ability of institutions to learn, both individually and collectively,
from their own decision making, is viewed by some as a crucial aspect of building resilience. It is sometime
VIJIVVIHXSEWGVMXMGEPVI¾I\MZMX]EGSRGITXXLEXIQIVKIHJVSQXLITVEGXMGISJEHETXMZIQEREKIQIRXMRJSVIWXV]
ERH[EXIVQEREKIQIRX-RIWWIRGIGVMXMGEPVI¾I\MZMX]VIJIVWXSXLITVEGXMGISJMRWXMXYXMSRWGVMXMGEPP]ETTVEMWMRK
their performance in response to a disaster510 511 512.
This procedure involves assessing the process through which decisions were made and the actions (or omissions)
that were taken in response to a disaster, and identifying the underlying reasons for success or failure513 514.
Where institutions have responded well to the impacts of disasters, they will have generally demonstrated
XLIMVGETEGMX]XSPIEVRJVSQTVIZMSYWIZIRXWMHIRXM½IH[LMGLMRXIVZIRXMSRWEVIIJJIGXMZI ERH[LMGLEVIRSX 
and adapted their policies accordingly. This approach treats trial and error as a core part of reducing risk and
values it as such. However, experimentation and learning are often viewed with suspicion and are rarely, if ever,
EWWSGMEXIH[MXL³KSSH´MRWXMXYXMSREPKSZIVRERGI6IWTSRHMRKXSXLMWKETVIUYMVIWEREGGITXERGISJXLIZEPMHMX]ERH
ZEPYISJRIKEXMZI½RHMRKW
Until the community of DRR organisations learns how to learn what disasters cost, which interventions work
and which decision support tools are useful, it is hard to see how they can make use of modern risk forecasting.

5.9 Summary
 Much more work is needed to build up reliable measures of resilience and to incorporate
them into risk models alongside hazard and vulnerability information.
 Decision makers face considerable uncertainty when deciding whether to address a
risk (by transferring, avoiding or reducing it) or to accept it because the costs of action
outweigh the benefits
 Some of that uncertainty is unavoidable and would remain even if the best possible data
and the best possible models were available. However, much of the uncertainty could be
dispersed if better data were available. Three broad classes of data need to be gathered,
curated and used with risk models: evidence of effectiveness of different interventions;
records of reliability for different forecasting models; and accounts of the usefulness of
different tools to support decision making under uncertainty.
 There is a pressing need to create an evidence base on the effectiveness of different
interventions. This requires a shared, standardised repository of information because
of the locally rare nature of disasters. As data on the effectiveness of interventions
accumulate this repository will provide an invaluable resource to support decisions on
DRR investments.
 If decision makers are to be ‘intelligent customers’ of probabilistic forecasts they should
demand information about the reliability of those forecasts. Records of that reliability
need to be gathered and there may be a role for an ‘honest broker’ who can be relied
upon to give a trustworthy assessment of a model’s previous track record.
 In the long term, the consequences of decisions need to be monitored and the learning
shared widely so that the best methods for deciding on DRR investments are identified
and better decisions can be made in future.

510
511
512
513
514

Pelling, M. (2010).
IPCC (2012) pp. 437-486.
3´&VMIR/  
International Federation of the Red Cross (2008).
Twigg, J. (2009).
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 Not all DRR interventions are expensive, and it would be wise to seek and exploit
co-benefits which reduce disaster risk when making other investments: for example,
in development planning and in the preservation of ecosystems.
 The private sector has much to contribute to DRR. Banks could make it easier and cheaper
to send remittances. Insurers could expand the markets they serve. Mobile service
providers could share crucial data on the location of populations. Social media enterprises
could engage still further in the distribution of early warnings. Construction companies
could innovate to implement resilience. But realising this potential will require strong
leadership from policy makers. What is required is a policy environment that incentivises
investment in resilience to allow the creativity and flexibility of the private sector to act
decisively to reduce future disaster risks.
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6. Priorities for stakeholders

6.1 Introduction
This Report has reviewed how the risk of natural hazards is evolving, and has considered how this could change
over the next 30 years. More people are at risk from natural hazards today than ever before, particularly in
developing countries. Moreover, this number will rise in the future due to a wide range of social, political and
environmental drivers of change which will interact in complex ways.
Earlier chapters have shown that science has the potential to play an increasingly important role in disaster risk
reduction (DRR). Science can already explain why disasters happen, where many of the risks lie and, for some
disasters, can even forecast when they will occur. Substantial improvements in hazard forecasting can also be
expected over the next 10 to 30 years. A key message is that the losses and damage associated with disasters
EVIRSXMRIZMXEFPI3ZIVXLIRI\XXLVIIHIGEHIWMXQE]FITSWWMFPIXSWXEFMPMWIHMWEWXIVMQTEGXWWEZIPMZIWERH
reduce economic impact, but achieving this will not be easy. Many excellent initiatives are already being pursued
at international and local levels, and several of these are described in Chapters 4 and 5. But these Chapters have
also set out the many barriers to improving risk forecasts and to using them more effectively. These range from
PEGOSJSFWIVZEXMSREPHEXEXSPIKEPVIWXVMGXMSRW8LMW6ITSVXLEWTVSTSWIHQER]WTIGM½GEGXMSRWMRXLITVIGIHMRK
Chapters, for example to improve the mapping of exposure, vulnerability and resilience.
However change at a more fundamental level is also required. This Report has argued that policy makers far
beyond the traditional boundaries of disaster response need to recognise that they also have a key part to play
in DRR. All those with a stake in the sustainable development of developing countries, whether in government,
business or local communities, need to take into account the costs of disaster risk when taking decisions. The
involvement of all these decision makers is important for two reasons. First, it recognises that it can sometimes
FIHMJ½GYPXXSEPPSGEXIVIWSYVGIWWSPIP]MRXIVQWSJXLI(66FIRI½XWXLEXQE]VIWYPX,S[IZIVMXEPWSVIGSKRMWIW
XLEXQER]SXLIVEVIEWSJTSPMG]LEZIETSXIRXMEPP]MQTSVXERXVSPIXSTPE]IZIRQSHIWXEHNYWXQIRXWXSHIGMWMSRW
QEHIMRXLSWIEVIEWQE]]MIPHYWIJYPFIRI½XWJSV(664IVWYEHMRKXLMW[MHIVKVSYTXSKMZIEGXMZIGSRWMHIVEXMSR
to DRR in their decision making processes implies a fundamental shift in culture.
As well as this general acceptance of the importance of disaster risk to a wider range of decisions, it is desirable
to promote a virtuous cycle in which:
 VMWOJSVIGEWXWEVIVSYXMRIP]TVSZMHIHXLEXXEOIEGGSYRXSJWTIGM½GPSGEPZYPRIVEFMPMXMIWERHTVMSVMXMIWMRGPYHIE
wide range of possible impacts; and have established and trustworthy records of reliability;
 HIGMWMSRQEOIVWYWIXLIWIJSVIGEWXWXSXEOIHIGMWMSRWXLEXWIRWMFP][IMKLYTGSWXWERHFIRI½XW
 the effectiveness of the resulting DRR actions are routinely evaluated and made available for others to learn from.
7IGXMSRFIPS[TVSTSWIWX[SWTIGM½GTVMSVMXMIWJSVEGXMSR[LMGL[SYPHLIPTXSEGLMIZIXLMWZMVXYSYWG]GPI
&SXLSJXLIWIVIUYMVIEGXMSRF]EVERKISJWXEOILSPHIVW[SVOMRKMRGSRGIVX8LI½VWXMWGSRGIVRIH[MXLIRWYVMRK
that the best possible estimates of future disaster risks are produced and are used in DRR decisions. The aim
here is to ensure that these decisions take due account of the probability of the event occurring, are properly
grounded in the scale and diversity of potential impacts and recognise local values and priorities. These are all
important when deciding on the level of resources to allocate, or indeed when choosing between DRR and
other priorities.
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The second priority is to ensure more comprehensive information about the effectiveness of different
MRXIVZIRXMSRWMRWTIGM½GGMVGYQWXERGIWERHXSIRWYVIXLEXXLMWMWQEHIQSVIVIEHMP]EZEMPEFPIXSE[MHIVERKI
of decision makers. This is essential to ensure that resources are effectively deployed and that the effects of any
DRR actions are clearly understood. In particular, it implies that improvements must be made in the evaluation
of existing and past DRR decisions. While these two priorities may seem obvious, they are far from being
adequately realised, underlining the progress that DRR still has to make. However, priorities are only useful if
individuals and organisations are motivated to act upon them. Section 6.3 makes a number of suggestions for
how both the overall cultural change and these particular actions may be incentivised.

6.2 Two priorities requiring concerted action
6.2.1 Strengthening integrated evaluation of future risks
Disaster risk reduction needs to make the same transformation that the insurance industry has made over the
TEWX]IEVWXSEWMXYEXMSR[LIVIXLI³ZMI[SJXLIJYXYVI´MW½VQP]VSSXIHMRWGMIRGIFEWIHVMWOQSHIPW*SV
the insurance industry, the view of the future provides a rational basis for pricing insured risks. For the DRR
community, the view of the future would provide an equivalent basis for investing in disaster preparedness.
'SRWXVYGXMRKVMWOQSHIPWJSV(66TVSZMHIWEQIERWSJGSQFMRMRKHMZIVWIWSYVGIWSJWGMIRXM½GORS[PIHKIMRXS
tools that can answer relevant management questions.
The aim is to make a forward-looking, dynamic, disaster risk reduction family of models that can forecast risk on
QYPXMTPIXIQTSVEPERHWTEXMEPWGEPIW8LISYXTYXWSJXLMWIRHIEZSYV[SYPHRIIHXSFIHI½RIHF]XLIMRXIRHIH
users. The forecasts should combine hazard forecasts of established reliability (as explained in Figure 5.4) with
baseline exposure and vulnerability estimates, initially estimated from historical data. Because exposure and
ZYPRIVEFMPMX]EVIFIWXHI½RIHERHQIEWYVIHPSGEPP]XLIQSHIPWRIIHXSLEZIGPIEVERHIEW]QSHYPEVMX]WSXLEX
YWIVWGERHI½RIXLIMVS[RI\TSWYVIERHZYPRIVEFMPMX]ZEPYIW
8LMWMWELMKLP]QYPXMHMWGMTPMREV]SFNIGXMZIERHHI½RMRKE[SVOEFPIMRWXMXYXMSREPJVEQI[SVOXSGEVV]MXXLVSYKL
[MPPFIGLEPPIRKMRK8LI7GMIRXM½GERH8IGLRMGEP'SQQMXXIISJXLI9RMXIH2EXMSRW-RXIVREXMSREP7XVEXIK]JSV
Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) would be one suggestion for a well-placed body to oversee this work, but it
would be essential for the work to be owned and driven by its potential users. Strong candidates for inclusion
[SYPHFI2+3WXLEXEVIOIIRXSMQTVSZIWYFWXERXMEPP]SRTEWXERHI\MWXMRKIJJSVXWXSTVITEVIJSVHMWEWXIVWERH
KSZIVRQIRXWJVSQGSYRXVMIW[MXL[IPPHI½RIHXIEQWVIWTSRWMFPIJSV(66 IK7SYXL%JVMGEXLI4LMPMTTMRIWERH
Colombia).
Risk modellers would also need to be closely involved. Here, partners would have to include the United Nations
(IZIPSTQIRX4VSKVEQQI &YVIEYJSV'VMWMW4VIZIRXMSRERH6IGSZIV]+IRIZE ERHQIQFIVWSJXLI VI MRWYVERGI
industry. These are organisations with an excellent track record in producing disaster risk maps based on
historical data 515 and which understand the transformative power of switching from historical loss data to
modelling future losses.
The involvement of leading scientists and experts in the following categories would be important:
 REXYVEPWGMIRXMWXWJVSQEGVSWWXLIXLVIIQENSVLE^EVHKVSYTWL]HVSQIXISVSPSKMGEPKISTL]WMGEPERH
biological, as well as experts who have a track record concerning the interactions between the three areas;
 WSGMEPWGMIRXMWXW[LSGERHI½RIFEWIPMRIQIEWYVIQIRXWJSVI\TSWYVIERHZYPRIVEFMPMX]ERHGVIEXIE
methodology for including locally sourced and locally relevant measures.

515 An example of such risk maps is Dilley, M. et al (2005).
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The outcome would be to make a family of models that can forecast disasters on timescales that are
WGMIRXM½GEPP]HIJIRWMFPIERHEXWTEXMEPVIWSPYXMSRWXLEXEVIYWIJYPJSVQEREKMRKTVITEVIHRIWW8LIQSHIPW[SYPH
need to be completely transparent about their own predictive power so that they can, over time, build a
VITYXEXMSRJSVLMKLVIPMEFMPMX],IVI³VIPMEFMPMX]´QIERWXLEXXLI]EVIEGGYVEXIEFSYXXLIMVS[RTVIHMGXMZITS[IV
not that they are always correct.
It would be desirable that the use of these models should be encouraged by key stakeholders at national and
international levels, as part of a broad effort to stimulate a culture of wider consideration of DRR. However,
uptake would also be substantially enhanced by three factors:
 The demonstrated track record of the models in forecasting the occurrence of some disasters, together
with the open admission that there were some disasters that they could not predict.
 Delivery of functionality that is user driven. For example, this is likely to include the ability to zoom in or out
XSEVIWSPYXMSRXLEXMWVIPIZERXJSVEWTIGM½GHIGMWMSRQEOIV
 -RFYMPX¾I\MFMPMX]MRXLIQSHIPWXSIREFPIXLIQXSMRGSVTSVEXIPSGEPP]HI½RIHQIEWYVIWSJI\TSWYVIERH
vulnerability.
In building such a family of models, it would be highly desirable to maximise the use of existing datasets the
QER]I\MWXMRKREXYVEPLE^EVHQSHIPWEW[IPPXLSWIXLEX[MPPF]HIZIPSTIHMRJYXYVIF]XLIWGMIRXM½GGSQQYRMX]
However, achieving this implies the need to give high priority to developing interoperability. This would involve
building software tools that can combine outputs from existing hazard models and integrate information on
different hazards to form multi-hazard models. These outputs would then be combined with exposure and
vulnerability metrics to create risk models.
6.2.2 Ensuring robust analysis of the effectiveness of actions
Besides requiring robust information on future risks, decision makers also need high-quality advice on what
actions could be taken, together with their effectiveness. Here priority should be given to creating a shared,
standardised repository of information of evaluations of interventions. This is an activity that UNISDR could
TSXIRXMEPP]PIEH[MXLXIGLRMGEPEHZMGIJVSQSRISJXLII\MWXMRKQENSVSVKERMWEXMSRWXLEXGSPPEXIERHWLEVI
IZMHIRGISRIJJIGXMZIRIWW3RITSWWMFMPMX]MW8LI'SGLVERI'SPPEFSVEXMSRXLSYKLMXWTEVXRIVWLMT[MXLE
group has developed an evidence base relevant to aid516 . Another would be the Active Learning Network
for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP)517, which already collects extensive
information on the effectiveness of humanitarian action and disaster response and which could expand its scope
to examine DRR.
(IWMKRMRKXLMWWLEVIHEWWIX[SYPHLEZIX[SQENSVGSQTSRIRXWXLIVITSWMXSV]MXWIPJERHXLIQIXLSHWJSV
motivating the community to populate and use it. In particular:
 the repository needs to be designed to meet the needs of users. It needs to hold the right information, and
be readily accessible;
 funders can play an important role by requiring practitioners to deposit evaluations in the right format. As
MRXVMEPWJSVQIHMGEPMRXIVZIRXMSRWWXERHEVHWJSVFIWXTVEGXMGI[SYPHRIIHXSFIGPIEVP]WTIGM½IH
However, this is not a call for a standardised culture of randomised trials across all of DRR. Instead, it is a call for
a sensible, co-ordinated approach to collecting and sharing analysis about what is effective. By 2040, at the end
of the time horizon for this Report, it should become standard practice to fund a DRR activity with knowledge
of its previous track record, estimates of its effectiveness and insight into the weight of evidence for that estimate.

516 LXXT[[[GSGLVERISVKGSGLVERIVIZMI[WIZMHIRGIEMHTVSNIGX
517 LXXT[[[EPRETSVK
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6.3 Changing the culture of DRR: incentivising action
As already mentioned, there are many reasons why action is not always taken to reduce disaster risk. Many
hazards are rare, and all are hard to predict, and so even the most effective intervention may not show any
FIRI½XWSZIVETSPMXMGEPSVFYWMRIWWG]GPISVIZIRMREWMRKPIPMJIXMQI8LIPEGOSJIZMHIRGIJSVXLIIJJIGXMZIRIWW
SJQER]MRXIVZIRXMSRWGERPIEHHIGMWMSRQEOIVWXSGLSSWISXLIVSTXMSRW[LIVIFIRI½XWEVIQSVIGIVXEMR%RH
many interventions need long-term commitment to become established in diverse cultures and communities.
*YVXLIVQSVIMXMWRSXFIRI½GMEPWMQTP]XSTVSQSXIQSVI(66TIVWI7SQIMRXIVZIRXMSRWEVIRSXIJJIGXMZISV
RSXGSWXIJJIGXMZI8LIEMQMWXSTVSQSXIERIRZMVSRQIRXEGVSWWQER]WIGXSVWMR[LMGLXLIFIRI½XWJSV(66SJ
QER]EGXMSRWEVIVSYXMRIP]EWWIWWIHERHNYHKIHEKEMRWXSXLIVGSQTIXMRKTVMSVMXMIWJSVJYRHMRKERHEGXMSR
The two priorities set out in section 6.2 above will go part of the way to addressing some of these barriers.
However, the issue of incentivising action will also be critical. This will be particularly important for stakeholders
who operate outside of the area of DRR, but who nevertheless have the potential to play a valuable role. A
number of suggestions for how policy makers in several domains could be incentivised to change how they
contribute to DRR are set out below.
Policy makers are well placed to encourage a wide range of actions in others: clear signals
that disaster risk is an important issue for government will help to incentivise the private
sector and NGOs to also take fuller account of future disaster risk. ‘Investment grade’
policies and regulation can unlock investment and innovation, as discussed in section 5.6.1.1.
 4SPMG]QEOIVWXEOMRKHIGMWMSRWMR½IPHWSXLIVXLER(66 IKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIHIWMKRERHWSGMEPWEJIX]RIX
programmes) should also take account of the implications of future disaster risk. Small changes in decisions
and funding to promote resilience to future risks could be important in protecting investments in these
½IPHWEKEMRWXXLIMQTEGXSJJYXYVILE^EVHW
 Policy makers should look out for actions that reduce disaster risk, but which also have developmental
SVSXLIVFIRI½XWIZIRMJXLIHMWEWXIVHSIWRSXSGGYV8LMWMWTEVXMGYPEVP]MQTSVXERXJSVMRJVIUYIRXLE^EVHW
JSV[LMGLI\TIRHMXYVIFEWIHSRP]SRXLIVIHYGXMSRMRHMWEWXIVVMWOQE]FIHMJ½GYPXXSNYWXMJ]*SVI\EQTPI
TVSXIGXMRKEGSVEPVIIJQE]RSXSRP]TVSZMHIIGSRSQMGFIRI½XWJVSQMRGVIEWIHXSYVMWQFYXEPWSVIHYGIXLI
impact of a rare tsunami event.
Funders of DRR research and interventions can incentivise researchers and practitioners by
giving priority to certain types of activity, and possibly even insisting on them as a condition
of funding. Three types of activity are particularly needed:
 Long-term evaluation of the effectiveness of DRR interventions and subsequent dissemination of the results;
JSVI\EQTPIJYRHIVWGSYPHEPPSGEXIETSVXMSRSJIEGLTVSNIGX´WJYRHMRKXSFIYWIHJSVJSPPS[YTIZEPYEXMSR
and routinely take into account evidence of past effectiveness when deciding how to allocate future funding.
 Longitudinal studies of the long-term indirect impacts of disasters on economic, physical and mental wellbeing. Section 2.4 highlighted that there were potentially large effects, but that a lack of systematic longXIVQWXYHMIWQEOIWMXHMJ½GYPXXSEWWIWWXLIMVXVYIWGEPI8LIWIIJJIGXWRIIHXSFIFIXXIVYRHIVWXSSHFSXL
so that they can be addressed, but also so that their costs can be taken into account in decisions about
disaster risk.
 Much of the future disaster risk will be concentrated in cities, and so improved understanding of disaster
risk in the urban environment, and what actions are effective in addressing it, will be required.
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International bodies such as the United Nations also have key roles to play in incentivising
co-operation between national and local organisations:
 International bodies are well placed to encourage national governments to co-operate on the next
KIRIVEXMSRSJI\TIRWMZIWGMIRXM½GMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRGPYHMRKLMKLTIVJSVQERGIGSQTYXMRKERHIEVXL
observation satellites. As discussed in Chapter 4, improvements in infrastructure are needed to deliver
improvements in the reliability and utility of hazard forecasts over the next 30 years. Co-operation would
allow a small number of specialist state-of-the-art facilities to be made available to many countries, without
WMKRM½GERXEHHMXMSREPI\TIRHMXYVI
 International bodies can also encourage and endorse decisions taken by national or local leaders which
EHHVIWWHMWEWXIVVMWO)RHSVWIQIRXGERLIPTTSPMXMGEPPIEHIVWXSNYWXMJ]QIEWYVIWXLEXQE]LEZIYTJVSRX
GSWXWFYXPSRKXIVQFIRI½XW3RII\EQTPIMWXLI92-7(6³1EOMRK'MXMIW6IWMPMIRX´GEQTEMKR1E]SVWERH
loyal government leaders who commit to a ten-point DRR plan, which includes the assignment of a DRR
budget from their own funds, are publically recognised by UNISDR. More than 1,200 cities have responded
to this incentive since its launch in 2010.
The private sector also has strong incentives to act on future disaster risk, which can
directly improve business performance as well as demonstrating corporate social
responsibility:
 Action by organisations in the insurance sector to expand the coverage of risk models could open up new
markets for insurance in developing countries. As countries develop economically, the value of exposed
assets in those countries will rise dramatically, as will the desire to protect them through insurance.
 'SRWXVYGXMSR½VQWGSYPHKEMRGSQTIXMXMZIEHZERXEKIF]HIZIPSTMRKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIHIWMKRWXLEXEVIQSVI
VIWMPMIRXXSHMWEWXIVVMWO1ER]GMXMIW[MPPFIFYMPHMRKMRJVEWXVYGXYVIJSVXLI½VWXXMQISZIVXLIRI\X]IEVW
and so there is a large guaranteed market to compete for. As many of those cities will be in Asia and Africa,
and at risk from disasters, resilience could be a key discriminating criterion for investors when choosing
suppliers.
*SVEPPSJXLISVKERMWEXMSRWHMWGYWWIHEFSZIMRGSVTSVEXMRKJYXYVIHMWEWXIVVMWOMRXSXSHE]´WHIGMWMSRWSRTSPMG]
MRZIWXQIRXERHJYRHMRKGSYPHPIEHXSWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XWJSVXLISVKERMWEXMSRWXLIQWIPZIWERHJSVXLIWYWXEMREFPI
development of many countries in the future.

6.4 Conclusion: the need for action now
Over the next two years, there is a unique opportunity for stakeholders to show leadership
on the issue of disaster risk. This is because a range of important political and practical
developments in this area are on the horizon. The issue has already been highlighted
as a priority by the UN Secretary General and General Assembly, and as a key theme by
the Mexico G20 presidency. But there is a real opportunity arising from the alignment of
timetables that is imminent in 2015 when the successor to the Hyogo Framework for Action
(HFA) will need to be in place518, and when a new set of development goals are planned to
follow on from the Millennium Development Goals. The process of setting out this post-2015
landscape is already under way. If a clear agenda for disaster risk can be agreed rapidly, and
allied with the wider post-2015 process, there are likely to be benefits from the strong focus
on this wider global development agenda to help drive specific actions.

518 The HFA is a ten-year plan, led by UNISDR, to make the world safer from natural hazards. It was adopted by 168 Member States of the United
2EXMSRWMREXXLI;SVPH(MWEWXIV6IHYGXMSR'SRJIVIRGI1SVIHIXEMPMWEZEMPEFPIEXLXXT[[[YRMWHVSVK[IGSSVHMREXILJE
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